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Preface
The first two years in our Fraunhofer
Center have extremely motivated our
employees, the pleasant surroundings
and atmosphere of course additionally
contributing to the over-proportional
growth of the ITWM in the years of
2006 and 2007. An entire number of
36 new jobs have been created at the
ITWM, corresponding to a growth rate
of approximately 30 per cent – we have
not even been able to fill all the vacancies yet. A similar high growth rate can
be observed with respect to the PhD
scholarships.

lighted that the Land Rhineland-Palati
nate and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
have given us the green light for an annex building of the ITWM already at
the beginning of this year.

theoretical models for equity prices and
interest rate series, to the practical application of modern portfolio optimization methods, and to the asset liability
management; progress which in practice will be useful for a long-term risk
management. We have high hopes of
the combination of theoretical excellence on the part of the University of
Cambridge and large competence and
experience in the practical application
of theoretical models on the part of the
ITWM.

A special event of the year 2007 was
the inauguration of our Innovation
Cluster “Digitale Nutzfahrzeugtechnologie” (Digital Utility Vehicle Technology,
DNT), which we are managing in cooperation with the Fraunhofer IESE. The
importance of this institution for the
Land was documented by the participation of the Minister of Economic Affairs The current year of 2008 is a very good
Of course, we have not been able to
of Rhineland-Palatinate, Hendrik Hering, year for a little advertisement on our
manage this increase in personnel by
as well as of the Minister of Science,
own account, which, however, does
offering jobs exclusively to young scien- Doris Ahnen, in the inauguration festiv- not mean advertisement for the ITWM
tists from Kaiserslautern. Our new emities. The Cluster has been designed as
as an institute; instead, we as matheployees come from all over Germany,
a joint research project with strong inmaticians would like to promote our
from other European countries, from
dustrial participation for an unlimited
basic science of Mathematics. 2008 has
Asia, and from North and South Ameri- period and has been financed for the
been proclaimed the Year of Matheca. The job market for highly qualified
first three years by ten million Euros. It is matics in Germany by the German Minscientists is extremely tense, competiembedded into further activities, turnistry of Education and Research BMBF.
tion for the best brains is well underway ing the subject of utility vehicle technol- It offers the chance to embed the imbetween universities, research institutes, ogy into a main research subject at the
portance of Mathematics more firmly
and enterprises, and we can observe an location of Kaiserslautern. The DNT
in public awareness than in the past
increasing globalization of the job mar- Cluster especially focuses on subjects
and to modify the image of Mathematket for scientists.
like virtual product development, operics as well. Mathematics is often still
ational strength, statistical planning of
classified as being difficult, detached
tests, as well as the reliability of emIn spite of these difficult conditions, a
from the world, or even unsympathetic.
bedded software systems.
considerable increase in qualified perIn public, a mediocre or poor perforsonnel has been possible at the ITWM,
mance in Mathematics at school is acshowing the good standing which the
Another highlight during the year 2007 cepted with a wink and sympathizing
institute has reached over the last few
comments. Neither the fascination of
was the starting signal for a strategic
years. A job at the ITWM is obviously
Mathematics as a free play of the spirit,
alliance “Financial Mathematics” in coalso very attractive for applicants from
nor the importance of Mathematics as
operation with the renowned Universiforeign countries.
representing a decisive instrument for
ty of Cambridge. Modern financial
the design of technological progress
mathematics has repeatedly attracted
are realized in their respective signifiattention within the last few years by
Annual growth rates of 15 per cent,
cance.
spectacular results for which even Nohowever, bring the ITWM to limits that
bel Prizes were granted. Nevertheless,
are not due to lacking project returns,
recent occurrences show necessities for Besides, Mathematics unfortunately still
but to the requirements for the necesfurther developments towards still more has a bad reputation among many pusary integration and training of new
colleagues, as well as to capacities with realistic models. Against this background, pils. Mathematics is an integral part
the Finance Alliance of the ITWM and
respect to the supervision of PhD stuand the basis of science and engineerthe University of Cambridge represents
dents instead. Besides, we are facing
ing. In a considerable number of cases,
a big challenge on the highest level of
serious problems as to available rooms.
young people will not take up studies
research. We expect our cooperation to in science or engineering because they
Two years after having moved into our
result in considerable progress with renew building, it is almost completely
have not been able to find a good apspect to the further development of
occupied. We are therefore very deproach to Mathematics at school and
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consider Mathematics as a deterrent
with respect to the choice of their subjects. School lessons today are often
still limited to the mere learning of
methods; competences in problem solution or mathematical modeling unfortunately are only rarely imparted. The
fact that there is a current demand for
graduates especially in these subjects
results in an economically absurd situation. It is therefore absolutely necessary
to make use of any possibility to invest
in the long-term promotion of young
scientists by specific measures and activities, particularly during the Year of
Mathematics, to show the exciting aspects of Mathematics to pupils and
teachers, and to explain which unimagined possibilities arise from this often
so misjudged science. The Fraunhofer
ITWM will take part in this mission by a
series of events and activities.
This year, the illustration of our Annual
Report again speaks its own language
which, at first sight, does not appear to
be related to mathematics. In 2006,
the “Pfalzgalerie” in Kaiserslautern had
opened its doors for us; in 2007, we
were allowed to enter the stage of the
“Pfalztheater”. Thus, we did not only
have a first-class inspiring ambience for
the photographs illustrating our Annual
Report, but we were also able to advance our intention to join the regional
cultural events more strongly with the
Fraunhofer Center.

the photographs and to give free reign
to your associations.
Finally, we would like to thank our clients and project partners for their confidence in our institute, and we are
looking forward to facing new tasks
and challenges in the year 2008 in cooperation with you.

Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters, Director

On this occasion, I would like to thank
the “Pfalztheater” and its Artistic Director Johannes Reitmeier very much for
the creative cooperation in our project
of connecting mathematical main subjects of the Fraunhofer ITWM with productions of the “Pfalztheater” by way
of photographs. The motives stem from
the scenery of different renderings and
seasons; Thomas Dörfler, the Head of
Scenography, gives a few explanations
of the designs. I would like to invite you
to take an additional second view of
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The Year of Mathematics
2008

Science and art have always been close
to each other and have developed in a
reciprocal relationship of dependence,
nevertheless independently and in an
equally border-crossing and innovative
way.
Mathematics has played a decisive part
here; mathematical results applied to
graphic arts have introduced revolutionary developments. It was only natural and evident that the Fraunhofer
ITWM and the “Pfalzgalerie” in Kaiserslautern tried to work out their intersection and their similarities last year by
their cooperation with respect to the
design of the annual report.
The “Pfalztheater” now has the honor
of being able to offer an optically attractive platform for the design of this
report, which might be justified by the
influence of mathematics on music and
composition theory and its interaction
– numerous mathematicians are excellent singers and instrumentalists. Considered more closely, however, this decision has mainly been an expression of
mutual sympathy and estimation. Primarily, our cooperation results from the
intention of joining forces for the ad-

6

The German Ministry of Education and
Research has proclaimed the year 2008
“Year of Mathematics”, as the year 2007
had been proclaimed Year of Arts. I
must confess that the special importance of the Arts had not become really clear to me last year. I heard about it
three or four times, I remember a discussion on the radio about the problem
that these subjects were underestimated – but that was more or less all. The
year before last, which was the “Mozart
Year”, Mozart was everywhere! Every
day I listened to short sections of Mozart’s letters read by the actor Karl Maria Brandauer when I shaved my face
in the morning; at the end of the year,
I was convinced that Mozart had the
voice of Brandauer. And now the Year
of Mathematics; maybe I simply listen
more closely if the subject is Mathematvancement of our city and our region;
ics. Anyhow, I have the impression that
besides, we want to participate in the
the Year of Mathematics has come over
development of Kaiserslautern as a loGermany like a spring storm: Günter
cation of science and culture.
Ziegler, the Berlin President of the German Mathematical Society DMV, was
This project has given us very much
pleasure – thank you for the good idea! published in the newspapers DIE ZEIT,
FAZ, Rheinpfalz, and Die Welt, Alfred
Thanks to everybody who has filled it
Beutelsbacher presents his Little Mathewith life.
matical Dictionary everyday on the radio,
Mrs. Schavan, the Federal Minister of
Education and Research, held the inauJohannes Reitmeier
guration speech. Mathematics is literalArtistic Director of the “Pfalztheater”
ly everywhere, at least in the media. We
are very pleased about that, because at
least since the foundation of the ITWM
every year has been a Year of Mathematics for us, not only the year 2008;
hence, a positive image of Mathematics
in public can only bring advantages.
However: what is a “positive image of
Mathematics?” Everybody knows that
there is an important school subject
of Mathematics which sometimes may
even be fateful. Nevertheless, many a
person with a successful career tends to
coquet with a poor mathematical performance at school. Fractions appear
to be less important than orthography,
people know Schopenhauer, but they
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have never heard of Weierstrass, an argument of Goethe’s “Faust” comes
more naturally to many people than
a definition of a derivative. Does that
mean that the Year of Arts was successful and that we can hope for an improvement of mathematical knowledge
at the end of 2008? I am afraid that this
will only be possible within very narrow
limits. Knowledge in Philosophy, History,
and Literature is obviously considered
as a part of education, whereas knowledge in Mathematics is not. Can this
be improved by a Year of Mathematics? Most colleagues try to move into
that direction, which sometimes even
appeals to the taste of several journalists. The intellectual fascination of the
great Fermat or of the Poincaré conjecture becomes perceptible even for amateurs, and many centuries of intellectual This is of course the message of our inwork of famous scientists are additionstitute, and it is also the message of
ally awe-inspiring. The fractal geometry an initiative of commercial enterprises
presented by Heinz-Otto Peitken during with respect to the Year of Mathematthe inauguration festivities is especialics which was initiated by the Oberwolly impressive for persons interested in
fach-Stiftung and will be published as
art. I therefore hope that the message
a book by Springer. The articles about
that “Mathematics is an essential and
Mathematics published there by the
indispensable cultural artifact” will be
CEOs of leading enterprises of the Gerreceived here and there. Beutelsbachman share index ought to convince ever’s Little Mathematical Dictionary will
erybody of this message.
also make a contribution by explaining,
for example, that the probability of two In 2008 we will primarily dedicate ourpeople in a group of 30 having their
selves to the subject “Mathematics is a
birthday on the same date is surprisingly key technology”. We will try to explain
high; another contribution is the weekthat Mathematics is not only entertainly column “Mathematics in 5 Minutes”
ment and culture, but that it is also profin the newspaper Die Welt, where I will
itable and necessary. We would also like
also have the honor of publishing some
to discuss about the problem how this
thoughts myself in November. But will
aspect can be strengthened and furthis be enough for an essential change
ther emphasized, and how industry, the
of the attitude of the vast majority, espublic, and in particular also the schools
pecially also of the pupils?
can become more familiar with this aspect of Mathematics. For many years
I believe that we must additionally lay
now, the Department of Mathematics
emphasis on a second message: “Math- of our Technical University has been ofematics is an extremely profitable scifering modeling weeks for good pupils
ence, a key technology without which
mainly of the twelfth grade and has colour modern world is hardly imaginable – lected a large repertoire of experiencand it can feed a large number of peoes and modeling problems. Several of
ple with mathematical talents very well.” these modeling problems come from

the ITWM. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
therefore intends to offer more modeling weeks for pupils together with the
ITWM and the Department of Mathematics of the Technical University of Kaiserslautern at different locations in Germany; teachers should also participate
in order to be enabled to repeat such
courses on their own. This way, we are
hoping for long-term effects.
Of course, we are also committed to
the cultural aspect of Mathematics, e. g.,
by organizing art exhibitions at our institute which have Mathematics as a
subject. This aspect has taken us back
to our house – the Fraunhofer ITWM,
which is for me the most convincing argument for Mathematics as a very beautiful and very profitable science. Each
visitor assures us that nothing can prove
the economic importance better than
this institute with its staff of 300 people,
this institute which earns more than 40
per cent of its budget from industrial
projects and 30 per cent from publicly
funded projects, this institute residing in
a wonderful building where daily work
becomes a pleasure to everybody.
Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert
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The Profile of the Institute
Computer simulations have become an
indispensable tool for the design and
optimization of products, services, and
communication and working processes.
Real models are substituted by virtual models. As a raw material for the
models and a key technology for computer simulations, mathematics represents the foundation of the bridge towards the world of simulation, which
has been established in almost every
field of society and economy. An increasing number of small and mediumsized enterprises use simulation for cost
reduction. The Fraunhofer ITWM especially supports these companies by consulting and computer performance. The
companies are profiting on the market
due to the application of simulations as
a sign for innovation and quality assurance of their products. Of course, we
are also cooperating with large enterprises, mainly in the fields of automobile construction, engineering, textile
industry, microelectronics, banks, and
computer industry.
We meet complex challenges in technology, logistics, communication, and
finances by the application of modern
mathematical methods and we are also
further developing applied mathematics by innovative ideas, creating practical solutions in cooperation with industrial partners. Integral components of
these solutions are consulting with respect to R&D problems, support with
respect to the application of high performance computer technology, and
the development of especially tailored
software solutions.

versity of Kaiserslautern is therefore especially important for the ITWM. The
Fraunhofer ITWM is one of the leading
partners for mathematics in industry.
We intend to strengthen and expand
this position.

Competences and main research
subjects
Transport Processes
fluid-structure interaction
grid-free methods
radiative transfer and parameter
identification
room acoustics
continuum mechanical product and
process design
n
n
n

n
n

Flow and Material Simulation
microstructure simulation and virtual
material design
hydrodynamics
complex fluids
structure optimization in mechanics
and acoustics
n

n
n
n

Image Processing
microstructure analysis
surface inspection
signal analysis (railway)
ultrasonic imaging
n
n
n
n

System Analysis, Prognosis and
Control
dynamic heterogeneous networks
monitoring and control
decision support in medicine and
technology
prognosis of material and product
properties
multiscale structure mechanics
n
n
n

n

n

The intention of the ITWM is not only
to build the bridge between the real
and the virtual world, but also to provide a connection between mathematical research at the universities and
the practical application of the results.
Close cooperation with the Department
of Mathematics of the Technical Uni-

8

Optimization
optimization of company structures
and processes
optimization in medical therapy
planning
optimization in virtual engineering
n

n

n
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Financial Mathematics
credit derivatives
credit risk
option pricing
portfolio optimization and interest
rate structure models
insurance mathematics
■

■
■

■

CAE operational strength
statistical methods in operational
strength

■
■

■

Fraunhofer Chalmers Research
Centre for Industrial Mathematics FCC
geometry and motion planning
computational engineering and design
risk management
systems biology and bioinformatics
■
■

Competence Center High
Performance Computing
service-oriented computing
nano-scale process modeling
parallel algorithms, performance
analysis
processing of seismic data
Cell Competence Center
visualization of large amounts of
data

■
■

■
■

Mathematical Methods in Dynamics
and Durability
component properties depending on
the casting process
modeling and simulation of mechatronic systems
■

■

■

■
■
■

Contact:
Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese
Head of Administration
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-45 12
marion.schulz-reese@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Giuseppe Verdi, “The Troubadour”, season 2007 / 2008
“Subject of the opera Troubadour is the exercise of power and oppression, caught in the scenery by a strictly separated ‘Above’ and
‘Below’ embedded in a cold and shining steel structure which directly associates a surveillance state. The metal serves as a bright status
symbol by which the rulers are able to overcome the dark zone below. It might however be a very unpleasant experience for ‘those below’ to step onto the bridge, whether they do so voluntarily or not.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography at the “Pfalztheater”
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Costumers and Cooperation Partners

For many years now, the ITWM has successfully cooperated with enterprises from many branches
and of different sizes. In the year 2007, these were, among others
■

ABB Research Center, Dättwil

■

GM Powertrain, Rüsselsheim

■

Oerlikon NEUMAG GmbH, Neumünster

■

Abbott GmbH & Co. KG, Ludwigshafen

■

Gruber NaturHolzHaus, Rötz

■

NOGRID GmbH, Mainz

■

ABZ Handels GmbH, Ramstein-Miesenbach

■

Gumpp & Maier, Binswangen

■

Paul Wild GmbH, Kirschweiler

■

Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin

■

Porsche AG, Weissach

■

Hamburger Stadtentwässerung

■

psb Materialfluss GmbH, Pirmasens

■

HegerGuss GmbH, Enkenbach-Alsenborn

■

renfordt Malerfachbetrieb, Iserlohn

■■

Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH & Co. KG, Hanau

■■

Rieter Automatik GmbH, Großostheim

■

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart

■

Schmitz Cargobull, Altenberge

■

SIEDA GmbH, Kaiserslautern

■

Adam Opel AG, Rüsselsheim und
Kaiserslautern

■■

Advansa GmbH, Hamm

■

Assenagon GmbH, München

■

AUDI AG, Ingolstadt

■

Ballard Power Systems Inc, Burnaby (CDN)

■

BASF Chemical Company, Ludwigshafen

■

Honda, Tochigi (JP)

■

Bayer Technologies, Leverkusen

■■

Hydraulik-Ring GmbH, Nürtingen

■

HypoVereinsbank, München

■

IBM Deutschland, Böblingen

■

StatOil, Stavanger (N)

■

IDS Technology GmbH, Bitburg

■

Strahm Textile Systems AG, Lengwil (CH)

■

Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (IN)

■

■

Infineon Technologies AG, München

■

Infracom Italia, Padua (I)

■

Hochschule der Sparkassen-Finanzgruppe,
Bonn

■
■

■

■

■

■

Bayerisches Zentrum für Angewandte Energieforschung e.V., Würzburg
BMW AG, München
Burgmann Industries GmbH & Co KG,
Wolfratshausen
Carl Zeiss Imaging Solutions GmbH,
Hallbergmoos
Daimler AG, Stuttgart

■
■

■

Deutsche Apotheker- und Ärztebank,
Düsseldorf
Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum,
Heidelberg

Institute for Parallel Processing, Bulgarian
Academy of Science, Sofia (BG)

■

John Deere, Zweibrücken und Mannheim

■

Johns Manville Europe, Bad Homburg

■

DEVnet GmbH & Co. KG, Augsburg

■

Keiper GmbH & Co. KG, Kaiserslautern

■

DuPont, Wilmington, USA

■

Landesbank Baden-Württemberg, Stuttgart

■

Ecole des mines, Paris / Fontainebleau

■

■

EKF diagnostic sales GmbH, Barleben

Tehalit GmbH & Co. KG, Heltersberg

■

Texas A&M, College Station, Texas (USA)

■

■

■

■■

■

Elmo Leather AB, Svenljunga (S)
Universities of Applied Sciences Aalen, Amberg-
Weiden, Aschaffenburg, Darmstadt, Emden,
Kaiserslautern, Landshut, Wiener Neustadt,
Worms, Zwickau
Fachingen Heil- und Mineralbrunnen GmbH,
Fachingen / Lahn

■

Mann + Hummel GmbH, Ludwigsburg

■■

Maschinenfabrik Rieter AG, Winterthur (CH)

■

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (USA)

Financial Integrity Research Network, Australien
Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for
Industrial Mathematics FCC, Göteborg (S)

■

Fritz Stenger GmbH, Heimbuchenthal

■

GE Transportation Systems, Bad Dürkheim

10

MAGMA Gießereitechnologie GmbH,
Aachen

■

■
■■

Lima Medical Systems, Villanova di San
Daniele (I)
Linux NetworX, Salt Lake City (USA) und
Kaiserslautern

Stromberg Oberflächentechnik GmbH & Co.
KG, Duisburg

■

■

■

Siemens Medical Solutions OCS, Concord
Transportation Systems, Heidelberg

Universities of Ankara (TR), Cambridge (GB),
Canberra (AU), Catania (I), Dresden, Freiburg,
Göteborg (S), Graz (A), Halle-Wittenberg,
Hamburg, Hannover, Kaiserslautern, Karlsruhe,
Kopenhagen (DK), Leuven (B), Magdeburg,
Mannheim, North Carolina (USA), Perth (AU),
Pisa (I), Saarbrücken, Stuttgart, Tübingen, Valenciennes (F), Vilnius (LT), Los Angeles USA)
Clinics of Frankfurt-Hoechst, Heidelberg,
Homburg, Kaiserslautern, Tübingen

■

URSA Insulation, Tarragona

■

Voith Fabrics GmbH, Pfullingen

■

Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg

■

VOLVO Construction Equipment, Konz

■

Winkler+Dünnebier AG, Neuwied

Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in den
Naturwissenschaften, Leipzig

■

Meinl Bank AG, Graz (A)

■

MVT Materials Handling GmbH, Dillingen

Profile of the Institute
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Board of Trustees

Renowned representatives from science, economy, and politics could be won as members of the board of trustees, among
which are:
Dr. Jürgen Amendinger
Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG,
München

Prof. Dr. Peter Jagers
Chalmers Tekniska Högskolan,
Göteborg, Schweden

Prof. Dr. Achim Bachem
Research Centre Jülich

Dr. Wilhelm Krüger
Blue Order AG, Kaiserslautern

Dr.-Ing. Erwin Flender
MAGMA Gießereitechnologie, Aachen

Dr. Martin Kühn
SAP AG, Walldorf

Dr. Werner Groh
Johns Manville Europe GmbH,
Bobingen

Kurt Lechner
Member of the European Parliament,
Kaiserslautern

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Hackbusch
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics
in the Sciences, Leipzig

Richard Ortseifer
Member of the Ministry for Economy,
Traffic, Agriculture, and Viniculture in
Rhineland-Palatinate, Mainz

Dr. Tanja Rohweder
Member of the Ministry for Education, Science, Youth and Culture in
Rhineland-Palatinate, Mainz
Prof. Dr. Helmut J. Schmidt
President of the Technical University
Kaiserslautern
Dr. Jörg Steeb
Tehalit GmbH & Co. KG, Heltersberg
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wahlster
German Research Center for Artificial
Intelligence, Saarbrücken

Organizational Chart
Director

Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters

06 31/3 16 00-42 01

Scientific Advisory Board Prof. Dr. Axel Klar

06 31/3 16 00-44 17

Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn

06 31/3 16 00-46 58

Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert

06 31/3 16 00-43 10

Prof. Dr. Stefan Nickel
Central Services

Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese

06 31/3 16 00-45 12

Public Relations

Ilka Blauth

06 31/3 16 00-46 74

Dipl.-Math. Steffen Grützner

06 31/3 16 00-44 00

Dr. Franz-Josef Pfreundt (CIO)

06 31/3 16 00-44 59

EDP

Dieter Eubell

06 31/3 16 00-42 43

Transport Processes

Dr. Raimund Wegener

06 31/3 16 00-42 31

Flow and Material Simulation

Dr. Konrad Steiner

06 31/3 16 00-43 42

Image Processing

Dr. Ronald Rösch

06 31/3 16 00-44 86

System Analysis, Prognosis and Control

Dr. Patrick Lang

06 31/3 16 00-46 39

Optimization

Priv.-Doz. Dr. Karl-Heinz Küfer

06 31/3 16 00-44 91

Financial Mathematics

Priv.-Doz. Dr. Marlene Müller

06 31/3 16 00-43 46

Mathematical Methods for Dynamics and Durability

Dr. Klaus Dreßler

06 31/3 16 00-44 66

Competence Center High Performance Computing
Departments

06 31/3 16 00-46 42

Administration
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The Institute in Numbers

Budget
The financial year 2007 certainly was
one of the ITWM’s most successful
years, not only with respect to the
growth rates of the operating budget, but also with respect to the hiring
of personnel. Although the operating
budget of 2006 had already increased
by 10 per cent with respect to the year
before, these results could be outperformed again by a growth rate of more
than 15 per cent.
Growth rates of 14 and 26 per cent,
respectively, have strongly increased
again with respect to the returns from
industrial projects and publicly funded
projects.
As to publicly funded projects, the participation of the ITWM in the research
program THESEUS, which was initiated
by the Federal Ministry of Economy and
Technology (BMWi), is especially important. THESEUS has the objective of developing a new internet-based knowledge infrastructure, so that knowledge
available on the internet might be utilized and realized in a better way. Under the umbrella of THESEUS, application-oriented basic technologies and
technical standards will be developed
and tested. As a result, new products,
tools, services, and business models for
the World Wide Web and the service
and knowledge society of tomorrow
are expected.

methods for a period of three years
first. This cooperation project is supported by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
by one million Euros.
Economic returns of the ITWM have
stabilized on a high level. The regional importance of the institute is shown

not least by the fact that more than a
third of returns from industrial projects
stem from cooperation with regional
enterprises. However, efforts on an international level have meanwhile been
paying off, too. A quarter of economic returns could be acquired from enterprises in foreign countries.

12

Operating budget development in million ¤
industry
public projects
base funding and
Fraunhofer internal programs

11
30 %

10
9
33 %
8
7

33 %
33 %
23 %

12

25 %

17 %
5
34 %

23 %

4
3
50 %

2

The ITWM was very successful again
also with respect to Fraunhofer internal funding. An essential element of
the European Strategy of Fraunhofer is
represented by alliances with European
excellence centers; the ITWM has succeeded in initiating an alliance in financial mathematics with the University of
Cambridge. Mathematicians from Kaiserslautern and Cambridge will further
develop methods in financial mathematics and optimize already known

29 %

6

43 %

44 %

42 %

41 %

1

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Budget development [thousend ¤]

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Operating budget		

7 872

8 844

9 560

10 550

12 163

Investments		

563

376

499

332

1 720

Total		

8 435

9 220

10 059

10 882

13 883
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Personnel development
Since we have moved into the new
Fraunhofer Center in January 2006, 52
new colleagues have been employed
up to the end of 2007, 43 of these in
scientific departments alone. During
the same period, 16 colleagues have
left us, so that an entire number of 36
new jobs have been created. Fortunately the ITWM has succeeded in recruiting qualified applicants in spite of the
shortage of manpower in mathematics,
science, and engineering. A large number of our scientists of course come
from Kaiserslautern and other cities in
the vicinity, such as Trier, Saarbrücken, Heidelberg, or Darmstadt; however,
the ITWM is also very attractive for applicants from Munich, Augsburg, Bayreuth, Göttingen, Braunschweig, Hamburg, or Berlin.

400

9

380
49
360
340
320

8

300

4

36

16

280

141

260

Increased cooperation with the Department of Mathematics of the Technical
University of Kaiserslautern, which was
strengthened by a further cooperation
contract in 2007, is supposed to meet
the impending shortage of qualified
employees by a special intensive support of young scientists.

240

The strong increase in personnel within the last two years has resulted in
an almost complete occupation of our
new building. We have agreed with the
Land and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
that an annex building is urgently necessary. Finance commitments have already been made, and a first planning
is well under way. The first sod is expected to be turned for the annex
building in the spring of 2009.

160
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220

117
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200
24
180

86

20

20

24

42

37

52

140
14
120
100
80

44

18

39
16

18
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60
113
Personnel development
scientists and technicians
central services
PhD students
other employees
research assistants
interns
trainees

40
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91
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Interdisciplinary Project

As a representative of the large number of interdisciplinary projects at the Fraunhofer ITWM, we would like to present the
project KneeMech, a cooperation project of the departments Flow and Material Simulation (SMS) and System Analysis,
Prognosis, and Control (SYS). The SMS scientists are responsible for the development of the graphic user interface, the
simulation tool, and the algorithms, whereas the department SYS deals with the homogenization of the contact area between bone and prosthesis. Besides, KneeMech is also an example for the international cooperation of the ITWM, because
the project has arisen from the long-term contacts of the ITWM with the University of Catania in Sicily, which have now
been expanded to an industrial project.

KneeMech – Biomechanical Simulation for Clinical Practice
Knee prostheses are used as artificial
knee joints in the case of extreme wear
or a heavy degeneration of the knee
joint. The bones of patients have different sizes and a different internal structure; the surgeon must therefore select
the appropriate type of prosthesis for
each individual patient and determine
the optimal position of this type of
prosthesis with respect to the bones.
Of course, the surgeon cannot test all
the prostheses directly at the patient;
it is therefore necessary to “fit” all the
types of prostheses virtually by computer simulation. The respective simulation
methods have been developed at the
Fraunhofer ITWM in cooperation with
scientists from Catania and the Italian
company Lima-Lto spa.
The objective of this project is the development of methods which facilitate
and improve the selection and positioning of the prosthesis in close interdisciplinary cooperation of physicians, engineers, and mathematicians, resulting in
the improvement of the patient’s quality of life. The respective models must
account for the individual properties of
the patient’s bones and of the prosthesis as exactly as possible. Particularly important is the contact area between
bone and prosthesis. The local mechanical load to which the contact area is
subject results in biological stimuli leading to the generation of bone material,
i. e. to the growing of the bone into the
pores of the prosthesis coating. Highly exact two-scale models have been
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developed especially for the analysis of
this area, models which derive effective macroscopic contact conditions between bone and prosthesis from the
microstructure of the prosthesis and
bone surface.

subsequent real operation can be fast,
secure, and minimally invasive.

The contact problem for the prosthesis-bone system is solved numerically
by the Finite Element Method (FEM). A
high exactness of the FEM simulations
can only be achieved in the case of a
sufficiently exact definition of the geometry and structure of the bones and
of a respective grid. The grid is based
on a computer tomographic (CT) image of the knee, on the basis of which
the geometry of the bones and of their
internal structure can be reconstructed by so-called segmentation methods. This process results in very fine
FEM grids with several millions of tetrahedrons, which lead to respectively
large linear systems of equations with
several millions of unknowns and long
run times for the FEM. In the next step,
the number of tetrahedrons and unknowns is therefore reduced adaptively by two orders of magnitude. The resulting shortening of the required run
time for a simulation is a large progress
with respect to the applicability in clinical practice.
A user-friendly graphic interface together with fast visualization algorithms for
the virtual “fitting” of the prosthesis is
supposed to support the positioning of
the prosthesis and the planning of the
entire operation first. Virtual operations
can be carried out several times without pain for the patient, so that the
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Looking Back at the Year 2007

In March, Prof. Dr. Dieter Prätzel-Wolters
was elected President of the “Wissenschaftlich-technischer Rat” (Science and
Technology Council, WTR) of the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft for another three
years. The WTR represents the interests
of the 56 directors of the Fraunhofer Institutes and of their 13,700 employees,
as well consulting the Management of
the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft as to strategic decisions.

It is not miniature excavators, but real
motorized heavyweights instead on
which the Innovation Cluster “Digital
Utility Vehicle Technology” is focused; it
had been inaugurated in the Fraunhofer
Center by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft,
the government of the Land RhinelandPalatinate, and the BMBF (Federal Ministry of Education and Research) at the
end of April. It is the objective of this
research initiative to connect the development, planning, and production processes more closely to the utilization,
control, and maintenance of such vehicles and to optimize their high-tech insides. The scientific kernel of the Innovation Cluster is represented by the two
Fraunhofer institutes IESE and ITWM.
Participating enterprises are, for example, Daimler AG, Volvo Group, John
Deere, Robert Bosch GmbH, Haldex
brake products GmbH, MB-technology
GmbH, and Schmitz Cargobull AG. The
cooperation project comprises an entire
volume of ten million Euros up to 2010
and is planned beyond for an unlimited
period. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and
the Land Rhineland-Palatinate are each
contributing 3 million Euros; industrial
contributions arise to 4 million Euros.

Dr. Klaus Dreßler, Fraunhofer ITWM, Director of the Innovation Cluster, Minister of Science and Education Doris Ahnen, Minister of Economic Affairs Hendrik Hering and Ralf Kalmar, Fraunhofer IESE

The founder of the Fraunhofer ITWM,
Prof. Dr. Helmut Neunzert, was granted
the honorary doctorate of the Chalmers
University in Gothenburg in May. He
was honored as one of the leading industrial mathematicians in Europe for
his merits with respect to the Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for Industrial Mathematics FCC, the Swedish
sister institute of the Fraunhofer ITWM,
which had been founded in 2001.

Since September, “Hercules” has been
responsible for complex simulations
and visualizations at the ITWM: it consists of 272 standard servers and works
with 8.1 TFLOPS, thus being one of the
fastest supercomputers in Germany. It
belongs to the most energy efficient
computers worldwide; innovative cooling concepts in the server room additionally save electric energy.
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The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft at a Glance

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the largest organization of applied research in
Europe. As a non-profit organization, it
currently maintains approximately 80
research units – including 56 institutes –
at more than 40 locations throughout Germany. A staff of approximately 13,700 employees – mainly qualified
scientists or engineers – works for the
annual research budget of 1,32 billion
Euros. More than half of industrial profits stem from projects with small and
medium-sized enterprises.
The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft deals with
research and development projects ordered by economy, the state, and the
public sector. International cooperation
is supported by Liaison Offices in the
USA and in Asia.

Research areas of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft:
n

n

n

n

material technology, component
behavior
production technology, manufacturing technology
information and communication
t echnology
microelectronics, microsystem
technology

n

test engineering, sensor systems

n

process engineering

n

n

energy technology and constructional
engineering, environmental and
health research
technical-economic studies, information transfer

Locations of the
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
in Germany

Fraunhofer Group
Information and Communication Technology

Shorter innovation cycles have turned
IT knowledge into a perishable commodity. The Fraunhofer Information
and Communication Technology Group
(ICT) provides support in the form of
customized studies, technology consulting and contract research for new products and services. In addition to feasibility studies, it also investigates end-user
acceptance and produces market analyses and cost-benefit assessments. The
Fraunhofer ICT Group comprises thirteen institutes as full members and
three associated members, representing
a workforce of roughly 2800 employees. Its central office in Berlin serves as
a one-stop shop, referring customers to
the appropriate contacts. Research results are jointly communicated and marketed by the ICT Group, focusing on
specific application areas, industries, etc.
The complementary focal fields of the
participating institutes cover the entire
value chain of the ICT industry. The ICT
Group conducts activities within a wide
range of business fields, including information and communication technologies for:
n

medicine and life sciences

n

traffic and mobility

n

culture and entertainment

n

e-business

n

e-government

n

production

n

digital media

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung
der angewandten Forschung e. V.
Hansastraße 27c
80686 München

n

software

n

security

Phone:		 +49 (0) 89/12 05-0
Fax:				 +49 (0) 89/12 05-75 31
Internet: www.fraunhofer.de

n

communication systems

n

financial Services.

Schkopau

Central adress
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Direction and Administration

Gabriele Gramsch, Gesa Ermel, Ilka Blauth, Katharina Parusel, Dieter Eubell, Dr. Marion Schulz-Reese, Manuela Hoffmann, Steffen Grützner, Michael Mannweiler, Prof. Dr. Stefan Nickel, Michaela Grimberg-Mang, Sandra Leugner, Deborah Korb, Dr. Elmar Gerwalin, Brigitte Williard, Mirko Spell, Prof. Dr. Axel Klar,
Sylvia Gerwalin, Prof. Dr. Ralf Korn, Christian Mohrbacher, Christian Peter, Patrick Fuchs, Markus Pfeffer
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Transport Processes
The work of the Department Transport Processes is characterized by the
mathematical modeling of complex
technical problems and the development of efficient algorithms for their
numerical solution. From a mathematical point of view, the respective problems from areas such as fluid dynamics, radiative transfer, acoustics, and
structure mechanics are based on partial differential equations. From the clients’ point of view, problems comprise
the optimization of products, the technical design of production processes, or simulation-based measurement
methods. The year 2007 was an economically very successful one for each
of the five main subjects, which will be
described hereinafter.
Fluid-structure interaction
The software tool FIDYST (Fiber Dynam
ics Simulation Tool) is mainly of interest for clients from the field of technical textiles and respective engineering.
Machines can be designed systematically and improved on the basis of simulations of filament dynamics – for example, during the production processes of nonwovens. Our work has been
made public in the target industry and
the mathematical community by our
participation in numerous trade fairs
and by scientific publications. Apart
from the filament dynamics, research
work with respect to the control of the
melt flow represents another problem
which we are dealing with in this subject.
Grid-free methods
The department is developing its own
solver for flow processes: FPM (Finite
Pointset Method). FPM is a grid-free
method and as such perfectly adapted for the solution of problems with
a flow area which is changing in time
(multiphase flows, free surfaces). The
software is meanwhile being sold by
the company NOGRID GmbH. Current developments at the ITWM are
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focused on a special tool for the simulation of refueling processes for the
company VW.
Radiative transfer and parameter
identification
This main subject has its roots in projects with respect to the cooling of
glass by thermal radiation and heat
conduction. These have always been
accompanied by projects in the field
of parameter identification, mostly
in the surroundings of glass industry, which have essentially contributed to the development of mathematical competences in inverse problems. In 2007, activities with respect
to glass industry moved a little to the
background in favor of other projects
where the subjects of heat, radiation,
and parameter identification were
transferred to other areas – for example, to medical technology.
Room acoustics
This new main subject of the department focuses on the development of
an audio-visual VR system by which
the acoustic situation of rooms (buildings, machine halls, and vehicles) can
already be experienced during the planning phase. Meanwhile, the system has
mostly been made applicable, although
it is supposed to be further developed
within different research projects. In
view of industrial applications, we will
especially deal with problems of noise
development and control.
Continuum mechanical product
and process design
The main subject comprises those projects of the department which concentrate on the technical design and optimization of products and production
processes. Their common bases are
continuum mechanical multiphysics
models in the broadest sense, which
can only be handled by optimization
and/or control after a model reduction.
Competences and resources of the en-
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tire department are used for the work
on these projects.

Main subjects
n
n
n

Head of Department:
Dr. Raimund Wegener
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-42 31
raimund.wegener@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n
n

fluid-structure interaction
grid-free methods
radiative transfer and parameter
identification
room acoustics
continuum mechanical product
and process design

Jaques Offenbach, »Tales of Hoffmann«, season 2006 / 2007
“The ‘Tales of Hoffmann’ lead us from the real world to a dream world; three separate stories are told in a similar room, so that the real
world, the dream world, and the play virtually take place next to one another. This is made possible by the transparent scenery, a light
structured system breaking into the real room. The material is transparent and dense at the same time; it is able to modify the transparency and recalls delicately interwoven filaments, a network whose grid structure is hidden behind reflections.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography at the “Pfalztheater”
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Examples

60

Simulation-based Constructive
Design of a Nonwoven Spunbond
Plant
Tenacity [N/5cm]

Different projects for the design and
optimization of machines and plants
have been dealt with on the basis of
the software tool FIDYST (Fiber Dynamics Simulation Tool). The essential
key is to influence the dynamic behavior of specific filaments or staple fibers.
In close cooperation with the company Oerlikon Neumag, a new nonwoven
spunbond plant has been constructed
on the basis of simulation results. On
the one hand, the fluid dynamics in the
area of the slot is simulated, including
the inflow of air, the narrow filament
channel, and the subsequent free air jet
as well; on the other hand, the dynamics of the moving filaments is accounted for by FIDYST on the basis of these
data. The filament dynamics is determined globally by the direction and
strength of the free jet, whereas local
evasive movements are essentially resulting from the flow turbulences and

50

PP, 1,1 dtex 15 gsm
old

new

40
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44

20
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21
CD

MD

Distribution of the filament deposition

Measured tenacities of the nonwoven

their impact on the filaments in combination with the deceleration of the
flow above the deposition belt. The
randomness of the movement results in
the deposition of stochastic structures
which are to be optimized with respect
to the resulting tensile tenacity of the
nonwoven.

belt. The analysis of the respective distribution results in a standard deviation
in machine direction (MD) as well as in
cross direction (CD). Typically, the value for MD is higher than that for CD,
which also corresponds to the values
for the tenacity. An entire number of
approximately 30 different design variations have been developed and evaluated by simulation in order to broaden the filament deposition in CD, simultaneously at least maintaining that in
MD. One proposal was selected together with Neumag which promised a significant improvement and could be realized for a plant width of 7 m. The first
results after the realization on the plant
of the Neumag pilot plant were presented during the EDANA Symposium
2007. The simulation results were confirmed: the tenacity in cross direction
(CD) had increased by approximately
15 per cent and by almost 10 per cent
in MD, the input of material remaining
unaltered.

The stochastic deposition model is
based on the fact that, as observed
from above, an individual filament clusters around a center when hitting the

Dynamics of the filament curtain

Above: streamlines of the air flow

Right: constructive realization for a
plant width of 7 m
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Optimal Control of Melt Flow for
Spinning Processes
During different industrial melt spinning processes, polymer is melted in
an extruder and flows to the individual capillaries of a spinning head via a
distributor. Generally, the cross-section
of the polymer melt flow must be expanded from that of the inflow tube
to the considerably larger cross-section
of the spinning plate with its capillaries.
The flow velocities are decreasing here;
therefore, dead zones may arise especially in the vicinity of the walls, where
the polymer degrades and is accumulated. An appropriate measure for the
flow velocity in the vicinity of the walls
is the so-called wall shear stress, which
can be influenced specifically by modifications of the flow area. However,
the dependences are not local and are
very complex, so that a modification
does only make sense on the basis of a
mathematical optimization process. An
optimization method for such problems
has been developed at the ITWM on
the basis of appropriate criteria.
Polymer melts belong to the nonNewtonian viscous fluids. In applications with a low shear rate, a small
Deborah number, and a small Reynolds
number, however, a good approximation of the polymer flow is the description as a creep flow by the stationary
Stokes equations. Besides, these equations can be developed asymptotically
for low height profiles over the outflow
cross-section (see figure above). The
melt inflow via the inflow cross-section can be accounted for by a source
term. Alternatively, the inflow area can
be cut out completely of the two-dimensional flow area and be dealt with
by an inflow boundary condition. The
flow via the outflow cross-section is
described as a sink and is proportional
to the pressure difference according to
Darcy’s law for porous media.

inflow

height

profile

filter

outflow
Principle draft of a melt distributor

Example of an optimal geometry

Respective wall shear stresses

The figures below show the optimization of a simple geometry, which has
been abstracted for reasons of secrecy,
and the respective distribution of the
wall shear stress. The quality of the optimized geometries can be tested by a
full 3D simulation. This method has already passed the test in different applications and real geometries. The advantages of optimization are a considerable reduction of degradation effects,
an improved regularity, and a shorter
throughput time.
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Examples

Foam Dynamics Simulation
The refueling process of a vehicle is a
complex flow problem. You won’t realize very much of this as a customer at
the gas station, but you can observe directly several accompanying symptoms
of the flow process. A particularly annoying example is the early shutdown
of the refueling process before the
tank has actually been filled. In general, a vehicle tank must be constructed
in such a way that it allows for a minimum volumetric flow during refueling,
which is however quickly subverted by
an early shutdown. The objective of engineers is to optimize the vehicle tank
from a fluid dynamical point of view, simultaneously accounting for already existing and very restrictive requirements
and regulations. Simulations are an appropriate choice for the examination of
the flow behavior.
The company VW and the ITWM are
cooperating in order to find a special
simulation solution based on the Finite
Pointset Method (FPM), a grid-free flow
solver which has been developed at
the ITWM and has special qualities as
to the computation of flows with free
surfaces, to complex geometries, or to
non-classic material laws. Within this
project, the special material properties of the fuel are to be accounted for
in particular. It is not a fluid in the traditional sense because it comes out of
the fuel nozzle as an emulsion, i. e. with
millions of tiny gas bubbles enclosed.
While flowing through the interior of
the tank, the gas bubbles preferably coagulate with each other; they might,
however, also fall apart again. Finally, a
head develops on top of the free surface, in a similar way as in the case of
filling a glass of beer. The fuel foam disintegrates if the free bubbles burst. Additional foam can be generated by a
very turbulent conduction of the flow.
Although the foam is unintended during refueling, it is a simple fact which
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Contrarily to the foam in the vehicle tank, the head in the beer glass is well intended – generation
and structure of the foams are, however, very similar.

is to be examined and minimized. The
shutdown described above, for example, stems from the residual foam rising
upwards in the gasoline filler and triggering off the shutdown mechanism at
the moment of touching the fuel nozzle.
FPM can help to examine and understand the complex flow and foam processes and to optimize the tank geometry on the basis of simulations. A special foam model is developed for FPM
which is able to represent the rapidly
changing material properties from the
emulsion to the head. It is mainly focused on the foam dynamics, i. e. on
the modeling of bubble diffusion, bubble coagulation, and the disintegration
and generation of foam; on the other hand, the flow parameters (viscosity,
density, etc.) are described depending
on the proportion of foam. In cooperation with the experts of VW, the complete model is calibrated and tested.
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InMAR: Model Reduction for
Multifield FEM
A large class of technical design problems can be characterized in the following way: in order to model all the
relevant aspects and components of
the entire system, different partial differential equations must be coupled,
e. g., equations of structure mechanics,
acoustics, heat conduction, or electromagnetics. In the framework of an optimization, the simulation is supposed
to translate modifications of geometry
or material parameters into performance
features (for example, sound-damping).
The system is controlled by a modelbased controller.
Problems of this type can only be solved
efficiently if the large FE models, which
often comprise millions of degrees of
freedom, can be reduced to state space
models with only several hundreds of
degrees of freedom, and if these can
subsequently be transferred to computation environments where an optimization, controller design, or transient simulation can be carried out, for
example to Matlab or our audio-visual
representation system.

ing the sound transmission through the
bulkhead of the engine bay. During the
real time simulation of the acoustic impression which a person has if walking
through a virtual room, the response
behavior of the room is represented
in the low-frequency domain which is
dominated by stationary waves. Besides,
we have succeeded in modeling the
feedback between a thermally deforming structure reacting to pressure variations and a gas flow in a compact way.

The size of the original models and the
typically unsymmetrical matrices of the
coupled system are particular challenges for the model reduction, which can
neither be met by the methods integrated into Matlab nor by those available
within the usual FE packages. In the
framework of the EU project “Intelligent
Materials for Active Noise Reduction”,
the DASMOD project “Asymptotic and
Multiscale Methods in Acoustics”, and
an industrial cooperation project, first
parts of a toolbox containing modern
reduction methods with Ansys, Femlab, and Matlab interfaces have therefore been developed. With the help of
these, for example, the noise reduction in a model van can be estimated
if controlled piezo actors are dampen-

Special features of our method are a
generalized modal reduction accounting for the different left and right eigenvectors of unsymmetrical systems, the
use of Krylov methods appropriate for
the solution of large problems with a
high modal density in the interesting
frequency domain, the postprocessing by singular value methods restricted to smaller systems, where they show,
however, optimal approximation properties, as well as a hierarchic domain
decomposition decomposing the entire
model into parts which allow for a direct matrix inversion. The toolbox will
be further developed in cooperation
with the Department System Analysis, Prognosis and Control and the
Fraunhofer LBF.

Scheme of a model-based controller for the
dampening of the sound transmitted into the
interior of an experimental van through the
firewall, by piezo actor
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Example

Heating of Biological Tissue by
Electromagnetic Radiation
Electromagnetic radiation is used in
very different areas of our daily life: in
telecommunication, e. g., if we use a
mobile phone, listen to the radio, or
watch TV, for the heating of food in
the microwave oven, in modern radar
systems, and in microelectronics. Modern cars are crammed full of microprocessors which emit and are also influenced by electromagnetic radiation.
The influence of electromagnetic waves
on the health of people is discussed
in very much detail in the media today. Current examples are the discussions with respect to the radiation
emitted from mobile phones or the
WLAN available in many places. A possible hazard to the health caused by
this radiation has not been clarified
doubtlessly yet, and further scientific
research is still necessary. On the other
hand, however, electromagnetic radiation is also used for therapeutical purposes in medicine.
Examples are magneto-resonance tomography (MRT) and local hyperthermia, where the tumor tissue is heated by
microwaves up to a point where the
pathological tissue coagulates and mortifies. It is, however, an important condition that the surrounding healthy tissue remains untouched as far as possible. This example shows in particular
that a large amount of physical modeling and extensive numerical simulations
are necessary in order to optimize this
promising therapy method.
In cooperation with the FraunhoferChalmers Research Centre in Gothenburg, a project with respect to the
heating of biological tissue by electromagnetic radiation has been initiated at
the ITWM. The objective of this project
is the coupling of the commercial software tool Efield, which has been developed and is still maintained by scien-
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tists of the FCC in Gothenburg, with a
new tool to be developed for the determination of the temperature distribution in biological tissue.
Electromagnetic energy is deposited in
the tissue in form of Joule´s heat and is
distributed by heat conduction and convection, primarily propelled by the blood.
The heat tool developed at the ITWM

is voxel-based and uses a semi-explicit time discretization, which allows for a
very fast simulation of a very fine spatial
resolution with several millions of voxel.
As an example, the temperature propagation within a human head after a local
heating or cooling process was simulated by this software tool. In the next step
within the project, we intend to couple
this software tool with Efield.

Segmentation of the head into types of tissue based on the Zubal model
(Zubal, I. G.; Harrell, C. R.; Smith, E. O.; Rattner, Z.; Gindi, G.; Hoffer, P. B.;
Computerized three-dimensional segmented human anatomy, Medical
Physics, 21(2): 290-302, 1994)

21.0
23.0
25.0
26.9
28.9
30.9
32.9
34.9
39.9
38.8

Computed temperature distribution in °C
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Dr. Simone Gramsch, Dr. Marco Günther, Dr. Sudarshan Tiwari, Dr. Dietmar Hietel, Dr. Martin Hering-Bertram, Jan Marburger, Dr. Jörg Kuhnert, Vikash
Kumar, Dr. Robert Feßler, Thorsten Fütterer, Sabine Repke, Dr. Jan Mohring, Dr. Ferdinand Olawsky, Dr. Norbert Siedow, Dr. Jevgenijs Jegorovs
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Flow and Material
Simulation
The essential feature of the Department and has additionally been parallelized.
Flow and Material Simulation is the
The floodwater simulation by RisoSim
close coupling of simulation and optimi has meanwhile become very flexibly apzation of product or component propplicable to coupled surface flows, the
erties with local structure-property rela- sewer network design, groundwater
tions of the basic materials. We develop flows, as well as area sections and resospecific structure models as well as anlutions of different size.
alytical and numerical upscaling techniques for the material design of highly Complex Fluids
porous heat insulation materials, acous- Flows of complex fluids, such as the
tic absorber layers, layered filter media,
pneumatic transport of granular mafiber-reinforced polymers, or viscoelastic terials, powder injection molding, core
foams. Multifunctional product develshooting, the production of fiber-reinopments are thus considerably accelerforced polymer components, or dielecated by efficient numerical algorithms
trophoresis in blood flows, are applifor the computation of fluid dynamical, cations within the main subject. These
structure mechanical, thermal, acoustic, are always flows of dense suspensions;
and electrical properties, as well as by
their inherent scale coupling requires a
integral software solutions.
close combination of modeling and adequate numerics. Our software platMicrostructure Simulation and
form CoRheoS comprises different com
Virtual Material Design
ponents for the dynamics of flow, conThe software GeoDict allows for a real- centration, and orientation, which can
istic generation and combination of all
be combined and expanded easily.
essential heterogeneous material structures, such as sintered ceramics, fiber
Structure Optimization in
nonwovens, woven fabrics, and comMechanics and Acoustics
posites. Structure properties of openThis main subject deals with the develpore materials and composite or hybrid opment of methods and algorithms for
materials can be computed by different mostly nonlinear thermomechanical
modules. Work within the main suband acoustic problems, as well as with
ject is focused on the integral developthe development of consistent software
ment of software methods for materisolutions. TopMesh is a robust, adapal design. Current applications are the
tive, fully automatic 3D mesh generadesign of filter media, compressed felts tion algorithm for large amounts of volfor paper machines, fuel cell media, as
ume data, which has been applied sucwell as thermal and acoustic insulation
cessfully to different problems, such
materials.
as the patient-specific knee prosthesis
software KneeMech (cf. page 14), the
Hydrodynamics
demonstration software for the inteThis main subject concentrates on the
gral function and production optimizadevelopment of numerical methods
tion of cast components TopLevel, or
and software for flow simulation, and
the design tool AdOpt for acoustic abof upscaling methods for the integrasorber layers.
tion of porous materials. Current applications are mostly multiphysics problems, such as the thermal insulation
and fluid dynamical design of high-precision measuring cabins. Our filter design software SuFiS® has been expanded by the dynamical load concentration,
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The year 2007 brought above-average
success in any area for the Department.
Economic returns have increased again
with a high proportion of industrial
projects; simultaneously, essential research work has been concluded (four
PhD theses, among others). Important
research results with respect to scale
coupling have been reached and published within the Excellence Cluster
DASMOD of the Land Rhineland-Palatinate. Long-standing relations with clients as well as research cooperation

have been reinforced and complemented by new contacts, for example with
the Nonwovens Cooperative Research
Center in North Carolina.

Main subjects
n

n
n
n

microstructure simulation
and virtual material design
hydrodynamics
complex fluids
structural optimization in
mechanics and acoustics

Head of Department:
Dr. Konrad Steiner
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 42
konrad.steiner@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Henrik Ibsen, »Peer Gynt«, season 2002 / 2003
“The scene shows a mixture of landscape and space; we can see a boarded partition representing a mountain landscape which is supported by a black wall, the symbol for the heaviness in Peer Gynt’s life. This heaviness is however neutralized by the stage floor – a grid
through which light is shining from below. It becomes a porous symbol, a material revealing its structure which can thus be remodeled
in a second step.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography of the “Pfalztheater”
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Examples

Modeling of Gas Diffusion Layers
In a PEM fuel cell, there is a so-called
gas diffusion layer between the flow
channel and the catalyst layer. Its function is on the one hand to let through
the oxygen flowing through the flow
channel to the catalyst layer, and on
the other hand to conduct the water
resulting from the chemical reaction
from the catalyst layer to the channel.
Besides, the layer is also to be optimized with respect to durability and
electric conductivity.

flow. The pore sizes of both layers differ by several orders of magnitude; a
two-scale model is therefore required.
A model of the micro-porous layer is
developed first for the determination of
the material transport properties of this
layer. A particular difficulty is that the
pores of this layer are so narrow that
the continuum mechanical models of
gas diffusion do not apply here any longer. Instead, we have to work with molecular dynamical methods (Knudsen

diffusion). The material parameters determined in such a way for the microporous layer are then used in a second
step for the determination of the material transport properties of the entire
layer.
The methods applied here for the computation of diffusion in nanopores are
also relevant for a large number of other
technical applications.

Many of the currently applied gas diffusion layers are again subdivided into
two different layers. The carbon fiber
structure is covered on the side of the
catalyst by a so-called micro-porous
layer of carbon particles. However, to
a large extent the influence of this additional layer on the material transport
mechanisms in the fuel cell has not
been understood yet in theory.
The ITWM is therefore working in cooperation with the joint research project “PEMDesign”, which is supported
by the Federal Ministry of Education
and Research BMBF, on the simulation
of the material transport – more exactly speaking, of gas diffusion and gas
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Model of a micro-porous layer of agglomerated carbon particles
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Design of Pleated Filters
The filter medium of a pleated filter is
mostly pleated for reasons of space, i. e.
one wants to have as much surface of
the filter medium available as possible
in a narrow space. The function of a
pleated filter is described by three parameters:
n

n

n

pressure drop,
which describes the energy required
for the operation of the filter; should
be as low as possible.
filter efficiency,
which describes for a given particulate diameter the probability that a
particulate of this size will be filtered.
lifetime,
which describes the lifetime of the filter, i. e. the time after which the filter
must be exchanged or cleaned.

The simulations are supposed to represent the connection between the permeability of the filter medium and the
geometry of the channels in the pleated filter on the one hand, and the three
parameters mentioned above on the
other hand. A three-dimensional geometric model of an individual pleat is
developed first. Subsequently, a grid
is generated for this model on the basis of which one or several flow simulations can be carried out; the pressure
drop can already be determined here.

ment of pleated filters can already be
detected now. In the future, these macroscopic simulations will be expanded
by the integration of microscopic simulations (for example with the ITWM
software tool FilterDict), so that a prediction of the time-dependent filtration efficiency and finally of the filter
lifetime will become possible. Afterwards, the simulations will be available
as PleatGeo and PleatDict modules of
the GeoDict software also outside of
the ITWM.

Within the next step, particulates of dirt
are added to the flow, and their path
through the model is observed. We are
currently determining for each particulate size which proportion of these particulates is arriving at which point of
the filter medium with which probability. On the basis of variations of the
pleat geometry or the density of the filter media, potentials for an improve-

Pressure and velocity along a section through a
pleat. Left: filter medium with constant permeability. Right: filter medium with identical permeability, which is however lower at the “bottom
bend of the pleat”. The pressure does not only
drop along the filter medium, but also along the
pleat in the inflow channel (from the bottom up).
The outflow channel is broader; there is no pressure drop here. As expected, the pressure drop
is altogether higher on the right side than on
the left.
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Deposition of 20,000 particulates each at both
pleats of figure 1. On the right side, we can observe a considerably weaker deposition in the
front zones than on the left side in the figure.
The lower permeability at the “bend of the pleat”
on the right side in figure above results in the
flow carrying the particulates deeper into the
pleat than in the case of a constant permeability.
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Examples

Granular Flows
Flowing sand, tablets transported
through tubes by compressed air, plastic pellets flowing out of a silo, sugar or
coffee bagged by machines, as well as
many other granular materials show astonishing similarities as to their dynamic behavior. This is due to the fact that
the laws of conservation of mass and
momentum macroscopically result in
a hydrodynamic description. This does
not mean, however, that pellets flow
like water; in contrast to the energy of
molecules in water, the energy of granular particles is not conserved, which
prevents them from flowing likewise.
If granular particles collide with each
other or with walls, the energy from
the translation movement is turned into
rotations and heat, so that each movement will stop after a short time if additional energy is not continuously fed
into the system.
The movement becomes especially
complex if the density is so high that
the particles remain in contact for a
very long time and that more than two
particles are simultaneously in contact.
However, this effect can also be described by effective equations based on
soil mechanics. On the basis of the respective physical mechanisms, a modeling approach has been developed at
the ITWM which does not only allow
for the simulation of very fast granular
flows at low densities, but also of slow
and highly concentrated flows. Macroscopic parameters characterizing granular materials in industrial applications,
for example the so-called internal angle
of friction, can be projected to the parameters of the respective micro-model.
In such a way, the formation of a pile
of sand can be simulated with the correct angle of repose by the developed
hydrodynamic model. The thickness
of the layer reposing on an inclined
planed covered with sand is also represented correctly in accordance with ex-
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periments. The industrial applicability of
the method has been tested in cooperation with industrial partners within the
project VIGI (which is supported by the
BMBF), a project for the simulation of
the production process of sand cores as
they are used in foundries. In this case,
the sand movement had to be coupled
additionally to compressible air flows.
A further interesting industrial application of the simulation of granular
flows is the outflow of silos. We were
able to prove that the developed model is able to realistically reproduce fundamental properties of the outflow of
silos, such as core flux and mass flux,
depending on the outflow angle. In the
case of acute angles, we can observe a
flow over the entire cross-section (mass
flow). In the case of obtuse angles, the
flow is limited to the center of the silo,

resulting in dead zones at the boundaries (core flow). The ITWM approach
is not particle-based and can solve
full three-dimensional geometries; run
times are therefore very much shorter
than in the case of models computing
the movement of each individual particle. In such a way, we can for example
simulate the effects of complex fittings
in the silos on the outflow behavior, so
that the reusability of silos for different
granular materials can be determined.

Simulation of core and mass flux for simple silo geometries: the flow concentrates on the red areas;
we can clearly see that in the case of acute outflow angles there is a flow over the entire cross-section,
whereas in the case of obtuse outflow angles distinct dead zones occur at the boundaries of the silo.
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Integrated Sizing and Process
Design of Cast Parts
Successful lightweight construction is
only feasible if the processes of production engineering and construction are
considered as a whole. This is especially the case for cast parts, because the
casting method determines the local
material properties of the component;
the local material properties in turn essentially influence the durability of the
component. The challenge as to the solution of this problem is the coupling
of the engineering software with the
simulation software used in the foundries. After the solution of these technical problems, the success of the simulation software finally depends on the
network between all the persons in the
foundries and the engineering departments who take part in the process.
In the year 2007, the project “MIDPAG
– Innovative Methods for Integrated Sizing and Process Design of Cast Parts”,
which had been supported by the Land
Rhineland-Palatinate and the European
Union, was successfully concluded. In
the framework of this project, a chain
of simulation tools was coupled for the
first time, so that a continuous analysis and optimization of the casting process, the casting system, and the load
to which the component is subject during operation, has now become possible. With respect to the process simulation and optimization of the casting
system, large progress has been made
on the basis of the know-how of the
project partner MAGMA Gießereitechnologie GmbH. The simulation and optimization tools developed within the
project have been installed on a demosystem (multicore PC). This demo-system can be made available to interested clients for in-house tests. Besides,
the application of methods developed
during the project for example enabled
the project partner Gießerei Gebrüder
Gienanth-Eisenberg GmbH to save a

© www.Botanik-Fotos.de

Bottom side of a giant water lily leaf with strong ribs and cross members; the leafs are only 2 mm
thin and can carry a weight of up to 80 kg thanks to the ingenious ribbing.

two-digit percentage of material in the
serial production of a component for
vehicle construction.
High-performance algorithms for topology optimization (TopLevel) with robust meshes (TopMesh) were implemented for structure optimization. It
is interesting to compare the solutions
computed by these mathematical algorithms with natural structures which
have developed over a long evolution
process, consequently representing an
optimum: the top figure shows the unusual ribbing of a leaf of the giant water lily “Victoria amazonica”. Based on
a simple cylindrical disc (without ribbing), the topology optimization software TopLevel provides a simpler ribbing than that of the giant water lily,
which is however similar (cf. figure
right in the middle). The engineer subsequently transfers the result of structure optimization to a technical construction (see figure right below), thus
having a high-performance means for
the design of lightweight construction
structures.

Optimal ribbing as a result of the automatic
topology optimization methods

Technological application: extremely rigid indexing table for a highly exact positioning of work
pieces (in cooperation with HegerGuss and Fibro)
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Example

Optimization of Heat Insulation
Materials
Heat insulation materials are highly porous fiber or foam structures. The thermal conductivity of such insulation materials should be as low as possible. On
the other hand, however, they must
be substantially stable. The optimal selection of the material structure therefore requires the determination of the
different material properties and the
quantitative evaluation of the antagonistic criteria. The branch of mathematics which deals with the determination of effective material properties is
homogenization theory. The effective
material properties are derived from
the solutions of specific “cell problems”
which are formulated on Representative Elementary Volumes (REV).
We have succeeded at the ITWM to develop and analyze an efficient algorithm
for the determination of the effective
thermal conductivity especially for highly porous insulation materials. These
materials are, for example, metal and
polymer foams or glass and rock wool
applied in modern heat exchangers or
for insulation purposes. The considered
materials have the common feature
that the volume proportion of the highly conductive materials (metal, glass) is
small and that these have a complex
structure. The volume proportion of
the insulator (air) is by far the largest.
In order to solve the above mentioned
“cell problems” efficiently, the relation
of low (air) and high (metal, glass) conductivity is considered as a small parameter. On the basis of this approach,
we have been able to show that the effective thermal conductivity can be determined with good accuracy by the
solution of the “cell problems” on the
highly conductive components. Besides,
in the case of fiber materials (glass or
rock wool) we consider a discretization
whose unknowns are the nodes of the
graph implied by the basic fiber geom-
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etry. The nodes are given by the fibers’
points of intersection. In the case of
highly porous materials, the number of
such nodes is of course relatively small.
On the basis of this new approach, we
were able for the first time to compute
the effective conductivity of very large
fiber geometries.
Besides, highly porous heat insulation materials, especially if consisting
of polymers, must not be compressed
too much by the occurring compressive loads even after many years. A fast
method for combined measurement
and simulation has been developed at
the ITWM in order to predict for a period of up to approximately 50 years

how the insulation materials will be deformed if subject to mechanical compressive loads. Conventional and timeconsuming measurement methods can
be substituted by this method, so that
the time required for material development can be reduced drastically.
The developed methods have been applied successfully within different projects with our industrial partners. The
ITWM offers methods for simulation of
insulation materials which can account
for and evaluate many different physical
effects (for example, thermal radiation
and gas diffusion in the pores). Analog
design studies are carried out for acoustic or electrical insulation materials.

Micro-CT image of a foam
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Sebastian Schmidt, Priv.-Doz. Dr. Heiko Andrä, Dr. John Stockie, Dr. Dirk Kehrwald, Dr. Aivars Zemitis, Silke Menzel, Zahra Lakdawala, Raul Borsche,
Shankar Maddu, Dr. Liping Cheng, Kilian Schmidt, Priv.-Doz. Dr. Arnulf Latz, Sabine Muntz, Dr. Konrad Steiner, Dr. Jürgen Becker, Priv.-Doz. Dr. Oleg Iliev,
Inga Shklyar, Dr. Stefan Rief, Dr. Andreas Wiegmann
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Image Processing
In close cooperation with partners from
industry and research institutions, the
Department Image Processing develops especially tailored solutions in the
field of image and signal processing,
particularly in microstructure analysis,
surface inspection, signal analysis for
railway systems, and ultrasonic imaging.
The subject of Microstructure Analysis
has become increasingly important on
the grounds of improved technical possibilities of three-dimensional imaging.
At the Fraunhofer ITWM, developments
are concentrating on the determination
of geometric characteristics of material
microstructures; however, there is also
interest in applications in other areas.
The software package MAVI (Modular
Algorithms for Volume Images), which
has been developed at the Fraunhofer
ITWM, is systematically expanded by
new functionalities for this purpose.
The acquisition of a CT scanner for the
institute is almost complete now; it was
taken into operation in June 2008. Examination and analysis possibilities in
the field of high-resolution tomography
(resolution up to approximately 1 μm)
have thus improved considerably at the
location of Kaiserslautern.
The area of Surface Inspection profits
from an increasing demand for a onehundred per cent quality control. In
many cases, there is a direct relationship between the quality of a product
and the quality of its surface. The customer expects a flawless optic; scratches on automobile doors, stains on paper,
or color defects in wood surfaces are
undesirable. Besides, properties of the
material surface frequently also have
a direct influence on the functionality
of the product. Cast parts with cracks
are immediately discarded, for example,
and defect rubber coatings of sealing
gaskets reduce the sealing behavior.
MASC (Modular Algorithms for Surface
Control) is a modular system provid-
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ing a large number of tools and system
components ready for application. It is
thus offering an adequate basis for fast
and flexible solutions to meet the wide
range of requirements and materials.
In the field of Signal Analysis for Railway Systems, the Fraunhofer ITWM
has developed the software for the
chassis monitoring sleeper (FÜS), which
is already running in more than 600
systems throughout Europe, in the
framework of a long-standing and successful cooperation with the company
GE Transportation Systems. The software analyzes radiation profiles, detects overheated components, and
transfers the respective data to registration centers which are connected to the
system. In order to avoid false alerts,
the detection and filtering of undesired
foreign radiation – e. g., by brake blocks
or by direct or indirect solar radiation –
has been implemented. Classification
algorithms are increasingly used for the
different analysis steps; these enable
the user, for example, to distinguish between disk brakes and block brakes
with an accuracy of almost one hundred per cent. Besides, FÜS systems are
able to determine the type of chassis
or brakes on the basis of the measurement data, to compute the distance between individual axles with an exactness of only a few millimeters, and to
identify not only individual types of vehicles on the basis of these distances, but also complete formations of vehicles.
The year of 2007 was characterized
by the beginning of a large number of
new projects and the development of
new imaging technologies. In the field
of terahertz imaging, several new projects have been initiated in cooperation
with the Fraunhofer Institute for Physical Measurement Techniques in Frei
burg, which also has a location in Kaiserslautern. The Fraunhofer IPM is developing the imaging terahertz technol-
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ogy, which can for example be applied
as an alternative to X-ray radiation. The
Department Image Processing of the
Fraunhofer ITWM develops algorithms
and software for the evaluation of the
terahertz image data.

problems arising from imaging by ultrasound (including the simulation of such
systems) are fitting very well into the
main competences of the department.

Main subjects
n
n
n
n

The new area of Ultrasonic Imaging
will open up another imaging technology, thus showing us new possibilities
in combination with classic optical technology. The complex mathematical

microstructure analysis
surface inspection
signal analysis (railway)
ultrasonic imaging

Head of Department:
Dr. Ronald Rösch
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 86
ronald.roesch@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Camille Saint-Saëns, »Samson and Dalila«, season 2002 / 2003
“The scenery creates a world playing with symbols; colors and surfaces structure the environment, symbolic painting creates a special
atmosphere where nothing remains hidden. The structure remains also transparent in the images; structure as well as surface can be
recognized clearly.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography of the “Pfalztheater”
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Examples

Bridge Control
Experts estimate that the number of
bridges in the German road network
amounts to approximately 120,000.
Bridges are especially important elements of the road system and are also
especially sensible – which means that
the security of road users suffers if the
bridges are not examined and maintained regularly. In the year 2007, the
German automobile club ADAC tested
50 bridges in 13 German cities for the
first time. One out of ten did not pass
the test, four passed with the grade inadequate, and one even with extremely
inadequate.
The wear of a bridge already begins at
the time of its construction due to influences of the weather, of pollutants
in the air, and of de-icing salts; increasing traffic is also contributing. If smaller damages are not recognized and repaired on time, costs for restoration will
rise to an unnecessarily high level. Tiny
hairline cracks can lead to the penetration of water which will damage the
bridge’s substance over the years, resulting in components penetrated with
moisture and concrete spalling over
large areas. The corrosion of the steel
in the concrete, caused by the penetration of water, ranges from initial flash
rust to the complete perforation of the
reinforcement by rust.
In the framework of a study in cooperation with the research laboratory of
the company Infracom Italia, located
in Caltagirone, Sicily, the Fraunhofer
ITWM has dealt with the problem of
an automatic detection of damages to
the concrete surface of bridges by image processing methods. As it is usually the case if a computer does the job,
you can expect an objective and reproducible result, because its performance
does not depend on human dispositions. On the other hand, a human being can learn and understand certain
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evaluation criteria more easily and is
able to adjust to new conditions.
There are constantly new conditions
in the case of an optic examination
of bridges: hardly any bridge is equal
to another one. Shape and construction materials differ, the color depends
on the material and on the degree of
moisture, and the surface structure is
dependent on the construction. The
outdoor shots are additionally subject
to strong lighting variations. Two pho-

tographs of the same object look completely different if one is taken in full
sunlight and the other one on a rainy
day. Shadows and backlight also have a
decisive influence.
First results show that an automatic examination of the concrete surfaces appears to be basically feasible. However,
much work will still be necessary in order to make the computer evaluate all
the possibilities correctly which a human
being is able to deal with intuitively.

Rusted steel reinforcement lying in the open and analysis result of the image (right)

Crack in a concrete bridge, analysis of the image
(right)
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CT Scanner
Since the beginning of 2008, the Fraunhofer ITWM has owned a system for
3D microtomography on the basis of
X-rays which is apt for the destructionfree examination of various materials.
Images of samples with a diameter of
up to 100 mm and a height of up to
150 mm can be taken by this system at
a resolution of 1 – 70 μm.
The Fraunhofer ITWM offers service
analyses for the characterization of various materials, such as foams, fiber materials, composites, ceramics, and concrete. Images of the samples are taken
by the institute’s CT scanner and subsequently evaluated by the ITWM software MAVI. Available results are the tomographic images, visualizations, and a
respective report.
A computer tomographic image (CT
scan) results from an object being Xrayed from several directions; the loss
in intensity of the respective radiation is
measured. The basic structure for X-ray
radiography comprises an X-ray source,
an object to be X-rayed, and a series of
detectors to measure the degree of decrease of the radiation due to the object. The measurement of the intensity
of the radiation on all the detectors
and for a given position of the object
as well as of the scanner is called a radiogram.
The objective in computer tomography
is to get several radiograms of an object
for different orientations of the X-ray
source. On this basis, additional information can be received about the object from several directions – in contrast
to traditional radiography, where images are only taken from one direction.
The resulting data are subsequently processed by a special algorithm which is
able to reconstruct the distribution of
the radiation decrease in the respective
radiograms. The next step is the crea-

tion of two-dimensional images. These
are called cross sections because they
show exactly what is in a scanned plane
if the object is cut along this plane.
The occurring gray tones within such a
CT cross section correspond to the respective radiation decrease which reflects the proportion of scattered or absorbed radiation. The decrease of X-ray
radiation essentially is a function depending on the radiant energy, as well
as on the density and atomic number
of the material to be X-rayed. The result is a layered series of connected CT
images which completely describes the
volume / object in question.

The CT scanner at the ITWM: overall view and a
look into the interior; you can see the X-ray tube
in front and the detector in the background.
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Example

MAVI: Direction Analysis
The microstructure of important classes
of modern materials is determined by
the spatial distribution and direction of
fibers, edges, interfaces, or pores. The
strength or the durability of composite
fiber materials, or the efficiency of filter
materials, depend on the direction distribution of the fibers or edges. The
direction of the cracks in aluminum
foams at the beginning of the foaming
up gives information on the foaming
process. Direction analysis therefore is
an important step for the examination,
selection, and optimization of such materials.
The 3D imaging of the microstructure by
microcomputer tomography, confocal
laser scanning microscopy, or electron
microscopy, in combination with a focused ion beam, results in three-dimensional image data including the required
direction information.
One possibility to describe the directions of fibers (or edges) is the distribution of the (random) fiber direction at
a “typical” fiber point. This direction
can be estimated efficiently on the basis of the image data by methods of integral geometry. The result is one direction distribution to which all of the fiber
pixels contribute. Due to the algorithm,
this distribution is discrete at first and
concentrated on the 13 spatial directions given by the grid (three coordinate
directions, six face diagonals of the grid
unit cell, and four spatial diagonals). A
continuous distribution on the entire direction space results from the interpolation on the upper semi sphere.

Fiber felt (image by ESRF, phase contrast method), thick (yellow) and thin (blue) fibers separated
morphologically

Direction distribution of the thick fibers (center) and of the thin fibers (right); the thick fibers are
clearly oriented in x-direction, whereas the thin fibers have three preferred directions – the three
coordinate directions.

Apart from being restricted to 13 directions, the disadvantage of this “global”
direction distribution is that it does not
allow for any conclusions about the local fiber direction.
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2D example for structures with a strongly differing local fiber orientation and globally equal distribution of the fiber direction

Local fiber directions in a glass fiber reinforced
polymer (sample by IVW Kaiserslautern, microtomographic image by ANKA Karlsruhe); the direction vectors and their distinctness are color-encoded, the coloring standing for the longitude,
the brightness for the latitude, and the saturation for the strength of the preferred direction.

© 2007 IEEE

left view

front view

However, the mechanical properties
of composite fiber materials (carbon or
glass fiber reinforced polymers) strongly
depend on the local fiber direction. The
characterization and comparison with
simulation computations therefore requires a local description of the fiber direction.
The local adaptive application of anisotropic Gaussian filters provides the local predominant direction for each pixel and a measure for the distinctness of

top view

this direction. The condition for the application to three-dimensional image
data of a realistic size is the efficient
computation of the anisotropic Gaussian filters – a problem which has been
solved by research of the department.
However, it is also difficult to represent
the resulting local direction information in three dimensions. Within a further publication of the department, color and saturation were used for the visualization of the local direction and of
its distinctness.

Orientation tensor and structure tensor
can be derived from the orientation
vector. For a comparison with the simulation results, the local direction information is averaged over partial volumes.
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Example

THESEUS
In the framework of the large-scale
project “Theseus”, funded by the Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is cooperating with other research institutes
and technology enterprises in the development of Web 3.0, the so-called
Semantic Web. The objective is the development of an almost cognitive understanding of the complete knowledge available on the Internet. The
Fraunhofer ITWM is integrated into
the application scenario “Ordo”, which
deals with the automatic analysis and
standardized cataloguing of internet
data.
“Ordo” has the strategic objective of
developing software solutions and services supposed to bring order to the
current chaos of the amounts of digital data. Research is focused on the socalled “Digital Desktop” which provides
personal and structured access to digital information for professional and private users. Digital information, such as
text documents, images, and videos,
is not only available locally on one PC,
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but instead also comprises data from
the Internet as well as company-specific
data from an intranet.
Digital information must be classified
automatically and sorted into personalized displays for the respective user.
The user will thus be able to do without
a complex manual collection and structuring of the digital information.
A central result of the work in this application scenario will be the development of the pilot CAPRI, which is focused on research and development
departments in chemical and pharmacological industry. Solutions for the
problems with increasing amounts of
data and information will be developed
for the application area of the professional users working there.

The task of the Department Image
Processing within “Ordo” is the development, testing, and validation of selected classification and cluster methods for large, heterogeneous stocks of
documents as a basic technology for
the described scenario. Hierarchic and
partial classification methods are developed in combination with already existing taxonomies and optimized with respect to their application to large volumes of data. From a technical point of
view, previously partitioned clusters of
data must be classified in real time and
sorted hierarchically. As a consequence,
the department must also develop a
scalable and parallel architecture for
these classification methods.

Within a next step, the insights gained
during the work on CAPRI will be transferred to the pilot application MEMEX,
where they will be further developed
with respect to the requirements of private users. The objective is to create
digital order on the desktop PC at
home.
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System Analysis, Prognosis
and Control
The department generally deals with
the data- and knowledge-based modeling of complex technical and biological
systems and processes. Depending on
the specific problem as to the system or
process behavior, the resulting models
either allow for the simulation and classification, the derivation of new knowledge, or the prognosis of the future development. Besides, the identified models also represent the basis and main
element for the development of efficient monitoring and control methods.
The Department has changed its name
from “Adaptive Systems” to “System
Analysis, Prognosis, and Control” for
a better projection of the range of respective competences. The positive
economic development has continued,
resulting in an increase in personnel.
Our main subjects are:
Dynamic Heterogeneous Networks
The main subject deals with the modeling and analysis of complex system networks on the basis of mixed symbolic/
numerical algorithms for differential algebraic systems of equations (DAE systems). Error controlled symbolic model
reduction methods are the key for a
better understanding of the systems
and an efficient simulation. There are
numerous applications for these methods, from the development of the EDA
tool Analog Insydes to the simulation
and analysis of complex technical measuring devices.
Monitoring and Control
Activities in this area concentrate on
the model-based design of controllers
and observers. The basic models can
be derived from physical principles or
determined by appropriate identification methods on the basis of measurement data. Important methods are robust control strategies, iterative learning control methods, model predictive
control, and neural controllers. Current
applications lie in adaptronics and the
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conditional monitoring of large technical systems.
Decision Support in Medicine and
Technology
It is the mission of this main subject to
offer support in the case of complex diagnosis and decision-making processes.
On the basis of measured biosignals or
process data, sound features are determined by methods of multivariate statistics, time series analysis, and data
mining, which are subsequently used
as the foundation for adequate classification rules. The tool knowCube is currently developed for the support of interactive decisions in the case of multicriteria scenarios.
Prognosis of Material and Product
Properties
Models for prediction, classification,
and simulation are determined by methods of system identification. If the models are exclusively data-based, they are
called black-box models; in the case of
an integration of domain knowledge,
we are talking about grey-box models.
On the basis of the identified models,
expanded system knowledge can be
generated by appropriate system analy
ses. Apart from experimentally determined data, simulation data bases are
also increasingly used for the development of these models. Within the period covered by this report, the methods have primarily been applied to the
representation of the nonlinear dynamic
behavior of automobile components.
Multiscale Structure Mechanics
This main subject deals with the development and application of numerical algorithms for solid body mechanical problems concerning materials which show a complicated multiscale structure and are subject to
complicated time-dependent constitutive laws. Basically used methods are
asymptotic homogenization methods,
which are applied for the examination
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of strength and durability subject to fatigue, contact problems in the case of
micro-rough surfaces, creep, impact
loading, and wear. Examples are the
design of implants and the description
of mechanical properties of textile fabric structures.

Main subjects
n
n
n

Head of Department:
Dr. Patrick Lang
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-46 39
patrick.lang@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n

n

dynamic heterogeneous networks
monitoring and control
decision support in medicine and
technology
prognosis of material and product
properties
multiscale structure mechanics

Giacomo Puccini, “Turandot”, season 2004 / 2005
“The scene is dominated by wood; only the moon consists of metal and glass, contrasting with the wooden labyrinth. The latter symbolizes the riddles by which Princess Turandot keeps the men courting her at a distance; only one will finally succeed in solving her
cryptic riddles and finding the path through the labyrinth.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography at the “Pfalztheater”
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Examples

System Simulation of a Fluid Conditioning System

In cooperation with the company M+W
Zander Products GmbH, ITWM has developed a system simulation of a fluid conditioning system which allows for
the sizing of the system components as
well as for the design of the respective
controller structures already during the
prototype phase. The model has been
implemented in Matlab / Simulink and
consists of a series of different components, such as countercurrent heat exchangers, radiators, and flux and pressure controllers. In combination with
appropriate controller structures, the
model allows for the simulation of the
temperature and controller behavior,
depending on the time-dependent flux
rates and the inlet temperatures in the
different thermally coupled water circuits. The temperature modeling of the
component models is based on a onedimensional finite differences discretization of the place-dependent energy
balance equations, which is additionally able to account for transient effects
as they result from the heating of case
parts, for example.
A further aspect is that the water pressure decreases due to friction losses
when the water flows through the system components; the respective power
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temperature [°C]

The most important aspect in many
optical applications is the resolution,
which can for example be improved
by the use of water instead of air as
optical medium between the object
and the lens. Immersion optical exposure systems have become increasingly important in the semi-conductor industry in the last years. This technology requires extreme stability of the water temperature: the temperature may
only vary by a few millikelvin; besides,
it must remain stable for a wide range
of possible and even variable operation
states.

22.5
Inlet: tube
Measurement: outlet tube
Simulation: outlet tube
Measurement: outlet shell
Simulation: outlet shell
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Validation of the simulation results for the model of the countercurrent heat exchanger

loss is transferred to the internal energy of the medium flowing through the
system. In the case of liquids, the resulting temperature modification usually plays a minor part, thus being mostly
neglected. However, the required temperature stability in our case nevertheless demands to account for this effect.
A hydraulic model has therefore been
developed for the system which allows
for the simulation of the flux-pressure
relations. The coupling of the hydraulic
and the thermal model has resulted in
a comprehensive simulation tool which

allows for a systematic analysis of the
system behavior, thus providing insights
which can only be realized with large
effort by metrological methods, if at all.
The model has thus offered valid information for the system design already
during the prototype phase.
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Automatic Classification and Receiver
Operating Characteristic

16

From October 2005 until December
2007, the Department participated in
the sub-project “Multi-Dimensional Statistical Classification” (MeStE) of the Excellence Cluster “Dependable Adaptive
Systems and Mathematical Modeling”
(DASMOD), which was funded by the
Land Rhineland-Palatinate. In cooperation with the Departments Financial
Mathematics and Image Processing,
statistical classification methods were
examined and compared with respect
to robustness and stability, as well as
with respect to their visualization properties and the quantifiability of the relevance of specific attributes. We were
also concentrating on the quality evaluation of classificators.

12

1
0.9

14

Automatic classification in the simplest
case deals with the sorting of objects
into one of two possible classes according to the values of certain numerical
properties. The classification rule applied here is estimated on the basis of a
set of objects of known class membership (“learning sample”) by statistical
methods or methods of machine learning. The quality of a rule determined in
such a way is mostly indicated by its hit
ratio with respect to another set of objects of known class membership (“test
sample”). This type of quality evaluation has theoretical and practical disadvantages; this is one of the reasons why
the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC), which has already been applied
for a long time in medicine and psychology, has increasingly been examined as a quality measure for automatic classification methods since approximately 1990.
The automatic classification of an object is often based on the value of a
kind of weighted average of the numerical object properties available. The
classification takes place according to
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Receiver Operating Characteristic of a linear classificator

a given limit being exceeded. Instead of
by hit ratios, such a method can also be
evaluated according to its behavior in
the case of value modifications of this
limit. A good classification method can
be recognized if it shows on the one
hand a range of limit values with acceptable hit ratios as to the test sample; on
the other hand, these may only change
insignificantly in the case of moderate
limit variations. This behavior can be described mathematically by the so-called
ROC curve, where the hit ratios of the
different classes are represented depending on the respective limit.
The project MeStE was extremely useful
for the competence development in the
field of data mining: systematic experiments were carried out with ROC-based
linear discriminance analysis, as well as
with the nonlinear methods resulting
from the latter by the application of the
so-called “kernel trick”. Methods of ROC
optimization proposed in different publications have been compared, mainly
with respect to those properties of the
methods which are relevant for ITWM
typical applications.
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Examples

Microarray-based Transcriptome
Analysis for Cell Biological Problems
In every organism, the formation of
specific proteins is induced during cellular differencing processes or between
physiological states. The basal regulation of most of these processes is effected by gene expression, where the
generated mRNA is translated to proteins. For a scientific examination of
these processes, we require insights
into the transcription activities of all the
genes concerned which are as detailed
as possible.

ed control species. At the second stage,
the significant expression modifications
of the individual genes are determined
by non-parametric statistical tests, such
that further sample points are created
for the time intervals with the highest
modification rates. We use a balanced
design from which a smaller number of
individual experiments can be expected
than from the Common Reference Design. Different modules have been developed for the post-processing of the
measurement data in order to be able
to react flexibly to the problems of the
project partners. One main subject was

the detection of occurring metrological
variance and error sources and the reduction of their influence on the results.
We have partly applied already known
methods such as the lowess transformation, the median normalization, and
bootstrap methods; besides, we have
also developed and implemented expansions based on the consideration of
time-dependent developments. Timedependent data have been interpolated
by smoothing splines and approximated
by linear systems and recurrent neural
networks for a modeling of the dynamic
gene interactions.

Microarrays (MAs) allow for snapshots
of the complete transcriptome, i. e. of
the mRNA existing in the cell at a certain moment. A series of MAs taken
one after another provides time-dependent data and thus an overview over intracellular and intercellular processes.
This analysis finally allows for a specific
influencing of individual components of
the physiological network.

At the first stage, a Common Reference
Design is selected where morphologically significant times of the treated
species are tested against an untreat-
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The microarray consists of thousands of measuring points which allow for a parallel evaluation of the
expression level of all the genes of the tissue to be examined.
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normalized log2 expression level
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Gene A_98_P101319

microarray measurement data
medians and standard errors
interpolation by smoothing splines
-1

Within the research program “Wissen
schafft Zukunft” supported by the Land
Rhineland-Palatinate, MAs are supposed
to help finding answers to open questions from plant and animal physiology,
environmental toxicology, and research
with respect to, e. g., medical agents.
The ITWM participates in the field of
experimental design and data analysis.
Individual MAs are very expensive; we
therefore had to find effective ways for
a derivation of significant results from
as few experiments as possible. In addition to the methods for the determination of the sample size for individual experiments, which are known from available publications, we have developed a
two-stage design for time-dependent
experiments:
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Approximation of the time-dependent expression behavior of a
gene by a smoothing spline
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InMAR - Intelligent Materials for
Active Noise Reduction
Within the EU project InMAR - Intelligent Materials for Active Noise Reduction - and in cooperation with 41 wellknown institutions from 13 European
countries, different research groups of
the ITWM have worked on the further
development of new, intelligent material systems and their application for
noise reduction especially in the fields
of building technology, automobile
traffic, and railway traffic.

nents belong to different classes. Structure mechanics, acoustics, and electromagnetism are described by partial differential equations, whereas electronic
components and controllers are described by systems of differential algebraic equations. The different modeling
approaches are reflected by the respective simulation tools which have been
established: on the one hand FE and BE
packages such as ANSYS or SYSNOISE,
and on the other hand system and network simulators like MATLAB / SIMULINK
or SPICE.

By the coupling of a conventional vibrating structure with active material
systems expanding the structure by sensor and actuator functionalities, these
systems can be adapted in a defined
and controlled way to the operating enviroment via controlling their input energy. The entire system for noise reduction to be controlled comprises structural vibrations, airborne noise, electromechanical converters, as well as supply
and control electronics. The natural
mathematical models of these compo-

It is necessary to couple all the models for a simulation of the entire system. The system components are modeled by the established software tools
first and then subsequently ported to
reduced state space models. These are
then coupled under MATLAB / SIMULINK
for the simulation of the entire system
and the controller design. This concept
has been applied by the different research groups of the department to
specific problems in the fields of electronics and control.

Electronic components of different complexity were represented as MATLAB /
Simulink libraries in the field of dynamic heterogeneous networks. Based on
these parameterized modules, different
controllers and circuit descriptions were
modeled in the framework of the entire
system; subsequently, the best configuration was determined by a comparison
of the system performance.
In the field of monitoring and control
the focus was on the development and
implementation of mathematical methods for a robust controller design for
active noise and vibration control. In
particular, methods of H ∞ -theory and
μ-synthesis were adapted and further
developed by which operation state dependent nonlinearities such as hysteresis and saturation of a piezoelectric actuator can also be accounted for during the control of a system, e. g. for the
minimization of the sound power radiated by a structure.
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Hierarchic modeling of a control circuit with integrated analog components
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Example

Description of the Failure Behavior of
Welded Seams by Neural Networks

in the material. The usually considered
features like Mises stress or maximum
principal stress are supplemented by
the computation of additional criteThe protection of structures against
ria, such as relations between individoverload is an important aspect for the
ual neighboring finite elements. Subdevelopment of new vehicles or vehicle
components in automobile industry. Es- sequently, a comparison of linear and
nonlinear methods for the classification
pecially the virtual description of weldof the elements has been carried out
ed seams is very difficult. In order to reon the basis of these criteria. The main
ceive information about a possible failcomponent of the nonlinear method
ure of welded seams already as early
was a variant of an artificial neural netas possible during virtual development,
work especially apt for classification
we are looking for models for the pretasks. The measurement data required
diction of cracking under different load
for the training and testing of the neuscenarios, for example. The selected
models must be kept relatively simple in ral network were acquired by a test seorder to guarantee acceptable run times. ries of BMW where a real welded seam
had been exposed to different load
scenarios. The critical points predictIn cooperation with our industrial partner BMW, we have therefore examined ed by the simulations were corresponding well with the points of cracking obfirst how far models for the prediction
of cracking can be improved on the ba- served in reality.
sis of finite element methods (FEM).
These prediction models consist of clas- Within a second step of the project, we
tried to transfer the results to extremesificators which evaluate all the elements of the modeled welded seam ac- ly simplified models; as expected, the
prognosis properties were a little worse
cording to their being critical or uncrithere. Additional improvements of the
ical for a possible cracking. The evaluabilities of prognosis will be the subject
ation is effected according to features
such as stresses and strains occurring
of future examinations.

Computation of critical elements in the model
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Cracking in the load experiment
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Optimization
The central task of the Department Optimization is the development of individual solutions for planning and decision problems in logistics, engineering, and life sciences, in close cooperation with partners from research and
industry. The methodology is characterized by a close coupling of simulation, optimization, and decision support. Simulation comprises the building of mathematical models accounting
for constraints, design parameters, and
measures of quality and expenses to be
optimized. The development and implementation of application and client specific optimization methods for the computation of optimal solutions for process and product design belong to the
main competences of the department.
Special features are the close coupling
of simulation and optimization algorithms by optimization-based discretization methods especially accounting for
multicriteria approaches, as well as the
development and implementation of interactive decision support tools. The department’s main research subjects are:
Optimization of Company Structures
and Processes
The portfolio covers consulting and
support with respect to the modeling
of logistic concepts as well as the development of individual software components. Solution proposals for decision support are developed on the basis of optimization methods in individual software tools; these proposals are
supposed to offer the best compromise
between the competing planning targets of “minimization of expenses” versus “maximization of service quality”.
The methodology of this main subject
is based on discrete event simulation
and combinatorial optimization; we are
dealing with efficient strategies for the
supply chain management, with layout
and load balancing for production and
material flux systems, with models and
algorithms for the planning and disposition of processes in hospitals, such as
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patient transport and operation scheduling, and with the mathematical modeling of strategic and operative planning tasks in public transport.
Optimization in Medical Therapy
Planning
The weighting between the prospect of
healing a severe disease and the avoidance of major complications during
therapy planning results in difficult daily planning tasks for physicians. The
main research subject Interactive Therapy Planning develops new methods for
clinical radiotherapy planning on the basis of multi-criteria optimization. Within a joint research project in cooperation
with the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston (USA), the German Cancer
Research Center (Heidelberg), and the
commercial partner Siemens Oncology
Care Systems, Concord (USA), the research group is developing a new optimization and evaluation tool for radiotherapy planning, which enables medical physicists and physicians involved in
the treatment to weigh the chances and
risks of radiotherapy in a particularly
simple way.
Optimization in Virtual Engineering
The application of mathematical optimization methods in engineering is
based on the modeling of physical relations and technical processes and their
simulation by computer programs (virtual engineering). Optimization supports engineers with respect to the design of products and processes in such
a way that the targets regarding quality and costs are balanced in the best
possible way. We are currently working
on projects from the areas of electronic design, cutting of gemstones, design
of chemical processes, layout of adsorption refrigerators, and cooling of molds
used for injection and pressure molding. Within each project, software components are developed for simulationbased optimization, which are able to
solve the high-dimensional problems by
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applying especially developed integration methods of simulation and optimization algorithms. Interactive decision
support tools present product and process layouts which have been subject to
multicriteria optimization to the decision makers for evaluation and selection.
The year 2007 was again characterized
by economic growth and scientific success; apart from a PhD project which
has been concluded, we had the following highlights:
participation in the trade fair RailTec
with the prototype SynPlan for the
synchronization of schedules of cooperating transportation companies
n

n

n

n

n

research with respect to the constraint
solver “ConSolve” of the company
SIEDA GmbH
the acquisition of the companies ABB
AG, Dättwil (Switzerland), and BASF
AG as new clients
cooperation in the Fraunhofer Strategic Alliances (WISA) “INEOS” for the
development of an automated design
of electronic sub-assemblies and
“THOKA” for the simulation and optimization of adsorption refrigerators
the workshops of the research group
“Interactive Therapy Planning” with
the cooperation partners Massachusetts General Hospital and DKFZ
(German Cancer Research Center)

Head of Department:
Priv.-Doz. Dr. Karl-Heinz Küfer
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 91
karlheinz.kuefer@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Main subjects
n

n

n

optimization of company structures
and processes
optimization in medical therapy
planning
optimization in virtual engineering

Giuseppe Verdi, “La Traviata”, season 2004 / 2005
“The scene shows one world breaking into another one; a light conducting ﬁlm serves as projection screen and makes room for the
hope for a better life. The bed does not only act as a symbol for disease, but also for a situation worth of being improved; it remains
however unclear whether this hope will be fulﬁlled.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography at the “Pfalztheater”
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Example

WISA THOKA: Thermally Powered
High-Performance Refrigerating
Systems

n

n

The institutes ISE, IFAM, IVV, and ITWM
are cooperating in the Fraunhofer internal research project “Thermally Powered High-Performance Refrigeration”
(THOKA) in the framework of an economically oriented Strategic Alliance
(WISA). The basic target of THOKA is
the power density improvement of adsorption refrigerators to a minimum of
100 W per liter of construction volume
by a new adsorption technology at a
simultaneously high efficiency. Possible applications of this technology are
automotive air-conditioning powered
by the heat emission of the motor, the
transport cooling for trucks, and airconditioning systems for small buildings
powered by solar heat sources. The
concrete objective of the project is the
construction of a demonstrator with a
refrigerating capacity of 2 kW.
The basic process with water as a cooling agent consists of two cycles realized by appropriate valve circuits (see
figure below).
The key parameters for the obtainable
power density are:

n

n

n

a realizable load amplitude determined by the sorption material
short cycles due to a fast material
transport through the pore system
the fast recovery of the emitted sorption heat
a high vaporization enthalpy of the
cooling agent
a COP (coefficient of performance) of
refrigeration of at least 0.6

A zeolite has been selected as sorption
material due to its high adsorption rate
for water. In such a way, the equilibrium vapor pressure is maintained at the
evaporator by a fast evaporation (high
refrigerating capacity). Besides, a high
thermal conductivity of the support
structure and a good vapor transport
are desirable. Due to these requirements, open-pore sponge-like and fiber structures made of aluminum have
resulted as the ideal support structures.
The ITWM supports the construction /
design of decisive components of the
adsorption refrigerator to be built by
computer simulations on all the scales.

heat source
(solar, motor)

heat emission
(Taverage)

Simulation chains are developed first by
a top-down approach and subsequently used for design computations based
on phenomenological models of the
zeolite. In a second step, these models
are refined by homogenization of molecular models and parameterized with
the molecular stoichiometry and the
microstructure of the zeolite.
The channel structures to be considered
within THOKA are given for reasons of
production technology and can be divided into two classes:
n

parallel flow field

n

branching structure

condenser

evaporator

Kf

Simulation of the heat exchanger

heat emission
(Taverage)

low temperature heat
(refrigeration,
air-conditioning)

Adsorption process: desorption cycle (above), refrigeration cycle (below)
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heat conduction

external input: energy flux

metal foam covered by
a layer of zeolite

channel geometry

turbulent
flow

zeolite

channels in the heat exchanger

The respective geometry generators for
the virtual generation and subsequent
characterization have already been implemented.

porous adsorbing structure

aluminum foam

water
molecules

zeolite

molecular zeolite

phase of THOKA in order to estimate
the potential of zeolite variations.

computations of the microstructure.
First comparisons between experiment
and simulation show a good correspondence of the observed parameters.

Simulation of the Heat Conduction
The flow through the channels of the
heat exchanger is simulated by the Navier-Stokes and the heat conduction
equation (based on ParPac), whereas
the heat conduction equation and a
phenomenological model of the zeolite
are applied for the support structure.
The processes within the zeolite layer
will be characterized by molecular dynamic methods during the last project

The input geometries of the porous
structure for the simulation tool are on
the one hand CT data of real structures
(sponges and fiber structures); on the
other hand, virtually generated structures are to be used in order to push
forward the optimization of the porous
structures which cannot be realized experimentally and to allow for design

Qloss

Qair

electrical heating

Q

sample

∆T

thermostat refrigeration
Real (left) and “virtual” measurement (right) of the effective coefficient of heat conduction
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Examples

Constraint Technologies in
Scheduling
Constraint technologies – basically a
development from the field of artificial intelligence – have proved to be a
valuable complement of discrete mathematical optimization. In the field of
virtual engineering and in particular
in scheduling, constraint technologies
have been tried and tested by the Department Optimization and are currently applied successfully.
The constraint solver ConSolve® of our
project partner SIEDA GmbH is extended by additional constraints and related
constraint technologies within a strategic project; these are useful for scheduling problems and other problems of
discrete optimization. The exhanced
possibilities for the problem description
do not only facilitate an efficient treatment, but also the input by the user:
frequently used constraints are now
available directly.
We are focusing on the so-called global
constraints. These do not only establish
relations between pairs of variables, but

S

I

n

n

n

All-different: a group of nurses ought
to take over specific functions. Each
nurse must do a different job than
her colleagues.
Global cardinality: a given minimum
or maximum number of nurses must
be present during each shift.
Regular constraint: each nurse must
comply with a certain sequence of
shifts; for example, a day off is required after a maximum number of
three night shifts.
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On the basis of the constraint methods,
a Scrabble solver has been being implemented as a demonstrator and is used
for the comparison of different constraints. Global cardinality and regular constraint play an especially important part here, resulting in an interesting test case for the new constraints in
ConSolve®.

xi ≠ xj , i ≠ j
M

U

may also serve as a measure of the
quality of an assignment. In such a way,
the search for good solutions is efficiently supported. In order to exclude
inconsistent values, the constraints are
translated to equivalent flow problems
on graphs. This method is not only interesting from a mathematical point of
view; it has also turned out to be remarkably efficient.

Frequently, certain violations of the constraints are allowed, i. e. the conditions
may be weakened. This is accounted
for by an implementation as weak constraints. The degree of violation result
ing from a certain selection of values

E D A
I

K E N

The demonstrator in action: Scrabble board with
the text of the page as dictionary.
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between a set of variables instead, thus
allowing for a more efficient treatment
by an overview over the entire system.
In the area of hospital logistics, which
has up to now been the main application area of ConSolve®, applications of
several implemented constraints can
look like this:

x2

t
2

x3
The translation of the constraints to graphs is the key for an efficient handling.
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Planning Support in Operation
Management
60 per cent of the hospital expenses
which arise in the case of a patient undergoing surgery do so on the day of
the operation. However, there is a large
potential for improvement of the operating theater management already previously. The tactical planning is responsible for the fixing of operation dates;
on the operational level, the required
and available personnel capacities and
material resources are coordinated, and
preliminary start and end times of the
operations are determined; online planning deals with the progress of surgeries and with unexpected events, such
as emergencies or delays. The objective of the ITWM project is the optimization of workflow and expenses, simultaneously maintaining medical care
standards.
During the tactical planning phase, the
date is usually fixed between surgeon
and patient; the hospital utilization and
the priority of the patient are simultaneously accounted for. The developed
mathematical model does not only include these aspects, but also the availability of required resources (operating
theaters, personnel, equipment), the
different staff preferences (surgeons,
anesthetists, nursing staff), and potentially competing planning targets (utilization of operating theaters, respecting
of planned work schedules).
On the operational level, the operation
plan for the next day is usually composed on the basis of the proposals of
the respective departments. Under consideration of the estimated duration of
the surgeries, patients are assigned to
the operating theaters in a specific order. Required resources are only revised
at the end of the day or in the early
morning of the operation day by the
operating theater manager, which may
lead to short-term changes and disturb

dates
transport
management
patients
operating
theater
management

staff

Diversity in hospital logistics: different elements develop solution possibilities

the original plan. The mathematical
model developed for the operative
planning integrates the proposals from
tactical planning and models the respective elements (surgeries, resources,
uncertain duration of surgeries); in such
a way, the operating theater manager
receives proposals for diverse operation
plans already the day before. These proposals do not only fulfill all the parameters, but also offer a variety of solutions
with respect to the partially competing optimization criteria. Reactive online
planning finally refers to the results of
the operative planning. Whereas in the
hospital only reactive action is required
in the case of unexpected events (emergencies, unavailability of resources), the
models described above influence this
planning level proactively.
The models and the applied mathematical instruments have been developed
within a practical three-year study including several hospitals in Germany
and the Netherlands. In such a way,
the new methods of discrete and combinatorial optimization developed at
the ITWM could be tested directly as
to their practicability in the framework
of the operating theater management

Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

08.00 - 09.00
09.00 - 10.00
10.00 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.00
12.00 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.00
14.00 - 15.00
15.00 - 16.00
16.00 - 17.00
17.00 - 18.00

Operating theater management

of the participating hospitals. The results show a large potential for optimization: on the tactical planning level, the difference between actual and
desired dates has decreased by 20 per
cent, resulting in a better balanced bed
occupancy rate. On the operative planning level, up to 20 per cent more inhouse patients can be included in the
operation plan of the next day than in
the case of manual methods. Besides,
the proposed plans are more robust
with respect to unexpected events and
avoid overtime work of the staff as well
as unused resources. On the grounds of
these convincing results, the planning
support software is supposed to be further developed within model projects
including hospitals of different size.
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Example

Integrated Design Optimization for
Vertical Systems in Package
In the previous year, the economically
oriented Strategic Alliance (WISA) with
the short name INEOS has been started by the Fraunhofer Institutes ITWM,
IZM, and IPK with a planned duration
of three years. The objective of this cooperation project funded by the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft is to develop new
design processes for vertically integrated and miniaturized electronic assemblies, with the support of an innovative
software tool.
A typical feature of this “integrated design optimization” is that all relevant
design requirements are already accounted for in an early phase of the design process. In such a way, time-consuming and expensive iterations for redesigns can be avoided in the future,
and the time required for the development of a sustainable design is shortened considerably.

Processes focused on the examination
of models for the thermal properties of
a System in Package (SiP). The essential
challenge was to provide a model hierarchy ranging from models for a detailed thermal simulationof the SiP to
rough models tested in extremely short
run times but still providing enough information for the computation of thermally acceptable designs.
In the past year, the Department Optimization has examined a wide range
of algorithmic approaches for an automated design of SiPs. There are two
essential tasks: the assignment of the
components to the vertical layers of the
SiP (partitioning step), and the two-dimensional arrangement of the components on each layer (placement step).
Multicriteria optimization algorithms
have been developed for both steps
which are based on methods from metaheuristics, constraint programming,
and nonlinear optimization. In this way,
a basis has been created for the inte-

gration of the models representing the
design requirements into the optimization algorithms during the next steps of
the project.

Prototype of the design tool which allows a preview as well as an interactive navigation through
a data base of SiP designs.

There are various requirements to be
fulfilled by a System in Package (electronic assembly produced on the basis of the latest construction and joining
techniques): apart from the electronic
functionality, the size, thermal and electromagnetic properties, production and
environmental aspects, and costs are to
be balanced. The challenge of developing a design tool which simultaneously accounts for all of these requirements
can therefore only be met by an interdisciplinary approach. The competences
brought into the Alliance by the three
partners range from construction technology and reliability (IZM), production
technology (IPK), and physical modeling
and optimization-based software tools
(ITWM) and are essential preconditions
for the sucess of the INEOS project.
Two departments of the ITWM are cooperating in the project. During the
first year, the Department Transport
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Approximatively simulated temperature distribution of an “eGrain” (autarchic distributed microsystem)
developed at the Fraunhofer IZM in the form of a SiP.
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Financial Mathematics
The Department Financial Mathematics deals with model development and
algorithms for the pricing of financial
derivatives and for the valuation, optimization, and risk assessment of portfolios, as well as with the analysis of
special risks (e. g., credit default risk).
Main subjects are the analysis of financial mathematical models, the numerical implementation of pricing methods, and the development of respective
software tools. Projects comprise the
development, extension, and comparison of financial mathematical models
from a theoretical and practical point of
view. Industrial partners primarily come
from the field of investment banking;
besides, we are cooperating in projects
with public-sector financial institutions,
specialized commercial banks, asset
management firms, insurance companies (especially pension funds), and consulting enterprises specialized to the financial sector. We have focused on the
following main subjects:
Option pricing
Derivatives are financial products whose
actual payment depends on the price
development of one or several underlyings, such as e. g. stocks, bonds, commodities, interest rates or exchange
rates. We examine new market models
(stochastic volatility models, Bergomi
model) which are able to represent actual market prices very well and to reflect the price development of the underlyings in a sufficiently realistic way.
Credit risk
The Department assists financial institutions in implementing the regulations of
the new Basle Capital Accord (Basle II)
from a statistical point of view. Subjects
are the validation of existing bank-internal rating systems as well as their recalibration. The adaptation to the credit
portfolio of the respective financial institution and the support during a later back- and stress-testing are especially
important for application.
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Credit derivatives
In contrast to the stock market, no
standard model has evolved yet for the
valuation of products with default risk.
Particularly for complex products with
several underlying financial titles (basket
default swaps, CDOs), there is a large
demand for the respective mathematical models, because the currently available models are not yet able to describe
the market in a sufficiently correct way.
Portfolio optimization
Portfolio optimization deals with the
determination of an optimal investment
strategy, i. e. an investor must decide
how many shares of which assets to
hold when. Investment decisions of
fund managers are in practice often
based on the single period model of
Markowitz. However, the development
of modern, continuous-time portfolio
optimization has meanwhile advanced
so far that these new algorithms should
now be considered for practical application and implementation.
Insurance mathematics
Asset liability management (ALM) forms
an important aspect of company management, especially in the framework
of the future solvability regulations for
insurance companies (Solvency II). We
have developed the software “ALMSim”
for the support of insurance companies
with respect to the application of these
regulations; it allows for the individual
modeling of assets and liabilities, as
well as for their coupling.
Interest rate models
There exists a variety of interest rate
models which must be examined and
selected as to a possible application depending on the product and the underlying interest rate. A further particularity in this area is the large number
of complex interest rate derivatives. We
are examining different models for the
pricing of complex interest rate derivatives and their algorithmic application.
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In 2007, the Department consolidated
the position reached during the previous years. We have enlarged our client
portfolio among industrial partners and
acquired new SME clients. 2007 was
also a very successful year with respect
to publicly funded projects:

innovative methods which we have
developed, such as accounting for
transaction costs and alternative risk
measures, accounting for investments
in options, and worst case optimization in the case of impending crash.
n

n

n

We have participated in three projects within the State Excellence Cluster DASMOD; subjects are statistical
classification, modeling of economic
processes, and derivative pricing.
In March 2007 started the project
“Application of Modern Portfolio Optimization Methods in Practice”, funded
by the “Stiftung Rheinland-Pfalz für
Innovation”. Our tasks are the demonstration of the practicability of continuous-time portfolio optimization
methods and the implementation of

Since July 2007, we have been cooperating with research groups of the
University of Kaiserslautern and of the
Universities of Karlsruhe (TH), Oldenburg, and Ulm in the Joint Research
Project “Alternative Investments:
Modeling, Statistics, Risk Management, and Software”, funded by the
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).

On the grounds of the very positive situation as to our projects, we are expecting new colleagues and a further
growth in 2008. In January 2008, we

initiated an intensive cooperation with
the University of Cambridge within a
research project on continuous-time
portfolio optimization, simulation software, and risk management.

Main subjects
n
n
n
n
n
n

Option pricing
Credit risk
Credit derivatives
Portfolio optimization
Insurance mathematics
Interest rate models

Head of Department:
Priv.-Doz. Dr. Marlene Müller
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-43 46
marlene.mueller@itwm.fraunhofer.de

Carl Maria von Weber, “Der Freischütz”, season 2005 / 2006
“The historic scene of the ‘Freischütz’ is the forest, which was omnipresent at the time; the bar code on the one hand imitates the tree
trunks, on the other hand it is omnipresent itself in our time. The bull’s head represents a time-independent symbol of strength.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenographie of the “Pfalztheater”
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Examples

Pricing of Exotic Options by Partial
Differential Equations
Investment opportunities comprise a
large selection of speculative products.
Risks have become tradable by financial innovations, which can thus be integrated into investment portfolios; these
risks are accepted specifically in order
to increase the rate of return. Guarantee certificates, for example, hedge the
invested capital, simultaneously allowing the investor to benefit from positive developments of the stock markets
within certain limits.
Complex financial products can usually
be constructed by the combination of
typical exotic options on stocks or stock
indices and assets in risk-free bonds.
The pricing of exotic options is therefore of central importance; it is based
on the model of Black and Scholes,
where the fair price of an option is described by a partial differential equation (PDE). In the case of standard options in the Black-Scholes model, the
PDE can be solved explicitly and the option price can be computed. In more
complex models and for exotic options,
the PDE can often only be solved numerically.

Within this project, we used a local volatility model, i. e. an extension of the
Black-Scholes model which is used very
often. Due to the variable diffusion
term, the solution of the respective PDE
encounters difficulties which cannot be
overcome immediately by standard solution methods. Besides, the structure
of exotic options often results in a higher dimension than in the comparable
standard case, which does not only lead
to methodical challenges, but also to
longer run times. In the local volatility
model, a solver for the pricing of common exotic options has been developed
on the basis of the Finite Differences
Method. The algorithm is based on new
developments in the quantitative and
numerical areas of financial mathematics, balancing run time and accuracy. It
enables banks to compute option prices
and sensitivities on a level which meets
their high quality requirements.
The advantage of a method on the basis of PDEs – in contrast to alternative
methods such as Monte Carlo Methods
– is the algorithm’s speed for the solution of such PDEs. Especially in the case
of banks that often have to price entire
trading books overnight, this advantage
of speed has a decisive importance.

Price of a call option as a function of maturity and stock price (left) and error plot of the PDE Finite
Differences Method (compared to the exact solution, right)
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Option Pricing Framework
The pricing and risk management of
complex derivatives are decisive problems that modern financial mathematics
must deal with. The proportion of structured products such as forward-starting, Cliquet, or Napoleon options has
particularly increased within the last few
years, and the market for these complex
financial products is still growing.
If leading financial institutions want to
remain competitive on such fast developing markets, it is absolutely essential
that they are up to a fast and efficient
structuring, pricing, and risk management of the respective products. On
the one hand, it is important to be able
to develop new products (payoffs) as
fast as possible with minimal effort and
to price these by an appropriate model within an already existing software
framework. On the other hand, however, a modeling of the underlying stock
price is necessary which represents the
latter more realistically than the simple
Black-Scholes model does.

A model which has successfully been
applied in practice is the stochastic volatility model of Heston. Due to the
closed-form solutions for standard call
options, the model offers the possibility
to adapt the model parameters in practice to the current market situation (calibration). In contrast to the Black-Scholes
model, the Heston model is able to represent the volatility smile observed on
the stock market successfully. On the
grounds of the successful conclusion
of several industrial projects during the
past few years and of numerous extensions of the model, as well as based on
its application to other complex products, we have developed extensive
know-how in the field of stochastic volatility, and pricing of complex options
and structured products.

We are currently working on the development and continuous extension
of an integrated software framework
for the pricing and risk management
of complex options; it is intended to
be similar to the commercially available
tools. The framework is based on the
application of the current state of research and a modular software design
which allows for a flexible extension of
the framework and a modular and fast
structuring of new products, as well
as for the pricing and analysis of these.
All of the new pricing routines as well
as the improved model calibration are
available in the form of a modular, object-oriented code within a newly developed MS-Excel tool and can thus be
easily integrated into already existing
Office systems.

Screen shot of the pricing and risk management tool
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Examples

Asset Liability Management

the pension fund. As a consequence,
the risks will become essentially more
transparent for the public and the supervisory authorities, so that the latter
will be able to assess the interests of insurance holders more adequately.

In the field of asset liability management (ALM), we are currently cooperating with an Italian industrial partner
within an EU project which is mainly focused on the more accurate asset liability management in the pension fund The EU project ALM-PF, which is supsector. Within this sector, the instruported within the Marie Curie Program
ment of ALM has not yet been used
“Transfer of Knowledge”, essentially has
comprehensively, so that we can see a
two objectives: on the one hand, it impotential for further projects here.
proves the understanding of ALM models in the pension fund sector; on the
other hand, a software prototype is deThe new ”Solvency II” regulation will
reinforce the importance of ALM for in- veloped which allows for the processing and administration of different insurance companies and pension funds
and will have a lasting effect on the risk surance rate strategies. The project
has been initiated on the grounds of
management. The objective of Solventhe current pension policy of many EU
cy II is similar to that of “Basle II” for
members and the increase in life expecbanks: it includes the application of a
tancy. Both result in a strongly growsolvency model which is better adapting pension fund sector, because a part
ed to the current risks and liabilities of

of the pensions must be covered by private insurance in the future. However,
the fast growth of this segment of the
financial market has lead to an unforeseen crisis in several states, because the
funds’ previous investment strategies
have mainly been intent exclusively on
the expected rates of return of the individual financial instruments without additionally accounting for the fund’s liabilities. In the future, the adequate representation of liabilities will become
one of the main tasks, because the
hedging of the liabilities by appropriate
financial instruments will only be possible in such a way. The modeling will be
focused on this coupling, as it has already been the case in previous projects in the field of ALM.

40
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Modern Portfolio Optimization for
Practical Application
Whereas advanced mathematical methods have meanwhile been applied in
the field of option pricing, the field of
optimal investment (portfolio optimization), which is in fact one of the original areas of financial mathematics, is
still dominated by the application of relatively simple methods. These are often
only variants of the Markowitz model stemming from the Fifties, a model
which is static with respect to time.
Although large scientific progress has
also been made in the field of continuous-time portfolio optimization within
the last few decades, a practical application of these results has not yet taken place. Reasons are, among others,
that transaction costs existing in prac-

tice have not yet been accounted for
appropriately by continuous-time models, that new measures for the description of the risk have been required, that
investments into derivatives and other structured securities have not been
integrated into the model approaches,
and, last but not least, that the mathematical methods of continuous-time
portfolio optimization are technically
too complex for most commercial software manufacturers.

ematical models, and which on the
other hand will be able to learn from
the user’s behavior about his / her riskuse preferences in order to determine
a user-specific optimal strategy. In the
first section of the project, we have especially dealt with the determination of
the risk aversion of the potential user.
A prototype of an interactive software
tool has been developed which quantifies the risk tolerance preferences of the
investor on the basis of asset scenarios.

The above mentioned problems are currently dealt with in the framework of a
project which is supported by a grant
from the “Stiftung Rheinland-Pfalz für
Innovation”. We intend to develop a
concept for an interactive software by
which the user will on the one hand
be able to apply the methods without
any knowledge about the basic math-

Investment scenario for the software-aided determination of a user’s risk tolerance
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Example

Credit Risk and Validation of Rating
Systems
The application of the regulations of the
new Basle Capital Accord (“Basle II”)
and the respective evaluation by the
bank supervisory authorities (Federal Institute for the Supervision of Financial
Services BaFin, German Central Bank)
have almost been concluded for most
banks. Typical problems requiring a consultation by the Department Financial
Mathematics are the validation of the
rating system’s discriminatory power,
the statistical analysis of rating weights,
the validation of default probability estimates, and the modeling of loss-given
defaults.
We are supporting credit institutions
with respect to the following individual tasks: first, individual analyses of the
variables with respect to their discrim-

Rating and default data

inatory power between default and
non-default are made for a conception of the rating. Classic parameters of
discriminatory power quantify the distance between the score distributions
of default and non-default or default
and overall distribution, respectively. Let
us mention as examples the Lorenz and
ROC curves, as well as the parameters
derived there from (Gini coefficient, accuracy ratio, AUC).

the DASMOD project “Multidimensional
Statistical Decision Methods” (State Excellence Cluster of the Land RhinelandPalatinate), we are working on semiparametric and especially additive model approaches for the expansion of the
Logit model. These models allow for a
more flexible modeling of rating scores,
simultaneously maintaining the simple
interpretation and visualization possibilities for the score function.

The next steps are the estimation of rating scores and the determination of default probabilities. The objective is to
determine an optimal weighting of the
relevant influence factors in the rating
score. Classic statistical-econometric
approaches such as the Logit model (logistic discriminance analysis) are suited for a simultaneous estimation of
scores and default probabilities on the
basis of cross-sectional data. Within

The rating system of a bank should be
subject to validations as regularly as
possible. Back testing methods examine the quality of the current system according to historical data. Stress testing
estimates the system’s limits. From a
statistical point of view, testing and resampling methods (Monte Carlo Methods, Bootstrap, cross validation) are applied for both validation objectives.

Scientific and
statistical expertise

Data analysis and conception

Calibration

Macro economic data

Validation

External rating data

Back and stress testing

Statistical tests
Scenario simulations
Default correlation
Effect studies

Development of a rating system
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Mathematical Methods in
Dynamics and Durability
The Department Mathematical Methods in Dynamics and Durability deals
with the modeling and simulation with
respect to the durability and reliability
of mechanical and mechatronic systems
subject to dynamic loads. Applied methods are multibody system simulation
(MBS), finite element methods (FEM),
as well as statistical and optimization
methods. Within our industrial projects,
we primarily deal with reliability, durability, dynamics, and vibration behavior
(NVH) in vehicle industry. We are also
simulating production processes with
respect to the development of functional component properties.
The past year was characterized by
strong growth of the department with
respect to the project volume as well
as with respect to the personnel. We
would especially like to point out the
initiation of the Fraunhofer Innovation
Cluster Digital Utility Vehicle Technology (www.nutzfahrzeugcluster.de, see
page 15), where the department has
taken over the overall coordination as
well as essential sub-projects.
Individual activities of the department
are divided into the following main subjects:
Statistical Methods in Durability
and Reliability
We are developing methods for the
modeling of clients’ load profiles as
well as for the planning and evaluation
of experiments with respect to durability. During the design and evaluation
of components subject to mechanical
loads with special focus on their reliability, statistical methods are of central importance. This begins with the
determination of the bases of assessment: how do we model the client’s
load profile? How do we plan measurement campaigns for the determination of load data? How do we translate these into test tracks or rig tests?
Finally, the experiments for the proof

66

of durability must be evaluated by statistically secured methods. This is the
case for comparably simple experiments with respect to individual components, as well as for expensive longterm experiments with respect to entire vehicles.
Modeling and Simulation of
Mechatronic Systems
With respect to system simulation, for
example, we want to model axles or
complete vehicles in such a way that
the kinematics, the motion sequence,
and the power transmission can be
computed correctly in advance. If one
is not only interested in the motion sequence, but also in cutting forces and
the resulting stresses to which a component is subject, the results strongly depend on the model development,
the approximation of the input data,
and the numerical methods. In our industrial projects, we are frequently
dealing with the optimization of the
modeling in such a way that especially
the load path is simulated correctly.
Structural Dynamics and CAE
Durability
If the system dynamics is represented
correctly, it provides the loads to which
the individual – more or less deformable – components are subject as dynamic cutting forces. These cutting
loads are then transferred to local loads
and lifetime estimations by structure
mechanical simulation. We particularly work on lifetime computations for
structures with a nonlinear behavior
and apply these within industrial projects. Besides, we deal with the simulation of strongly deformable structures,
such as cables and tires.
Component Properties Depending
on the Casting Process
Foundries like the companies HegerGuss,
Gienanth-Eisenberg, Römheld & Moelle,
or PHB-Stahlguss are using our competence in the field of casting simulation in
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the framework of cooperation projects.
In the case of the company MAGMA
GmbH, Aachen, we are not only a user
of their software, but also their development partner. Our research activities are
focused on the problem of how to systematically conclude component properties on the basis of the simulation results
of the casting process.

Main subjects
n
n

Head of Department:
Dr. Klaus Dreßler
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 66
klaus.dressler@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n
n

statistical methods for durability
modeling and simulation of mechatronic systems
CAE durability (MBS, FEM, lifetime)
component properties depending
on the casting process

Arrigo Boito, “Mefistofele”, season 2007 / 2008
“The mathematical formula serves as a decoration here; the scene shows that occult signs dominate the world just as scientific formulas do. Yellow prism-like shapes painted with various magical signs are filling the stage. At one point the upper shape is lifted up, at
another point the shape below opens and the witches come out for the Walpurgis Night; frequently triangles are formed as a sign of
divine influence.”
Heidrun Schmelzer, Scene Designer
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Examples

Mechatronic Development Platform
The department deals in a large part
with simulations in the field of vehicle
construction. The direct interaction between simulation and real vehicle opens
up many possibilities, for example to
improve vehicle security. Real-time simulation models computing certain operation states during the operation of the
vehicle provide parameters which are
very difficult, complex, and expensive
to achieve by metrological methods.
In the year 2007, we have designed and
taken into operation a mechatronic development platform especially for the
development of concepts and methods
of real-time simulation in the field of
vehicle construction. The development
environment essentially consists of:
n

a model truck on a scale of 1  :  10 close
to reality

n

CAN bus (wireless)

n

pneumatic suspension

n

hydraulic brakes

n

acquisition of measurement values
(e. g., accelerations)

Model truck on a scale of 1  :  10 with CAN bus and pneumatic suspension

example in order to test incoming signals as to their plausibility and to modify them respectively.
Research in connection with this development environment particularly deals
with:
n

the development of real-time models

n

system simulation

n

two dSpace real-time systems

n

code export

n

MicroAutoBox and dSpace DS1006

n

model reduction

n

real-time solver technology

n

processing of measurement data

n

load data analysis

n

maneuver recognition

n

preparation of application projects

n

n

direct or wireless connection to the
CAN bus

data, ability of the models to simulate
in real time) can thus be tested very effectively already in advance with respect to their functionality; they can
also be optimized, if necessary, before
they are used in real applications within the current pilot projects in cooperation with clients. Additional projects,
such as the automatic control of a vehicle equipped with a camera (by image
recognition, in cooperation with the
Department Image Processing) complement the activities mentioned above.

ControlDesk and MotionDesk

The truck is controlled via CAN bus signals. The control signals are converted
to CAN bus signals first and conducted
to the respective actuators by the CAN
bus. The converting is carried out by
microprocessors (ATMEL) which may
also contain additional algorithms, for
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Essential components of the process
chain (e. g., processing of measurement
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Development of an Assessment
Basis for Gear Drives

The planning of this program was coordinated with the ITWM, and the data
of approximately 300,000 kilometers
which had been driven were completely evaluated by the ITWM. Apart from
the examination of correctness, these
data for example referred to the gear
recognition and gear-specific classification methods (e. g., rotational rainflow
counting, see figure above), as well as
to circuit matrices or residence time
evaluations of different sizes. On the
basis of adequate derived parameters,
for example the damage parameters for
pitting damage or bending damage in
the gear drive, statistical analyses and
comparisons were carried out which allow for a deeper insight into customer
load profiles. As examples may be mentioned the influence of different power
drives or the scattering by the driving
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During the last two years, the company GM Powertrain carried out a large
measurement program for the acquisition of appropriate data under typical
customer load profiles, in order to determine an assessment basis for gear
drive design and for the calibration or
new development of test programs. 16
vehicles (Opel Corsa, Vectra, Zafira, and
Saab 9-3) with different power trains
(motor / gear drive / differential combinations) were equipped with devices for
the acquisition and storage of data like
velocity, engine speed, engine torque,
catalytic converter temperature, throttle valve position, etc. These vehicles
were driven by many different drivers
in Germany and Sweden under normal everyday conditions. Driver, state of
load, estimation of the quality of driving, and type of track (highway, country road, and city) were noted in a logbook for later evaluation. Besides, the
continuous operation tests usually carried out at GM were also measured.

Load for rotational rainflow counting
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behavior. Parametric approaches with
distribution estimations (e. g., Weibull,
see figure above) and extrapolations
can be carried out and tested as to
their validity; Monte Carlo methods
can as well be applied in order to determine 95 per cent customer load profiles and to relate these to the standard
continuous operation tests carried out
at GM.
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Load Data Analysis and Development of an Assessment Basis for
Trucks
The testing of components, assemblies,
or complete vehicles by driving over
test tracks or tests on test rigs must
meet different and partly even opposing criteria. On the one hand, the required reliabilities must be guaranteed
especially in the case of safety-critical components; on the other hand,
however, the tests should not result in
over sizing because of their being too
“hard”. Engineers in utility vehicle industry therefore try to establish a close
correlation between the tests and the
loads occurring at the customer, for example.
Such a process must adequately account for the different requirements
with respect to safety-critical and functional components, as well as for the
variety of variants which makes a testing of all the components in any possible configuration impossible. Measurement campaigns for the determination of load spectrums for the testing
of new vehicles or the testing for new
markets are time-consuming and expensive; they must therefore be restricted to the absolutely necessary scale. For
statistical reasons, however, it is desirable to have as many measurements as
possible as a basis for the derivation of
test programs. It is therefore necessary
to find an appropriate compromise between both requirements.
The ITWM supports vehicle producers
with respect to the planning and evaluation of measurement campaigns. Typical questions which can only be answered by the combination of statistical modeling know-how and a system
understanding with respect to the load
paths and the durability are:
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Which types of roads must be driven
on, which driving maneuvers, which
states of load, how many kilometers,
etc.?
How can the use by customers be
modeled statistically?
How can the model of the use by
customers be transferred to the measurement data?
In which way does the design customer depend on the modeled influence parameters (types of roads,
types of use, etc.)?
How can we derive a test program
for test tracks or test rigs for the design customer?

Such measurement campaigns result
in several hundred sections with 50 to
200 channels (measurement parame-

ters), which each belong to a certain
combination of the varying factor levels.
Apart from the usual statistical methods of distribution and quantile estimation, especially Monte Carlo methods are very important here. These allow for the use of information from
sales and maintenance about types of
tracks or distributions of use. In such a
way, the producer can make certain assumptions as to the range of customers
with respect to a specific vehicle, study
the effects of these assumptions on the
load to which a vehicle or individual
components are subject (see figure below), and define a design customer. Finally, the design customer is correlated
to the loads resulting from the testing
on test tracks. Optimization methods
are applied for the computation of a
mixture of test tracks representing the
loads occurring at the design customer
as well as possible.
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Histogram of the damage distribution for the use by customers on the basis of a Monte Carlo simulation with respective quantiles. The bars are subdivided according to the damage distribution between the different types of tracks.
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Determination of the Invariant
Excitation for the Simulation and
Testing of Utility Vehicle Modules
The company Daimler AG puts very
much emphasis on the computer simulation as well as on the examination
on test rigs during the development of
new trucks. In both cases, success depends on the realistic input loads for
the individual modules (such as driver’s
cab, axle, seat, etc.). The entire vehicle
does not exist yet; the loads can therefore not be measured during the operation of a prototype, but must be concluded instead on the basis of sensible
measurements of really existing models.
The concept of invariant system excitation consists of finding parameters
which are invariant with respect to the
variant of vehicle, i. e. which can easily
be transferred to a different model. The
road profile is an example of such a variant; it has, however, the disadvantage
that the whole vehicle including the
tire – which is usually very complex to
compute – must be simulated. We are
therefore looking for different parameters. The movement of the vehicle body
can be transferred to the driver’s cab of
a truck, because it is essentially caused
by the excitation due to the road.
On a rough road operated by the company Daimler, the spring displacement
of the driver’s cab suspension and accelerations of the body were measured.
The simulation now ought to represent
these parameters. A virtual module
test rig with seven cylinders was modeled as a multibody system (MBS) including the driver’s cab. The model
put special emphasis on the flexibility
of the vehicle body which forms a part
of the test rig. In a next step, drive signals were determined in such a way
that the simulation is able to represent

MBS model of the driver’s cab test rig

the measured values as well as possible.
We used an iteratively learning method which continuously corrects the
cylinder movements within each step
by a linear approximation of the system until the desired correspondence
is reached. Special emphasis was put
on durability relevant benchmarks such
as range pairs and numbers of pseudo
damage.
The body movement resulting from
the simulation was transferred to the
body of the new variant of driver’s cab,
which can now be simulated on the virtual test rig without requiring the construction of the entire vehicle. Weaknesses of the module can thus be detected and remedied at an early stage
of the development process.
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Example

Modeling of Vehicle Tires
As the only element of the vehicle
which is in contact with the track, the
tire transfers any road excitation to the
entire system, in the form of forces and
moments occurring at the axles. The
simulation of the tire is therefore of central importance for the simulation of the
dynamic vehicle behavior.
Three-dimensional models on the basis
of finite elements can describe the tire
physics in a very detailed and realistic
way; hence they can provide extensive
information about the transfer of forces
and moments from the virtual road to
the wheel hub in a simulation. However, the computation of the transient tire
dynamics is very time-consuming; such
models can therefore only be used in
practice for short-term simulations.
The research and development work of
the department in the field of MBS tire
models therefore deals with two impor
tant problems: the simulation-based
parameterization of MBS tire models
and the development of such models
especially for utility vehicles.

FE simulation of the crossing of a cleat

n

n

n

The simulation-based parameterization
comprises measurements and simulation by direct order of clients from industry, the simulation of special maneuvers and events (virtual experiments) by
3D FEM tire models, and the tire and
MBS simulation program TIRE TOOL.

detailed listing, inspection, and comparison of the results
the automatic generation of very simple “magic” formulas providing an estimation of the forces and moments
transferred by the tire on the basis of
kinematic and slip parameters
the automatic generation of massspring-damper systems whose level
of complexity can be selected by the
user for more complex MBS applications, which are optimally adapted to
the results of the tire simulation, nevertheless allowing for sensible run
times

n

the input of road and test rig profiles

n

finally, the actual MBS simulation

TIRE TOOL allows for:
n

n

the fast meshing of the tire models
– individually handled by image acqui
sition – by the user
the automatic generation and computation of FE tire models on the basis of ABAQUS; the user can also do
without knowledge of ABAQUS
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Test rig experiments for utility vehicles
like trucks or tractors are very complex
due to the high loads; the respective
data are only difficult to acquire. The
development of MBS tire models especially appropriate for this group of vehicles is therefore very much sought after.
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Competence Center High
Performance Computing
Due to the growing importance of simulation and the availability of appropriate software in industry, the use of parallel systems has now become standard
in the commercial environment as well.
Parallel computer systems are used by
financial service providers, in the oil industry and in Formula 1 racing. Most
systems today consist of standard PC
hardware in combination with a highspeed network.
The Fraunhofer ITWM is a pioneer in
using PC clusters for industrial simulation tasks. The first systems with applications developed at the ITWM were
rolled out back in 1995. Today, the Institute operates parallel systems with
over 1,000 CPUs for the development
of parallel software and for computational tasks with relevance to industry.
Technological problems have stopped
the continued increases in performance
caused by faster clock rates; dual core,
quad core and more are now the buzz
words for further increases in performance. The parallelization of software
has become a key technology in all areas relevant to IT. Future efficient parallel software will have a hybrid structure
that makes optimum use of multi-core
subsystems but still scales across many
computers.
The cell processor, jointly produced by
IBM, Toshiba and Sony, and used in the
new PlayStation, is a prototype of this
new generation of CPUs. In cooperation
with IBM’s development laboratory in
Böblingen, applications are being developed at the CC HPC and the cell platform is being analyzed for its suitability
as an HPC system.
The project activities of the Competence Center HPC are currently divided into four fields:
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Parallelization and Performance
Analysis
The focal point of activities in 2007 lay
in strategic cooperation with IBM and
other partners. By combining fundamental HPC know-how and practical
knowledge, the CC HPC has succeeded in developing particularly high-performance codes that met great interest
among clients. Specifically in the area
of seismics, the Competence Center
was especially successful in 2007, with
a long-term cooperation being agreed
with the Norwegian group StatoilHydro.
Grid Computing
The CC HPC is an active participant in
D-Grid and the European EGEE project.
One area of focus lies in the further development of underlying grid technologies and an engagement in grid standardization boards. A second focal
point lies in the further development of
Fraunhofer grid solutions with its partners in the internal Enterprise Grid project. Its own grid solution, PHASTGrid,
has been applied in a variety of joint
projects together with industry. A productive environment for assessing the
quality and performance of the grid infrastructure was made available to the
D-Grid community with the development of the grid benchmark portal,
jawari.itwm.fraunhofer.de.
Visualization
The foundational research work carried
out on ray tracing methods that were
awarded the Fraunhofer Research Prize
led to the development of initial commercial products in 2007. PreStack-Pro,
an innovative software product for
the quantitative analysis and visualization of large prestacks in the oil industry, was presented at the international trade fairs SEG and EAGE. An entirely CPU-based postprocessor was developed to analyze the calculation results
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from the MAGMASOFT software and
was supplied to the company MAGMA
Giessereitechnologie.

al shared memory for parallel applications
on InfiniBand clusters, and the parallel
Fraunhofer file system, fhgfs.

Main subjects
n

HPC Tools
High-performance tools for the development of HPC software and systems have
evolved over recent years and in 2007
were presented to a wider public. These
include GraPA, a parallelization framework for hybrid applications in the area
of multicore distributed memory; FVM,
a software interface that provides glob-

n
n

n

Division Director:
Dr. Franz-Josef Pfreundt
✆ +49 (0) 6 31/3 16 00-44 59
franz-josef.pfreundt@itwm.fraunhofer.de

n
n

service-oriented computing
nanoscale process modeling
parallel algorithms, performance
analysis
seismic data processing and interpretation
Cell Competence Center
Visualization of large amounts of
data

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, »Faust«, season 2006 / 2007
“The witch’s kitchen is one of the central scenes in Faust because something crucial takes place here: Dr. Faustus is made young again,
and becomes respectable and vital through the witches’ sorcery. He emerges strengthened from the process, develops new courage
to face life and the energy to face the heady journey into the unknown by the side of Mephistopheles.”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography at the “Pfalztheater”
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Examples

Cell Competence Center

across the globe. The beating heart was
displayed at the specialist exhibition
“Computer.Medizin” of the Heinz-NixThe Cell Broadband Engine (CBE) is a
new generation of processor. Developed dorf Museum in Paderborn in 2007.
for the games industry, it integrates a
power PC processor and eight perforActivities in relation to the CBE were
mance-optimized Synergistic Processextended at the CC HPC in 2007 with
ing Elements (SPE) on a single chip. This the support of IBM. It was then posjoint development of SONY, IBM and
sible for the Fraunhofer parallelization
Toshiba is an order of magnitude fastframework GraPA to be presented at
er than PC processors in its peak perCeBIT. The GraPA was used to parallelformance and is now also being used in ize a fluid dynamics simulation CFD) on
scientific computation.
the optimization of heat exchangers for
clusters of cell blades. The cell procesThe CC HPC was one of the world’s first sor demonstrates its particular efficiency in an interactive simulation.
groups to develop real applications for
the cell processor in collaboration with
IBM. A special version of the PV-4D vol- With the availability of PlayStation 3 in
ume rendering code was developed for Europe a calculation cluster of PlayStathe cell processor in a joint project with tions was built at the Fraunhofer ITWM
the IBM Development Center in Böblin- and used for development and simulagen. The depiction of a beating heart
tion. The integration of a financial simufrom CT recordings using PV-4D was
lation into the Fraunhofer grid solution
presented with great success at the
PHASTGrid and its porting onto the
trade fair CeBIT and in IBM agencies
cell platform was a great success. This
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cloud computing solution on a cluster
of PlayStations was received with great
interest at the International Supercomputing Conference in Dresden.
The porting of the financial simulation
code from a single-core Opteron processor to the cell processor along with
the internal optimization of the code
yielded a speed gain by a factor of 160.
A particularly interesting area of application for the cell processor is seismic.
In the case of calculation times that
can last for weeks, even on large parallel systems, porting of codes onto the
complex but significantly faster cell processor is worthwhile. First of all, the
Fraunhofer code for Kirchhoff migration was successfully ported onto the
CBE and integrated into the PHASTGrid.
In 2008, other codes are being made
available for the cell processor in joint
projects with the oil industry.
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MAGMApost Advanced
In 2006, new CPU-based ray tracing
methods were developed at the ITWM
to visualize large triangulated 3D objects. These methods were able to beat
graphics cards in terms of image quality and image rate. Combining the previously available volume rendering methods with these methods was a particular
challenge in 2007. This culminated in a
new module “MAGMApost advanced”
for MAGMASOFT®. MAGMASOFT®
is now the world’s leading simulation
package for the foundry industry.
Besides displaying the results, it also
presents animated simulation results
in a 4D viewer in real time. The results
can be manipulated live and interactively in any way, e.g. rotating, zooming and slicing, especially in the case of
very large MAGMASOFT® projects. The
module enables the results to be directly displayed stereoscopically in space
and time. It improves insight into filling
and solidification processes and thus
facilitates evaluation. MAGMApost advanced makes use of CPU-based ray
tracing techniques to visualize volumes
and surface data, while placing no particular demands on graphics cards. An
additional benefit of MAGMApost advanced is that results that have been
converted with a license can be represented and manipulated on any computer using a client program. The visualization tool thus sets a new standard
for the presentation of the results of
casting process simulation.

Representation of the surface of a casting with the new polygon renderer
integrated into MAGMApost advanced

View through the transparently connected surface onto the filling process
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Grid Computing
In scientific applications, grid technology is an established basis for calculations involving large datasets. With
the experience it has gained in scientific projects, the Fraunhofer ITWM also
supports companies that wish to take
advantage of the new possibilities offered by grid computing. The emphasis
here is on tailor-made solutions for use
within the company.

on the basis of the current utilization
of the system. The objective here is to
achieve the highest possible throughput. Interfaces to storage managers,
such as AVAKI, simplify the maintenance of data in the system. Furthermore, the integration of the Fraunhofer
FS also offers high-performance data
sharing within the PHASTGrid infrastructure.

Calana
PHASTGrid = Service-Oriented
 omputing
C
PHASTGrid enables arithmetical tasks
to be performed on any computer. The
middleware is based on the SOA approach and can be integrated easily into
existing infrastructures. Existing applications can be linked with PHASTGrid
through a simple web service interface,
and users immediately have more processing capacity at their disposal.
User orders are parallelized automatically by PHASTGrid and distributed

Calana is an agent-based scheduler for
grid systems. Incoming calculation jobs
are distributed via auctions to available
resources. Users can choose between
a faster and a cheaper version – Calana
generates corresponding recommendations depending on the system utilization.
The resource providers can implement
their own bidding strategies through
local agents, thereby optimizing the utilization of their resources. In addition,
Calana provides accounting information
for billing tasks.

User Interface

Grid Server

Job Server

Job Server

Job Server

Compute Node

Compute Node

Compute Node

PHASTGrid components
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Jawari

Projects in the grid environment

To enable comparison of grid infrastructure capabilities, the CC-HPC offers a
web-based benchmarking tool in the
form of Jawari. Administrators can
check their infrastructures for weak
points while users can refer back to the
benchmarking results when selecting
resources.

As well as developing its own products,
the CC HPC is also involved in a range
of projects. The Fraunhofer WISA “Enterprise Grids” offers grid technology for use in companies. In the D-Grid
project “PartnerGrid”, work is being
conducted in collaboration with other
Fraunhofer institutes and the DLR on
the implementation of applications for
grid environments.

The system performs test jobs and data
transfers at regular intervals. The results are stored in a database and edited graphically via the web interface.
Users can retrieve detailed reports and
analyses.

The experience gained from these projects as well as from software development is also incorporated in the standardization of protocols within the
Open Grid Forum.

XenBEE
The Xen Basic Execution Environment
demonstrates the strengths of virtualized systems in a manageable environment. Images can be started and managed similar to a batch system. Applications can be packed into an image
with the use of special tools, so including their complete environment – even
the operating system can be integrated into such an image. Applications
therefore no longer have to be installed
on the computational resources themselves. The images can also contain the
input data; for a calculation job, all dependencies can therefore be integrated
into the image, thereby avoiding compatibility problems.

IBM’s cell processor-based BladeCenter QS20
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Seismic Data Processing and Interpretation
Of all geophysical methods, reflection
seismics plays the prominent role in
the exploration of crude oil and natural
gas due to its ability to investigate the
earth’s interior on a large scale while
still revealing fine structural details. For
seismic measurements, acoustic sound
waves are stimulated at numerous
points on the earth’s surface and their
reflections are recorded on geophones
or hydrophones. The run times and
strengths of the reflections enable the
rock-dependent sound velocities and
the velocity contrasts that exist at stratum boundaries to be determined and
underground structures represented visually.
Between such results and the recording of data there are numerous stages
of processing which today are collected on a scale of terabytes. Seismic data
processing is therefore a time-consuming and expensive procedure that is always in need of improved methods.

An essential role in the processing sequence is played by seismic migration,
which assigns the measurement data
that is organized according to geometric aspects of acquisition to its points
of reflection underground, thus generating the image of the subsurface. One
possible implementation of this process uses run times that are calculated using methods based on geometrical ray tracing, in order to calculate the
possible reflection points for each pair
of source-receivers, the underground
structure becoming apparent through
the interference of the contributions
from all source-receiver combinations.
Work currently being carried out at
the ITWM includes the effective implementation of such methods for three
dimensions on massive parallel PC cluster architectures. Migration based on
the theory of generalized radon transformation shows particular promise. It
delivers results dependent on the angle
of reflection and is therefore particularly suitable for distinguishing oil-filled
reservoirs from dry structures. Other ef-

Acoustic
Source

Hydrophone
Array

Seafloor
Horizon 1
Horizon 2
Horizon 3

Ship with hydrophones

fective ray tracing algorithms and Kirchhoff migrations are in use at the ITWM
and are being further developed in joint
projects with the oil industry.
The efficient parallel implementation of
wave equation-based migration methods and other seismic-processing algorithms that are particularly intensive in
terms of calculating time and storage
space, also on modern CPU platforms
and in combination with grid technologies (PHASTGrid) and grid computing,
have been successfully demonstrated at
trade fairs.

PreStack-PRO
Many stages of seismic processing require active quality control in order to
be optimally parametrized. Since variously scaled criteria, such as the general character of the seismics that have
been obtained and, for example, amplitudes of reflectors or faults have to
be assessed and since often both, seismic data before and after stacking, has
to be represented simultanously quality
control must be accompanied by good
visualization techniques.
PreStack-PRO is a piece of software developed over recent years at the ITWM
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and in collaboration with our Norwegian partners ENVISION that has been
extended into an innovative platform for
the quantitative analysis of large seismic
data sets. An efficient volume rendering kernel enables fast navigation in the
data sets that are kept in the memory
and distributed in parallel. Combination
with efficient algorithms that are implemented in parallel results in short processing times for methods that today
have a crucial influence on productivity
in seismic processing and interpretation
and which have become a unique selling point for PreStack-Pro.
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Fraunhofer Chalmers Research
Centre for Industrial
Mathematics FCC
In 2007, the Centre also managed to
maintain the income level of three million Euros, which had been established
the year before, again with a positive
net. Together with our partners Chal
mers and the Fraunhofer Institute of Industrial Mathematics ITWM we cover a
wide range of applications. The project
exchange in 2007 amounted to about
one million Euros with each partner including basic project funding.
The Gothenburg Mathematical Modeling Centre (GMMC), run by Mathematical Sciences 2006 – 2010 with a budget
of two and a half million Euros, and the
Vinnex Centre, run by the Wingquist
Laboratory 2007 – 2016 with a budget
of seven and a half million Euros, are
two prestigious Swedish strategic initiatives at Chalmers where FCC participates.

Chalmers (29 %) are well in balance.
We have an attractive staff, as became
apparent by three senior members leaving the Centre during the year for new
positions, two of them abroad. At the
same time we are also delighted about
making several valuable recruitments.
The diagrams below show the development of the centre in terms of income
and staff.
The department Geometry and Motion Planning, working in close cooperation with the Chalmers Wingquist
Laboratory, has established an income
level well above one million Euros. The
activities 2007 included the start of a
third Vinnova MERA project on paint
simulation, rapidly growing income
from path-planning software licenses,
and substantial joint development with
the ITWM department Mathematical
Methods in Dynamics and Durability.

The profile of the Centre is controlled
by its income structure. The result of
2007 is well in line with the Fraunhofer
financial model, i. e. the project volumes from industry (50 %), public financiers (21 %), and Fraunhofer and

The department Computational Engineering and Design has expanded
its work on multi-physics applications
which require coupled electromagnetic
and fluid dynamics simulations, in par-
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Personnel development
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ticular through projects with Swedish
and other European industrial partners
together with the ITWM departments
Optimization, Transport Processes, and
Flow and Material Simulation. The department runs a strategic cooperation
with Chalmers on simulation-based optimization through GMMC.
The department Reliability and Risk
Management has started a three-year
joint project on load analysis for automotive applications with Chalmers Stochastic Centre, Fraunhofer ITWM, SP
Technical Research Institute of Sweden,

and six European truck manufacturers
from Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
and Sweden. In finance and insurance
we have built software platforms for Asset Liability Management, Robust Portfolio Optimization, and Collateral Debt
Obligations together with the ITWM.
The department Systems Biology and
Bioinformatics has continued to grow
by adding substantial industrial (pharmaceuticals) and public (EU and GMMC)
income to our long-term grant from the
Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research SSF.

Main subjects
n
n
n
n

geometry and motion planning
computational engineering
risk management
systems biology and bioinformatics

Director of the FCC:
Dr. Uno Nävert
✆ +46 (0) 31/7 72-42 85
uno.navert@fcc.chalmers.se

Andrew Lloyd Webber, “Jesus Christ Superstar”, season 2004 / 05
“The decisive moment of this scenery is represented by the stairs, which are integrated into a moving structure which can be opened
and closed, thus allowing for different settings of the dramaturgy. However, they are also a symbol for connection. The intense light
additionally creates a promising atmosphere”
Thomas Dörfler, Head of Scenography at the “Pfalztheater”
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The efield® software
The efield® software is a result from
successful collaboration between
Swedish academia and industry. FCC
has played an important part in the development of the software and is currently performing further development
contracted by Efield AB and the industrial consortium STM. Activities during 2007 mainly comprised preparation
work for the first releases and improvement of the MLFMM solver for dielectric materials.
The software is used for antenna design, electromagnetic compatibility, ra-

dar signature, and microwave applications. The solvers are based on formulations in both time and frequency domain, a key feature being the use of
hybrid methods. In the frequency domain, a Method of Moments, MoM,
boundary integral solver is coupled
to a physical optics solver, whereas in
the time domain, an unstructured finite element method is coupled to a finite difference method. The underlying
idea of the hybrid methods is to take
advantage of the strengths of the individual methods without suffering from
their weaknesses and thereby substantially increase the spectrum of solvable
problems.

Induced surface currents on the ESA Swarm satellite when the left antenna element (one of the
two cups on top of the satellite) is transmitting
electromagnetic waves. The efield® multilevel
fast multipole method (MLFMM) solver has been
used (illustration from Efield AB).

Surface currents on Eikon, modeled as a metallic
object with radar absorbing material on the leading edges, after a radar pulse has hit the aircraft.
A multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM) has
been used.
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Improved integral formulations for
dielectric bodies in MLFMM
In the frequency domain solver, the integral formulation for dielectrics is very
ill-conditioned. This is a problem particularly when iterative methods are used,
because the iterative process converges slowly if it converges at all. This is of
crucial importance since this fact limits the use of the fast multipole method exclusively to problems with perfect electric conductors. The industrial
consortium STM has funded a project
where alternative integral formulations
have been investigated.

with metal. The bistatic radar cross section for the UAV Eikon with radar absorbing material on the leading edges is presented below. Results for the
old solver based on the Rumsey reaction formulation (PMCHWT) are compared to results for which the PMCHWT
formulation has been combined with
the Müller formulation. The old implementation suffered from a non-optimal
scaling of the equations. Furthermore,
a careful analysis of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues leads us to a novel combination of equations in the Müller formulation. As can be seen in the figure,
the effect on convergence is dramatic.

A particularly challenging problem is
the combination of dielectric material

0

Müller-MFIE
New formulation

-1

New formulation
New formulation

Logarithm of the residual

PMCHWT-EFIE

-2

-3

-4

-5

0
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1500

2000
Iteration
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A screened enclosure with a wire; electric currents are represented at the wire, the surface
currents of the enclosure are shown at the walls.
The electric field is made recognizable in the vicinity of the wire by volume rendering.
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Example

In Silico Simulation of Fibrillation in
Canine Atrial Tissue
Atrial fibrillation is the most common
form of heart arrhythmia and is associated with a 5 – 6-fold increase in the
incidence of stroke. Computer models describing the temporal evolution of
the action potential over realistic atrial
geometries are very useful for the understanding or prediction of the effect
of drugs acting as inhibitors on single
or multiple ion-channels. In particular,
these models make it possible to relate
the dynamics of the action potential
propagation to drug effects on the single cell level. This in turn permits the in
silico reconstruction and investigation
of phenomena like atrial flutter and fibrillation.

In this project together with AstraZeneca
R&D Mölndal, we have developed a
framework for the modeling and simulation of electro-chemical activity in
large-scale cell networks. The framework allows the incorporation of different geometrical models and cell models in a plug-in fashion, as well as of
methods for the definition of myocyte
fiber orientation and the distribution of
myocyte subtype; see Figure 2. On the
single cell level the myocytes are described by a set of coupled non-linear
ordinary differential equations. On the
tissue level the cells are connected according to monodomain assumptions,
forming a network represented by a
connectivity matrix defined by the geometrical model. This constitutes the basis for the complete atrial tissue model,
which is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Outline of the developed modeling and
simulation framework: network model, cell model, and connectivity model (membrane potential
equations)
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Currently the complete atrial tissue
model consists of about 106 ordinary
differential equations. In order to ensure good scalability with respect to
model complexity, i. e. the total number
of differential equations to be solved,
the framework has been implemented
in a multi-processor environment.
Within the simulation framework, a
geometric model of the canine atria
has been constructed by the utilization
of ultra sound imaging data. A realistic
fiber structure and cell type distribution
has also been incorporated in the model, based on extensive literature studies
and consultation with clinical experts.
The modeling workflow is depicted in
Figure 3.

The simulation framework has been
used to induce fibrillation and flutter
like electro-dynamic activity in cell networks and the effect of ion-channel
modulation on this behaviour has subsequently been investigated. Qualitatively the results are in good accordance with in vivo observations, which
indicates that the approach is viable
for this application and motivates further extensions and studies. The type
of simulations presented in this work
has great potential to provide insights
into the underlying mechanisms of
atrial fibrillation and flutter, as well as
to represent a basis for the prediction
of drug effects.

Figure 2: Sample distribution of different cell
types on the surfaces of the atria (left). Muscle
fiber orientation (right)

Figure 3: Modeling work flow: ultra sound image,
z-stack of ultra sound images, traced curves, 3D
geometry, and simulation model
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Example

Automatic Path Planning for Rigid
Bodies and Industrial Robots

necting the production loop including
styling, design and manufacturability.

Despite that modern industries use virtual prototypes to replace physical prototypes, visualize assembly processes
and program industrial robots off-line,
the full potential of the virtual factory has not been reached yet. Programming of motions and paths for robots
and equipment is still done manually,
since the currently existing support for
automatic path planning is very limited. Another limitation is the geometrical accuracy between the virtual model
and the physical reality. Therefore, geometrical tolerances need to be considered during path planning. This is a first
step, going from nominal to production
adapted virtual models and hence con-

Virtual verification of such products,
which can be assembled and later on
disassembled for service purposes, is
an important part of geometry simulation in the manufacturing industry. Methods and software for automatically generating collision free assembly paths are therefore of great
interest. Off-line programming of robots and coordinate measurement
machines used in the factory as well
leads to difficult problems for the simulation engineer when he / she tries
to find collision free paths between
points manually, accounting for the
problem of minimizing cycle time and
joint wear simultaneously. Therefore,

FCC operates to support the following
path planning applications:
n

Assembly visualization / verification / design

n

Assembly with robots

n

Welding and sealing

n

Coordinate measurement machines

n

Load balancing, sequencing and coordination of robot operations

© Volvo Car Corporation

Upper series: The FCC path planner finds a solution in less than 2 minutes. Even an experienced
simulation engineer will struggle for days with
this assembly verification

Left: Automatic path planning and optimization
of a sealing station

© Volvo Car Corporation
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Talks

Andrä, Heiko; Steiner, Konrad

Ettrich, Norman

Hering-Bertram, Martin

Methodenentwicklung in der Simulation entlang
der Prozesskette Guss

Hydrodynamische Kanalnetzberechnung – Oberflächenabflussmodellierung bei Starkregenereignissen in urbanen Gebieten

Recent advances in wave based and geometric
simulated acoustics

Cluster-Workshop »Simulation in der Prozesskette
Guss«, München, November 2007

DWA Landesverbandstagung Baden-Württemberg,
October 2007

Becker, Jürgen; Wiegmann, Andreas; Schulz,
Volker

Ettrich, Norman

Design of Fibrous Filter Media Based on the Simulation of Pore Size Measures

Modellierung von Starkregenereignissen und Sanierungskonzeptionen

Filtech 2007, Wiesbaden, February 2007

5. Hochwasserschutzforum in der Metropolregion
Rhein-Neckar, Mannheim, November 2007

Berger, Martin; Nowak, Uwe; Schröder, Michael
Technology Aware Modeling of 2.5D-SiP for
Automation in Physical Design
9th Electronics Packaging Technology Conference,
S ingapur, December 2007

Bitsch, Gerd
Development of an Experimental and Test Environment for Vehicle Real-Time Simulations
Simpack User Meeting 2007, Bonn-Bad Godesberg,
November 2007

Ewe, Hendrik; Melo, Teresa; Savéant, Pierre
An MILP Model to Optimise the Logistics Network Configuration for the Maintenance of Turbo
shaft Engines
International Scientific Annual Conference Operations
Research, Saarbrücken, September 2007

Ewing, Richard; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
Rybak, Iryna, Willems, Joerg
Two-level preconditioners for elliptic equations
with multiscale varying coefficients

Bitsch, Gerd; Dreßler, Klaus; Marquardt, Albert;
Nikelay, Ilker

Perugia (I), June 2007

Computing digital road profiles for agricultural
vehicle simulations

Ewing, Richard; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
Willems, Jörg

AgEng 2007, Hannover, November 2007

Numerical Study of Two-Grid Methods and Preconditioners for Elliptic Problems with Highly Oscillating Discontinuous Coefficients

Bitsch, Gerd; Dreßler, Klaus; Speckert, Michael
Virtual Test Rigs
ECCOMAS thematic conference on Multibody Dynamics, Mailand (I), June 2007

Böhm, Martin
Automatisierte Online-Inspektion von metallischen Oberflächen
Internat. Symposium »Geometrisches Modellieren,
Visualisieren und Bildverarbeitung«, Stuttgart, June 2007

Caiazzo, Alfonso
Asymptotic analysis of lattice Boltzmann method:
fluid-structure interaction problems
NAMKE-Workshop, Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, February 2007

Dreßler, Klaus
Innovation auf verschiedenen Zeitskalen: Forschung – Methodenentwicklung – Anwendung
am Beispiel des Innovationsclusters »Digitale
Nutzfahrzeugtechnologie«
Symposium der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft: »Beschleunigte Innovation mit regionalen und industrienahen
Forschungsclustern«, Berlin, September 2007

Dreßler, Klaus
Das Simulationszentrum Rheinland-Pfalz

6th International Conference on Large-Scale Scientific
Computations, Sozopol (BG), June 2007

Godehardt, Michael; Schlötzer, Stephan
Analyse von strukturierten Werkstoffen mittels
Computertomographie
3. Landshuter Leichtbau-Cluster, Landshut, February
2007

Günther, Marco
Modelling and Simulation: A Key for Innovation
in Technical Textiles?
Symposium Research and Education Area, ITMA,
München, September 2007

Halfmann, Thomas; Mohring, Jan; Wirsen, Andreas
Tools and libraries for numeric and symbolic
model reduction

Scientific Visualization Seminar, Dagstuhl, July 2007

Hietel, Dietmar
Modeling and Simulation of Filament Dynamics
Symposium Fibers and Fabrics, Schwalbach, September 2007

Hietel, Dietmar
Modelling, simulation, and optimization of fibre
dynamics
Synthetic Fibre Talks, Vaals (NL), May 2007

Hietel, Dietmar
Process and Product Optimisation of Technical
Textiles on Basis of Mathematical Simulations
Symposium Research and Education Area, ITMA,
München, September 2007

Hietel, Dietmar; Feßler, Robert; Marburger, Jan
Simulationsbasierte Optimierung der Strömung
von Polymerschmelzen
22. Hofer Vliesstofftage, Hof, November 2007

Iliev, Oleg, Latz, Arnulf; Popov, Petr; Rief, Stefan;
Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas; L akdawala,
Zahra
Modelling and Simulation of Multiscale Poblems
in Industrial Filtration Processes
Sofia (BG), December 2007

Iliev, Oleg; Lakdawala, Zahra
On Multiscale Simulation of Flow in Plain and Porous media
Multi-Scale Computational Methods for Solids and Fluids ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, Paris (F), November 2007

Iliev, Oleg; Lakdawala, Zahra; Latz, Arnulf; Rief,
Stefan; Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas
Efficient Solvers for Simulation of Multiscale
F iltration Processes
Sozopol (BG), June 2007

Iliev, Oleg; Latz, Arnulf; Rief, Stefan; Steiner,
Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas
On multiscale simulation of filtration processes

InMAR Workshop on Model Reduction and Control,
Fraunhofer ITWM, May 2007

Zürich (CH), July 2007

Hering-Bertram, Martin

On Upscaling Heat Conductivity for a Class of Industrial Problems

Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho; Willems, Jörg
Knowledge-assisted analysis of time-varying volumetric simulation data
Knowledge Assisted Visualization (KAV), IEEE Visualization, Sacramento (USA), October 2007

Multi-Scale Computational Methods for Solids and Fluids ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, Paris (F), November 2007

KMU-Seminar des Simulationszentrums RheinlandPfalz, Ludwigshafen, February 2007; Trier und Koblenz,
March 2007
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Iliev, Oleg; Latz, Arnulf; Rief, Stefan; Steiner,
Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas; Lakdawala, Zahra
Particle filtration processes in porous media
Utrecht (NL), November 2007

Kirchner, Nina

Küfer, Karl-Heinz

Simulation nachgiebiger Bauteile

Industrial mathematics London, June 2007 methodor problem-driven? A project-oriented point of
view

KMU-Seminar des Simulationszentrum RheinlandPfalz, Ludwigshafen, February 2007; Trier und Koblenz,
March 2007

Iliev, Oleg; Naumovich, Anna; Mikelic, Andro;
Popov, Peter; Rybak, Iryna

Korn, Ralf

On certain multiscale aspects of flow in rigid and
in deformable porous media

Dividends: Modelling, Option Pricing, Portfolio
Optimization

Minsk (BY), June 2007

London, June 2007 und Linz, June 2007

Ivanov, Evgeny

Korn, Ralf

Automatic Parallel Generation of Unstructured
Grids for Computational Mechanics

Inflation, Dividenden und dynamische Mortalität:
Neue Modelle für praktische Probleme

2 Seminare, Siberian Division of Russian Academy of
Sciences, Novosibirsk (RUS), September 2007

Graz, June 2007

Ivanov, Evgeny

Langlebigkeit – Wirklich ein Problem ? Zur Analyse von Langlebigkeitsbonds

Korn, Ralf
Parallel Tetrahedral Mesh Generation Based on
A-priori Domain Decomposition
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, FB Informatik, August
2007

Ivanov, Evgeny; Gluchshenko, Olga; Andrä,
Heiko; Kudryavtsev, Alexey
Efficient parallel algorithm and software for automatic generation of 3D computational tetrahedral meshes
The 2007 World Congress in Computer Science, Computer Engineering & Applied Computing, PDPTA’07, Las
Vegas (Nevada) USA, June 2007

Mainz, June 2007

Korn, Ralf
Langlebigkeitsbonds: Neue Produkte zur Absicherung des Langlebigkeitsrisikos ?

Festvortrag »5 Jahre Technomathematikstudium in
Lund«, Lund Tekniska Högskola (S), November 2007

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Interactive decision support for industrial
processes
Conference on »Robust Multiobjective Design Optimization with Simulation« Chalmers University, Göteborg
(S), December 2007

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Optimale Verwertung von Farbedelsteinen – ein
neuer Industrieprozess
10 Jahre Fraunhofer-Allianz »Vision«, Fraunhofer IIS,
Erlangen, October 2007

Kuhnert, Jörg
General Modelling for Visco-Elasto-Plastic Material Behaviour within the Finite Pointset Method
International Workshop Meshfree Methods for Partial
Differential Equations, Bonn, September 2007

Hamburg, November 2007

Korn, Ralf
OekonoSys: Modellierung (gesteuerter) ökonomischer Systeme

Latz, Arnulf; Steiner, Konrad
Computational Rheology for Complex Fluids
VDI-Fachtagung »Simulation und Berechnung in der
Kunststofftechnik«, Mannheim, March 2007

DASMOD-Meeting, Kaiserslautern, February 2007

Lautensack, Claudia
Jung, Dominik
Simulation mechatronischer Systeme
KMU-Seminar des Simulationszentrum RheinlandPfalz, Ludwigshafen, February 2007; Trier und Koblenz,
March 2007

Korn, Ralf

Modellierung der Mikrostruktur von Schäumen

Projektion von Versorgungswerken

Seminar des FB Mathematik / Naturwissenschaften,
Hochschule Darmstadt, November 2007

Kaiserslautern (TeckPro), April 2007

Korn, Ralf

Lautensack, Claudia

Kehrwald, Dirk; Caiazzo, Alfonso; Maddu,
Shankar; Thömmes, Guido; Becker, Jürgen; Latz,
Arnulf; Rief, Stefan; Schulz, Volker; Steiner, Konrad;
Vaikuntam, Ashok Kumar; Wiegmann, Andreas

Statistics and Probability at the Stock Exchange:
A Modern Success Story

Random Laguerre Tessellations – Promising
Models for Foam Structures

1. DAGSTAT Meeting in Bielefeld, March 2007

Workshop »3D Image Analysis and Modeling of Microstructures«, Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, April
2007

Gitter-Boltzmann-Simulation komplexer Strömungen

Worst-case control for optimal portfolios

AG Numerische Verfahren auf Hochleistungsrechnern,
Universität Karlsruhe (TH), October 2007

Kehrwald, Dirk; Becker, Jürgen; Thömmes,
Guido; Junk, Michael
A lattice Boltzmann method for multiphase flows
ICMF 2007, Leipzig, July 2007

Kehrwald, Dirk; Latz, Arnulf; Maddu, Shankar;
Thömmes, Guido
Direkte Simulation von Dielektrophorese in partikelbeladenen Strömungen
IWRMM-Workshop 2007, Universität Karlsruhe (TH),
October 2007

Korn, Ralf
Oberwolfach, February 2007, London, June 2007 und
Berlin, October 2007

Krause, Michael
Sensitvity analysis and the choice of modeling
parameters in intensity modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) plan optimization
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, FB Mathematik und
Informatik, Münster

Lautensack, Claudia
Random Laguerre Tessellations and Applications
to Microstructures of Materials
Workshop SGSSA07, Reisensburg, February 2007

Linn, Joachim
Real time simulation of quasistatic rod deformations
GAMM session on »Materials, Motion and Stability«,
ICIAM Conference, Zürich (CH), July 2007

Küfer, Karl-Heinz

Linn, Joachim

Cooling of Casting Tools – fighting complexity
with optimization-driven discretization

Schnelle Simulation quasistatischer Kabeldeformationen mit diskreten Kirchhoff- und CosseratBalkenmodellen

Gjuteri Föreningen, Jönsköping (S), February 2007

Universität Siegen, Mechanik-Kolloquium, April 2007
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Linn, Joachim; Stephan, Thomas

Neunzert, Helmut

Nickel, Stefan

Fast simulation of quasistatic cable deformations
using discrete rod models

A new role for mathematics

Process Improvements in Hospitals

Tata-Institute TIFR Mumbai (IND), January 2007

Seattle (USA), November 2007

ECCOMAS thematic conference on Multibody Dynamics,
Mailand (I), June 2007

Maag, Volker
Optimal Cooling in Injection Molding
22nd European Conference on Operational Research
EURO XXII, Prag (CZ), July 2007

Maasland, Mark; Teutsch, Christian
Kombinierte optische Vermessung und Oberflächenprüfung von 3D-Objekten
Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«,
Braunschweig, June 2007 und Erlangen, December 2007

Maddu, Shankar
Asymptotic Analysis of Extrapolation Boundary
Conditions for Lattice Boltzmann Methods
NAMKE-Workshop, Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, February 2007

Maddu, Shankar; Caiazzo, Alfonso
Lattice Boltzmann boundary conditions via local
singular force

Neunzert, Helmut

Nickel, Stefan

Biologie – Mathematik – Kunst

Real World Location Problems

Eröffnung der Ausstellung von F. X. Lutz, FH Ulm, October 2007

Santiago de Chile (CL), April 2007

Neunzert, Helmut

Territory Design Problems

Industrial Mathematics in the Fraunhofer Society
Eröffnung der Fondation Math. Paris, Paris, Frankreich,
September 2007

Neunzert, Helmut
Industrial Problems for Mathematics
Vadodara (IND), January 2007

International Scientific Annual Conference Operations
Research 2007, Saarbrücken, September 2007

Peters, Stefanie

Stella Maris College, Chennai (IND) und Tirunelveli
College, Tirunelveli (IND), January 2007

Müller, Marlene
Discussion of IPM36: Statistical algorithms and
software
56th Session of the International Statistical Institute,
Lissabon (PT), August 2007

Müller, Marlene
Financial Mathematics at Fraunhofer ITWM
Deutsch-Spanischer Tag der Statistik und Ökonometrie,
Universität Göttingen, July 2007

Müller, Marlene

Neunzert, Helmut

Peters, Stefanie; König, Andreas
A Hybrid Texture Analysis System based on NonLinear & Oriented Kernels, Particle Swarm Optimization and kNN vs. Support Vector Machines

Universität von Baroda, Vadodara (IND) January 2007

Opportunities for Indian enterprises at Kaiserslautern
Chennai (IND), January 2007

Neunzert, Helmut
Chalmers TH, Göteborg (S), May 2007

7th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent Systems, Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, September
2007

Peters, Stefanie; König, Andreas
Automatische Auswahl und Parametrierung bewährter Verfahren zur optimierten Texturerkennung
Bildverarbeitung in der Mess- und Automatisierungstechnik, Regensburg, November 2007

Nickel, Stefan
Clinical Pathways and Appointment Planning

Peters, Stefanie; Rauhut, Markus

Karlsruhe, March 2007 und Prag (CZ), July 2007

Anforderungen und Aufbau eines Online-Oberflächeninspektionssystems

Nickel, Stefan

Messe Control, Sinsheim, May 2007

Location Problems in Supply Chain Management
Estoril (PT), February 2007; Dortmund, November 2007
und Barcelona (E), November 2007

Nickel, Stefan

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Beyond the graphics card – new game, changing
technologies
Statoil Research Summit, Trondheim (N), September 2007

Ordered Median Problems
Talca (CL), April 2007

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef

Nickel, Stefan

Das hochverfügbare und energieeffiziente
Rechenzentrum des Fraunhofer ITWM

Patient Transports in Hospitals

Data Center Convention, Düsseldorf, August 2007

Nichtparametrische Komponenten in DiscreteChoice-Modellen

St Etienne (F), July 2007

DASMOD Workshop: Klassifikationsverfahren für die
Anwendung in Medizin, Wirtschaft und Technik, Fraunhofer ITWM, September 2007

Nickel, Stefan

Müller, Marlene

QIA Darmstadt, Seminar, June 2007

Mathematics as a Key Technology

Model reduction for multiphysics FE-models
Joint InMAR-MADUSE-Smart-Strcutures Workshop,
Turin (I), October 2007

Demonstration Session, IEEE / ACM International Conference on Grid Computing (Grid 2007), Austin (USA),
September 2007

Automatische Parametrierung von Verfahren zur
optimierten Texturerkennung

The 2 worlds of mathematics
Mohring, Jan

Oliveira, Ely Wagner Aguiar de
Jawari Grid Benchmarking Service

Neunzert, Helmut

Neunzert, Helmut
A tabu search approach for a multi-period production / distribution system design problem

Universität Valencia (E), November 2007

Mathematical Modelling

ICMMES 2007, München, July 2007

Melo, Teresa

Nickel, Stefan

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef
Planning Patient Transports in Hospitals: Theory
and Practice
Twente (NL), November 2007

Projektbericht zu Cell als HPC Platform für
Financial Markets
Low Latency-Veranstaltung, IBM Frankfurt, November
2007

MeStE: Mehrdimensionale Statistische Entscheidungsverfahren
DASMOD-Meeting, Kaiserslautern, March 2007
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Pfreundt, Franz-Josef

Rösch, Ronald

Schulz, Volker; Andrä, Heiko; Steiner, Konrad

Energy Efficiency as an integral part of construction – procurement – operation

Analyse von Volumenbildern mikrostrukturierter
Werkstoffe

Simulation based optimization of layered acoustic trims

ISC Dresden, June 2007

Initiative Bildverarbeitung, Hamburg, May 2007

VAUC 2007, Vibro-Acoustics Users Conference, Köln,
June 2007

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef

Rösch, Ronald

FVM-fhgfs-GraPA-XENBEE-CBE

Bildverarbeitung am Fraunhofer ITWM

Scientific Computing Seminar, Lawrence Berkeley Lab
(USA), April 2007

TU München, June 2007 und DGM-Arbeitskreis »Quantitative 3D-Mikroskopie«, FZK Karlsruhe, June 2007

Schulz, Volker; Andrä, Heiko; Steiner, Konrad
Simulationsbasierte Optimierung geschichteter
Vliesstoffe für Akustikverkleidungen
Techtextil Symposium, Messe Frankfurt, June 2007

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef

Rösch, Ronald

On Demand Computing - Technologien und Beispiele

Fehlerdetektion in texturierten Oberflächen

Siedow, Norbert

10 Jahre Vision, IIS Erlangen, October 2007

Models for fast radiative heat transfer simulations

Rösch, Ronald

icg2007 – XXIst International Congress on Glass, Strasbourg (F), July 2007

IT-Betrieb und RZ, Wiesbaden, April 2007

Pfreundt, Franz-Josef

Image Processing at Fraunhofer ITWM

Service-oriented Computing on the Cell CPU

DAAD Science Tour, December 2007

IBM Workshop Frankfurt/M., November 2007

Scherrer, Alexander
Rauhut, Markus

Interactive multi-criteria IMRT planning

Typischer Aufbau eines Online-Oberflächen
inspektionssystems

Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre,
Nijmegen (NL), October 2007

Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«,
Braunschweig, June 2007 und Erlangen, December
2007

Rief, Stefan
Paper Pulp Dewatering
Marie Curie Workshop on Flow and Transport in Industrial Porous Media, Utrecht University (NL), November
2007

Scherrer, Alexander
Simulation – Optimierung – Entscheidungsunterstützung: Zusammenspiel am Beispiel Strahlentherapieplanung
MeVis Research GmbH Bremen, March 2007

Schladitz, Katja
3D image analysis and modelling of microstructures

Rief, Stefan; Kehrwald, Dirk; Schmidt, Kilian;
Wiegmann, Andreas

Winterschule Sandbjerg (DK), January 2007 und ANKASeminar, Karlsruhe, May 2007

Reliable Use of Numerical Methods in Upfront
Simulations

Schladitz, Katja

NAFEMS, Wiesbaden, Germany, March 2007

ITWM-Präsentation
TU Kaiserslautern, FB Mathematik, November 2007

Siedow, Norbert; Feßler, Robert; Hietel, Dietmar;
Heinemann, Ulrich
Heat Transfer in Insulation Materials based on
Evacuated Glass Bubbles
8th International Vacuum Insulation Symposium,
 ürzburg, September 2007
W

Speckert, Michael; Marquardt, Albert; Dreßler,
Klaus
Virtual iteration for setup of truck cab tests
Simpack User Meeting 2007, Bonn, November 2007

Spies, Martin
Simulation-based Evaluation and Optimization of
Ultrasonic NDT Methods for Complex Materials
and Components
Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg (S),
December 2007

Spies, Martin; Bamberg, Joachim
Optimal Probe Arrangement for Ultrasonic Inspection of Turbine Engine Spin Test Disks

Rief, Stefan; Kehrwald, Dirk; Schmidt, Kilian;
Wiegmann, Andreas

Schmidt, Sebastian; Latz, Arnulf; Iliev, Oleg

34th Annual Review of Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation, Golden, Colorado (USA), July 2007

Virtual Diesel Particulate Filters

On a nonlinear pressure algorithm for dilute and
dense granular flow

Spies, Martin; Hamann, Rainer; Heerens, Joachim

Emission Solutions in Transportation, Ann Arbor,
Michigan (USA), October 2007

Rief, Stefan; Wiegmann, Andreas
Simulation von Keramikstrukturen und ihren Eigenschaften mit GeoDict
Seminar des Graduiertenkollegs PoreNet, Universität
Bremen, December 2007

AIP Conference proceedings 936, ICNAAM 2007,
Korfu (GR)

ProRepaS - Bruchmechanische Bewertung von
Fehlstellen in Propellerflügeln

Schröder, Michael

Statustagung zum F&E-Förderprogramm »Schifffahrt
und Meerestechnik für das 21. Jahrhundert«, Rostock,
December 2007

Optimization-based solutions for practical problems in industry and the public sector
ICCTIAM 07, Baroda (IND), January 2007

Spies, Martin; Raillon, Raphaele; Chatillon, Sylvain;
Mahaut, Steve

Robb, Katharina; Wirjadi, Oliver; Schladitz, Katja

Schröder, Michael; Schüle, Ingmar

Fiber Orientation Estimation from 3D Image
Data: Practical Algorithms, Visualization, and
Interpretation

SynPlan - Ein neuer Lösungsansatz für die Fahrplanabstimmung in Verkehrsverbünden

Results of the 2007 UT Modelling Benchmark
 sing Various Semi-Analytical Beam and Flaw
U
Scattering Codes

7th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent Systems, Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, September
2007

21. Verkehrswissenschaftliche Tage, Dresden, September 2007

34th Annual Review of Progress in Quantitative Non
destructive Evaluation, Golden, Colorado (USA), July
2007
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Spies, Martin; Rieder, Hans

Velásquez, Rafael

Wirjadi, Oliver; Breuel, Thomas

Simulationsgestützte Ultraschallprüfung komplexer Werkstoffe und Bauteile

Operating Theatre Scheduling: from the Appointment to the Future

Global Modes in Kernel Density Estimation: RAST
Clustering

Arbeitskreis »Bildanalyse und Mustererkennung Kaiserslautern«, Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, December 2007

Erasmus Universität Rotterdam (NL), October 2007

7th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent Systems, Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, September
2007

Spies, Martin; van Kooij, Adri; Junglewitz,
 ndreas
A
ProRepaS – Auffinden und Bewerten von
Schweißfehlstellen in NiAl-Bronze-Propellern
102. Hauptversammlung der Schiffbautechnischen
Gesellschaft e. V., November 2007, Berlin

Steeg, Jörg
A Hybrid Approach to Solve the Periodic Home
Health Care Problem
International Scientific Annual Conference Operations
Research, Saarbrücken, September 2007

Steiner, Konrad
Mathematische Modellierung und Simulation
von technischen Prozessen

Velásquez, Rafael
Solving the Multi-criteria Next-day Elective Surgery Scheduling Problem
33rd International Conference on Operational Research
Applied to Health Services, St. Étienne (F), July 2007

Velásquez, Rafael
Tactical Operating Theatre Scheduling: Efficient
Appointment Assignment
International Scientific Annual Conference Operations
Research 2007, Saarbrücken, September 2007

Velásquez, Rafael
The Operating Theatre: Appointment Planning,
Surgery Scheduling and Online Surgery Rescheduling
OR in Healthcare Conference, Enschede, November
2007

Fraunhofer IZFP, Saarbrücken, January 2007

Süss, Philipp
A multi-objective optimiser for intensity modulated radiation therapy planning
European Conference on Numerical Mathematics and
Advanced Applications (ENUMATH 2007), Graz (A),
September 2007

Szimayer, Alexander
Returns of Stock and Bond Markets: A CopulaBased Investigation of the Dependence Structure
Universität Heidelberg, Alfred-Weber-Institut, July 2007

Szimayer, Alexander
Valuing Executive Stock Options: Performance
Hurdles, Early Exercise and Stochastic Volatility
School of Mathematics, University of Manchester (UK),
December 2007 und Universität Hohenheim, Institut
für Betriebswirtschaftslehre, December 2007

Thömmes, Guido
A combined Lattice Boltzmann/Level Set Method
for Immiscible Multiphase Flows

Twente University Enschede (NL), October 2007

DASMOD-Workshop, Kaiserslautern, September 2007

Zemitis, Aivars; Orlik, Julia; Andrä, Heiko
Multiscale solution of the mechanical contact
between coated knee prosthesis and bone
Multiscale Computational Methods for Solids and
Fluids, ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, ENS-Cachan (F)
2007

Wiegmann, Andreas
CAMD and CAME: Computer Aided Material
Design and Material Engineering
Dupont, Wilmington, Delaware (USA), May 2007

Wiegmann, Andreas
Computational Study of Dependence of Pressure
Drop on Pleat Shape and Filter Media
Filtech 2007, Wiesbaden

Wiegmann, Andreas
Fuel Cell Material Models and Property Computations with GeoDict and SatuDict
Electrochemical Engine Center, Penn State University,
Pennsylvania, USA. 20.9.2007

Wiegmann, Andreas

International Nonwovens Technical Conference, Atlanta,
Georgia (USA), 2007

Modeling and solving the online operating theatre
scheduling problem

Wirjadi, Oliver; Jablonski, Andreas
Clustering in der Bildverarbeitung

FEM und Schraubenverbindungen

Tiwari, Sudarshan; Drumm, Christian; Attarakih,
M. Menwer; Kuhnert, Jörg; Bart, Hans-Jörg

Velásquez, Rafael

Workshop »3D Image Analysis and Modeling of Microstructures«, Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, April
2007

Arbeitskreis »Örtliche Bewertung von Gewindeverbindungen«, MPA Darmstadt, October 2007

Virtual Characterization of the Pore Structure of
Nonwoven

International Workshop »Meshfree Methods for Partial
Differential Equations«, Bonn, September 2007

Interaction Point Processes for Multiple Object
Localization

Weyh, Thorsten

ICMMES 2007, München, July 2007

Coupling of the CFD and the droplet Population
Balance Equation with Finite Pointset Method

Wirjadi, Oliver; Breuel, Thomas

Winterfeld, Anton
Multibody design centering via general semiinfinite optimization
22nd European Conference on Operational Research
EURO XXII Prag (CZ), July 2007

Winterfeld, Anton
Numerics of large-scale semi-infinite optimization applied to optimal gem cutting
MeVis Research GmbH, Bremen, March 2007
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Teaching Activities

Publications

Andrä, Heiko

Neunzert, Helmut

Banda, Mapundi; Klar, Axel; Seaid, Mohammed

Einführung in die Boundary-Element-Methode

Vorlesung über Partielle Differentialgleichungen

TU Kaiserslautern, Summer term 2007

Chennai, IIT Madras, January 2007

Lattice Boltzmann relaxation methods for coupled convection and radiation systems

Böhm, Martin

Nickel, Stefan

Image Processing

Professur für Operations Research und Logistik

Université de Savoie, Annecy, Summer term 2007

Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken

Böhm, Martin

Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter

Professur für Robotik und Bilderkennung

Professur für Technomathematik

Fachhochschule Kaiserslautern

Dept. of Mathematics, TU Kaiserslautern

Dreßler, Klaus

Spies, Martin

Lastdatenanalyse in der Betriebsfestigkeit

Blockvorlesung EM-zfP

Simpack Academy 2007, Starnberg, January 2007

Université de Bordeaux, Winter term 2007

Günther, Marco

Thömmes, Guido

Modelling and Simulation of Fluid Mechanics in
the Area of Non-wovens

Introduction to Computational Fluid Dynamics

TU Kaiserslautern, October 2007

Hering-Bertram, Martin
Visualization and VR

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 20007/08

Journal of Computational Physics 226, 2, 2007, 140814

Bauer, Norbert; Rauhut, Markus; Aderhold, Jochen
Automobil-Oberflächen mit industrieller Bildverarbeitung untersuchen – Der Blick unter die
Oberfläche
Journal für Oberflächentechnik, Nr. 3, S. 38-40, 2007

Beaudry, Alexandre; Melo, Teresa; Laporte, Gilbert; Nickel, Stefan
Dynamic transportation of patients in hospitals
OR Spectrum, doi: 10.2007/s00291-008-0135-6, 2007

Becker, Jürgen; Junk, Michael; Kehrwald, Dirk;
Thömmes, Guido
A combined Lattice Boltzmann/Level Set Method
for Immiscible Multiphase Flows
Proceedings of ICMMES 2007

TU Kaiserslautern, Summer term 2007

Becker, Jürgen; Junk, Michael; Kehrwald, Dirk;
Thömmes, Guido

Hering-Bertram, Martin

A Lattice Boltzmann Method for multiphase
flows

Computeranimation

Proceedings of ICMF 2007

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2006/2007 and
2007/2008

Iliev, Oleg

Becker, Jürgen; Wiegmann, Andreas; Schulz,
 olker
V

Modern iterative methods

Design of Fibrous Filter Media Based on the Simulation of Pore Size Measures

TU Kaiserslautern, Winter term 2007/08

Filtech 2007 Proceedings, Volume I, pp. 71-78.

Kehrwald, Dirk

Bitsch, Gerd; Dreßler, Klaus

Thermo- und Fluiddynamik

Einsatz von Simulationswerkzeugen zur Auslegung und Optimierung von Prüfkonzepten

Hochschule Mannheim, Winter term 2006/07, Summer
term 2007 und Winter term 2007/08

MP Materials Testing, Vol. 49, München, 2007, S. 455462

Klar, Axel
Dept. of Mathematics, TU Kaiserslautern

Bitsch, Gerd; Dreßler, Klaus; Marquardt, Albert;
Nikelay, Ilker

Korn, Ralf

Computing digital road profiles for agricultural
vehicle simulations

Professur für Technomathematik

Professur für Finanzmathematik
Dept. of Mathematics, TU Kaiserslautern

Müller, Marlene
Statistical Aspects of Credit Rating
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Winter term 2007/08

VDI-Berichte, Nr. 2001, VDI-Verlag Düsseldorf, 2007,
pp. 533-538

Bitsch, Gerd; Dreßler, Klaus; Speckert, Michael
Virtual Test Rigs
C.L. Bottasso et al. (Eds.): Proceedings of the ECCOMAS
thematic conference on Multibody Dynamics, Politecnico di Milano (2007)

Müller, Marlene
Multivariate Statistics
TU Kaiserslautern, Summer term 2007

Bonilla, Luis; Götz, Thomas; Klar, Axel; Marheineke, Nicole; Wegener, Raimund

Neunzert, Helmut

Hydrodynamic Limit of a Fokker-Planck Equation
Describing Fiber Lay-down Processes

Modelling Workshop
Chennai, IIT Madras, January 2007

SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics, 68(3), 648665, 2007
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Büchler, Bernd
On the ill-posedness and regularization of thirdkind integral equations

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Qualitätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 95-98, Fraunhofer-Allianz
Vision, 2007

Journal of Inverse and Ill-Posed Problems 15 No.4, de
Gruyter, 2007, pp. 329-346

Ettrich, Norman

Caiazzo, Alfonso; Junk, Michael

Surface-sewer coupling and detailed elevation
models for accurate urban drainage modelling.

Boundary Forces in lattice Boltzmann: Analysis of
Momentum Exchange Algorithm
Computers and Mathematics with Applications, 55,
1415-1423, 2007

Ciegis, Raimondas; Iliev, Oleg; Lakdawala, Zahra
On parallel numerical algorithms for simulating
industrial filtration problems
Comp. Meth. Appl. Math., Vol.7, No.2, pp.118-134, 2007

de Kock, Johan; Kraft, Holger; Steffensen, Mogens
CDOs in Chains
Wilmott Magazine, May 2007

Degond, Pierre; Göttlich, Simone; Herty, Michael;
Klar, Axel
A network model for supply chains with multiple policies
SIAM Multiscale Modeling and Simulation 6, 3, 2007

Deines, Eduard; Michel, Frank; Hering-Bertram,
Martin; Mohring, Jan; Hagen, Hans
Simulation, visualization, and virtual reality based
modeling of room acoustics
19th International Congress on Acoustics (ICA), Madrid,
RBA-05-002-IP, 2007

Dreßler, Klaus
Innovation auf verschiedenen Zeitskalen: Forschung – Methodenentwicklung – Anwendung
am Beispiel des Innovationsclusters »Digitale
Nutzfahrzeugtechnologie«
Hans-Jörg Bullinger (Hrsg.): Beschleunigte Innovation
mit regionalen und industrienahen Forschungsclustern,
Stuttgart, 2007, S. 70-75

Proceedings Cost Session AquaTerra Conference: Special aspects of urban flood management, February
2007, Amsterdam, pp. 183-196

Ewing, Richard; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
Naumovich, Anna
On convergence of certain finite volume difference discretizations for 1-D poroelasticity interface problems
Num. Meth. PDEs, vol.23, No.3, pp. 652-671, 2007

Ewing, Richard; Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho;
 ybak, Iryna
R
On two-level preconditioners for for flow in porous media
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 121, 2007

Fehlinger, Thomas; Freeden, Willi; Gramsch, Simone; Mayer, Carsten; Michel, Dominik; Schreiner, Michael
Local modelling of sea surface topography from
(geostrophic) ocean flow
ZAMM Zeitschrift für Angewandte Mathematik und
Mechanik, 87(11-12), 775-791 (2007)

Feth, Sascha; Franke, Jürgen; Speckert, Michael
Resampling-Methoden zur mse-Korrektur und
Anwendungen in der Betriebsfestigkeit
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 116 (2007)

Frank, Martin; Hensel, Hartmut; Klar, Axel
A fast and accurate moment method for the
Fokker-Planck equation and Applications to Electron Radiotherapy
SIAM Appl. Math. 67 (2), 582-603, 2007

Drezner, Zvi; Nickel, Stefan

Gelareh, Shahin; Nickel, Stefan

Solving the ordered one-median problem in the
plane

A Benders Decomposition for Hub Location Problems Arising in Public Transport

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 107, 2007

Drumm, Christian; Tiwari, Sudarshan; Kuhnert,
Jörg; Bart, Hans-Jörg
Verknüpfung von Populationsbilanzmodellen
PBM und der Finite Pointset Methode FPM bei
der Extraktion
Chemie Ingenieur Technik (ProcessNet Jahrestagung),
9, 1367, 2007

Elwart, Kristina
Intensitätsbasierte Bildregistrierung in der industriellen Bildverarbeitung
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Götz, Thomas; Klar, Axel; Unterreiter, Andreas;
Wegener, Raimund
Numerical Evidence for the Non-existence of Solutions of the Equations Describing Rotational
Fiber Spinning
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 108 (2007)

Groß, Matthias; Lojewski, Carsten; Hagen, Hans
A Visualization Framework for Time Dependent
Metal Casting Simulation
IEEG/EG Symposium on Interactive Ray Tracing (RT07),
p. 171-176

Groß, Matthias; Lojewski, Carsten; HeringBertram, Martin; Hagen, Hans
Fast Implicit KD-Trees: Accelerated Isosurface Ray
Tracing and Maximum Intensity Projection for
Large Scalar Field
Proceedings of Computer Graphics and Imaging
(CGIM07), pp. 67-74

Gugat, Martin; Herty, Michael; Klar, Axel;
Leugering, Gunter
Conservation law constrained optimizaton based
upon front-tracking
MMAN 40 (5), 939-960, 2007

Günther, Marco; Wegener, Raimund; Olawsky,
Ferdinand
Modeling and Simulation of Non-woven Processes
Progress in Industrial Mathematics at ECMI 2006,
Springer, 691-696 (2007)

Hanne, Thomas
A multiobjective evolutionary algorithm for approximating the efficient set
European Journal of Operational Research, 176, pp.
1723-1734, 2007

Hanne, Thomas
A primal-dual multiobjective evolutionary algorithm for approximating the efficient set
Proceedings of the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation, Singapore, September 2007

Operations Research Proceedings 2007, pp. 129-134

Hanne, Thomas; Melo, Teresa; Nickel, Stefan

Gerstner, Thomas; Holtz, Markus; Korn, Ralf

Bringing robustness to patient flow management
through optimized patient transports in hospitals

Valuation of performance-dependent options in
a Black-Scholes framework
Numerical methods for finance (Hrsg. Miller, J. Edelman,
D. Appleby, J.)

Götz, Thomas; Klar, Axel; Marheineke, Nicole;
Wegener, Raimund
A Stochastic Model and Associated FokkerPlanck Equation for the Fiber Lay-down Process
in Nonwoven Production Processes
SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics, 67(6), 17071717 (2007)

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 131, 2007

Hering-Bertram, Martin
Wavelet analysis for progressive meshes
Spring Conference on Computer Graphics (SCCG), Budmerice, 203-209 (2007)

Herty, Michael; Klar, Axel; Piccolli, Benedetto
Existence of solutions for supply chain models
based on partial differential equations
SIAM J. Math. Anal. 39 (1), 160-173, 2007
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Herty, Michael; Klar, Axel; Singh, A. K., Spellucci,
Peter

Jablonski, Andreas

Krause, Michael; Scherrer, Alexander

Merkmalsextraktion für Grauwertbilder

Smoothed Penalty Algorithms for Optimization
of Nonlinear Models

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Qualitätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 104-109, Fraunhofer-Allianz Vision, 2007

On the role of modeling parameters in IMRT plan
optimization

COAP 37 (2), 2007

Hietel, Dietmar; Günther, Marco; Olawsky,
Ferdinand
Modelling and Simulation of Fiber Dynamics in
Nonwoven Processes

Jung, Dominik; Lücke, Manfred
Bistability of moving and self-pinned fronts of
supercritical localized convection structure
Europhysics Letters 80, 14002, 1-6 (2007)

Proceedings INTC 2007, Atlanta, USA (2007)

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 128, 2007

Linn, Joachim; Stephan, Thomas
Fast simulation of quasistatic cable deformations
using discrete rod models
C.L. Bottasso et al. (Eds.): Proceedings of the ECCOMAS
thematic conference on Multibody Dynamics, Politecnico di Milano (2007)

Keller, Patric; Bertram, Martin
Iliev, Oleg, Latz, Arnulf; Popov, P.; Rief, Stefan;
Steiner, Konrad; Wiegmann, Andreas; L akdawala,
Zahra

Modeling and visualization of time-varying topology transitions guided by hyper reeb graph
structures

Modelling and Simulation of Multiscale Problems
in Industrial Filtration Processes

Computer Graphics and Imaging (CGIM), Innsbruck,
15-20 (2007)

Proceedings of 2nd Annual meeting of Bulgarian Section of SIAM, Dec.20-21, 2007, Sofia (BG)

Keller, Patric; Hering-Bertram, Martin; Hagen,
Hans

Linn, Joachim; Stephan, Thomas; Carlson, Johan;
Bohlin, Robert
Fast simulation of quasistatic rod deformations
for VR applications
L.L. Bonilla et al. (Eds.): Progress in Industrial Mathematics at ECMI 2006, Springer (2007), S. 247 - 253

Iliev, Oleg; Lazarov, Raytcho; Willems, Jörg

Reverse Engineering with subdivision surfaces

Maag, Volker; Berger, Martin; Winterfeld, Anton;
Küfer, Karl-Heinz

Numerical study of two-grid preconditioners for
1d elliptic problems with highly oscillating discontinuous coefficients

Computing, Special Issue on Geometric Modeling (Dagstuhl 2005), Springer, 79(2-4), 119-129 (2007)

A novel non-linear approach to minimal area
rectangular packing

J. Comput. Methods Appl. Math. 7, No. 1, 48-67
(2007) und Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 111
(2007)

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 126, 2007

Klar, Axel, Seaid, Mohammed; Thömmes, Guido
Lattice Boltzmann Simulation of Depth-Averaged
Models in Flow Hydrodynamics
Proceedings of ICMMES 2007

Iliev, Oleg; Rybak, Iryna
On approximation property of multipoint flux
approximation method
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 119 (2007)

Iliev, Oleg; Rybak, Iryna
On numerical upscaling for flow in heterogeneous porous media
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 118 (2007)

Korn, Ralf
Faszination Finanzmathematik
Mathematische Semesterberichte

Maasland, Mark; Teutsch, Christian
Kombinierte optische Vermessung und Oberflächenprüfung von 3D-Objekten
Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Quali
tätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 306-312, FraunhoferAllianz Vision, 2007 und Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar
»Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit
Bildverarbeitung«, Braunschweig, Tagungsband, June
2007 und Erlangen, December 2007

Korn, Ralf
Optimal Portfolios: New Variations of an Old
Theme
Computational Management Science, CMS DOI
10.1007/s 10287-007-0054-z

Maddu, Shankar; Sundar, Subbiah
Asymptotic analysis of extrapolation boundary
conditions for lattice Boltzmann methods
Eingereicht bei SIAM J. Sci. Comp.

Iliev, Oleg; Rybak, Iryna; Willems, Joerg
On upscaling heat conductivity for a class of industrial problems
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 120 (2007)

Korn, Ralf

Marheineke, Nicole; Wegener, Raimund

Stochastik an der Börse: Muss das sein?

Dynamics of Curved Viscous Fibers with Surface
Tension

Mitteilungen der Mathematischen Gesellschaft Hamburg, 26 (2007), 5–25

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 115, 2007

Ivanov, Evgeny, Andrä, Heiko; Gluchshenko, Olga
Parallel Software Tool for Decomposing and
meshing of 3D Structures
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 110 (2007)

Ivanov, Evgeny; Andrä, Heiko; Gluchshenko,
Olga; Kudryavtsev, Alexey

Korn, Ralf; Kovilyanskaya, Helen
Some Aspects of Investment into High-Yield
Bonds
International Journal of Theoretical and Applied
Finance, 2007, 10 (6), 967-984

Korn, Ralf; Kraft, Holger

Efficient parallel algorithm and software for automatic generation of 3D computational tetrahedral meshes

Optimal delegated portfolios

Proceedings of the 2007 World Congress in Computer
Science, Computer Engineering & Applied Computing,
PDPTA’07 – International Conference on Parallel and
Distributed Processing Techniques and Applications,
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, pp. 275-282

Korn, Ralf; Steffensen, Mogens

Financial Markets and Portfolio Management 10.1007/
s11408-007-0067-1

Marheineke, Nicole; Wegener, Raimund
Fiber Dynamics in Turbulent Flows – Specific
Taylor Drag
SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics, 68(1), 1-23
(2007)

Melo, Teresa; Nickel, Stefan; Saldanha da Gama,
Francisco
Facility Location and Supply Chain Management
– A comprehensive review
Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 130, 2007

On worst-case portfolio optimization
SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization, Vol. 46, No.
6, pp. 2013–2030
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Michel, Frank; Deines, Eduard; Hering-Bertram,
Martin; Garth, Christoph; Hagen, Hans
Listener-based analysis of surface importance for
acoustic metrics
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics (TVCG), Visualization 2007 Proceedings, 13(6),
1686-1687 (2007)

International Journal of Hybrid Intelligent Systems
(IJHIS), Vol. 4, No. 3, 2007, pp. 185-202

Linear Algebra and its Applications, doi:10.1016/
j.laa.2007.03.025, March 2007

Plontke, Stefan; Siedow, Norbert; Wegener,
 aimund; Zenner, Hans-Peter; Salt, Alec
R

Schladitz, Katja

Cochlear Pharmacokinetics with Local Inner Ear
Drug Delivery Using a 3D Finite Element Computer Model

Geometrische Charakterisierung der räumlichen
Mikrostruktur von Werkstoffen

Mohring, Jan; Broz, Jochen; Halfmann, Thomas;
Wirsen, Andreas

Audiology & Neurotology 12(1), 37-48 (2007)

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Qualitätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 99-103, Fraunhofer Allianz Vision, 2007

Model Reduction at Fraunhofer ITWM

Rauhut, Markus

Schladitz, Katja

Tagungsband des GMA-Workshops Modellbildung,
Identifikation und Simulation in der Automatisierungstechnik, Anif/Salzburg (2007)

Konzeption und Aufbau eines Oberflächen
inspektionssystems

MAVI – Modulare Algorithmen für Volumenbilder

Möller, Alfons; Kuhnert, Jörg
Simulation of the glass flow inside a floating
process / Simulation de l’écoulement du verre
dans le procédé float

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Quali
tätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 117-123, FraunhoferAllianz Vision, 2007

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Quali
tätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 353-356, FraunhoferAllianz Vision, 2007

Rauhut, Markus

Schladitz, Katja; Pfrang, Andreas; Wiegmann,
Andreas; Schimmel, Thomas

Revue Verre, 13 (5) (2007)

Systemsteuerung und Überwachung von Bildanalysesystemen

Monz, Michael; Küfer, Karl-Heinz; Bortfeld, Thomas; Thieke, Christian

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Qualitätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 85-88, Fraunhofer-Allianz
Vision, 2007

Pareto navigation – systematic multicriteriabased IMRT treatment plan determination

Rauhut, Markus

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 127, 2007

Typischer Aufbau eines Online-Oberflächeninspektionssystems

Neunzert, Helmut; Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter

Fraunhofer-Vision Seminar »Inspektion und Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«,
Braunschweig, Tagungsband, June 2007 und Erlangen,
December 2007

»Zwölf Jahre ITWM«
DMV-Mitteilungen, Heft 4, 2007

Oliveira, Ely Wagner Aguiar de

Rief, Stefan

Jawari Grid Benchmarking Service

Modeling and simulation of the pressing section
of a paper machine

Proc. German e-Science Conference (GES2007), BadenBaden, Deutschland, May 2007

Panda, Satyananda; Marheineke, Nicole;
Wegener, Raimund
Dynamics of Curved Viscous Fibers
Progress in Industrial Mathematics at ECMI 2006,
Springer, 685-690 (2007)

Peters, Stefanie; König, Andreas
A Hybrid Texture Analysis System based on NonLinear & Oriented Kernels, Particle Swarm Optimization and kNN vs. Support Vector Machines
Neural Network World, Special issue on Hybrid Intelligent Systems, Vol. 17, No. 6, 2007, pp. 507-527

Peters, Stefanie; König, Andreas
Evolutionäre Optimierung zum automatisierten
Entwurf von Bildverarbeitungssystemen
Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Qualitätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 89-94, Fraunhofer-Allianz
Vision, 2007

Peters, Stefanie; König, Andreas
Optimized texture operators for the automated design of image analysis systems: Non-linear and oriented kernels vs. gray value co-occurrence matrices
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Calculation of the Evolution of Surface Area and
Free Volume During the Infiltration of Fiber Felts
Chemical Vapor Deposition, Volume 13, pp. 705-715,
2007

Schlemmer, Michael; Heringer, Manuel; Morr,
Florian; Hotz, Ingrid; Hering-Bertram, Martin;
Garth, Christoph; Kollmann, Wolfgang; Hamann,
Bernd; Hagen, Hans
Moment invariants for the analysis of 2D flow
fields
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics (TVCG), Visualization 2007 Proceedings, 13(6),
1743-1750 (2007)

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 113, 2007

Schmitz, Norbert; Wettach, Jens; Deines, Eduard;
Dannenmann, Peter; Bertram, Martin; Berns,
Karsten; Hagen, Hans

Rief, Stefan; Kehrwald, Dirk; Schmidt, Kilian;
Wiegmann, Andreas

Simulation and visualization of indoor-acoustics
for robot control

Zuverlässiger Einsatz numerischer Simulationsmethoden in der Vorausberechnung
NAFEMS, Wiesbaden, March 2007

Robb, Katharina; Wirjadi, Oliver; Schladitz, Katja
Fiber Orientation Estimation from 3D Image
Data: Practical Algorithms, Visualization, and Interpretation

Computer Graphics and Imaging (CGIM), Innsbruck,
100-107 (2007)

Schneider, Elena; Seaid, Mohammed; Janicka,
Johannes; Klar, Axel
Validation of simplified PN models for radiative
transfer in combustion systems
Comm. Num. Meth. Eng., 2007

Proc. 7th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent
Systems (HIS 2007), pages 320-325, 2007

Schulz, Volker; Andrä, Heiko; Schmidt, Kilian

Rutka, Vita; Wiegmann, Andreas

Robuste Netzgenerierung zur µFE-Analyse mikrostrukturierter Materialien

Explicit jump immersed interface method for virtual material design of the effective elastic moduli of composite materials
Numerical Algorithms, Volume 340, No. 4, pp. 309330, 2007

Scherrer, Alexander; Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Accelerated IMRT plan optimization using the
adaptive clustering method

NAFEMS Magazin, 2/2007, S. 28-30

Schulz, Volker; Mukherjee, Partha; Becker, Jürgen;
Wiegmann, Andreas; Wang, Chao-Yang
Modeling of Two-phase Behavior in the Gas Diffusion Medium of Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells
via Full Morphology Approach
Journal of the Electrochemical Society 2007, Volume
154, No. 4
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Sellier, Mathieu; Breitbart, Christian; Loch, Horst;
Siedow, Norbert
An iterative algorithm for optimal mould design
in high-precision compression moulding
Proc. IMechE Vol. 221 Part B: J. Engineering Manufacture, 25-33 (2007)

Sellier, Mathieu; Hann, Christopher; Siedow, Norbert
Identification of Relaxation Functions in Glass by
Mean of a Simple Experiment
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 90(9), 2980-2983 (2007)

Spalke, Tobias; Thieke, Christian; Küfer, Karl-Heinz;
Monz, Michael; Scherrer, Alexander; Alonso,
Fernando; Oelfke, Uwe
Automized localization of a reference IMRT plan
within a database of a new multicriterial planning system
Proceedings of the XVth International Conference on
the Use of Computers in Radiation Therapy (ICCR) Vol. I,
pp. 293-297, 2007

Süss, Philipp; Küfer, Karl-Heinz

Wiegmann, Andreas; Becker, Jürgen

Smooth intensity maps and the Bortfeld-Boyer
sequencer

Virtual Characterization of the Pore Structure of
Nonwoven

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 109, 2007

Proceedings of the International Nonwovens Technical
Conference, Atlanta, 2007

Szimayer, Alexander; Boyd, Tristan; Brown, Philip
What Determines Early Exercise of Employee
Stock Options in Australia?
Accounting and Finance, Vol. 47, No. 2., 165-186,
(2007)

3D Simulation of Macroscopic heat and mass
transfer properties from the microstructure of
wood fibre networks

Szimayer, Alexander; Maller, Ross

Composites Science and Technology, Vol 68 No. 3-4 pp.
608-616, 2007

Finite Approximation Schemes for Levy Processes,
and their Application to Optimal Stopping Problems
Stochastic Processes and Their Applications, Vol. 117,
No. 10, 1422-1447, (2007)

L.L. Bonilla et al. (Eds.): Progress in Industrial Mathematics at ECMI 2006, Springer(2007), S. 254-258)

Spies, Martin; Hamann, Rainer; Heerens, Jürgen
ProRepaS - Bruchmechanische Bewertung von
Fehlstellen in Propellerflügeln
Tagungsband zur Statustagung zum F&E-Förderprogramm »Schifffahrt und Meerestechnik für das 21.
Jahrhundert«, Rostock, 200-216 (2007)

Steeg, Jörg; Schröder, Michael
A hybrid approach to solve the periodic home
health care problem,
Operations Research Proceedings 2007, pp. 297-302

Süss, Philipp, Küfer, Karl-Heinz; Thieke, Christian
Improved stratification algorithms for step-andshoot MLC delivery in intensity-modulated radiation therapy
Physics in Medicine and Biology, 52, pp. 6039-51, 2007

Süss, Philipp; Craft, David; Bortfeld, Thomas
The Tradeoff Between Treatment Plan Quality
and Required Number of Monitor Units in Intensity-modulated Radiotherapy
International Journal of Radiation Oncology Biology
Physics, 67, pp. 1596-1605, 2007

Süss, Philipp; Küfer, Karl-Heinz
Balancing control and simplicity: A variable aggregation method in intensity modulted radiation therapy planning
Linear Algebra and its Applications, doi:10.1016/j.
laa.2007.11.010, November 2007

Wirjadi, Oliver
Survey of 3d image segmentation methods
Bericht des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 123, 2007

Taeubner, Kai

Wirjadi, Oliver; Breuel, Thomas

Optische Sensoren

Global Modes in Kernel Density Estimation: RAST
Clustering

Handbuch zur Industriellen Bildverarbeitung – Qualitätssicherung in der Praxis; S. 32-34, Fraunhofer-Allianz
Vision, 2007

Speckert, Michael; Dreßler, Klaus
Simulation and Optimization of Suspension
Testing Systems

Wiegmann, Andreas; Thoemen, Heiko; Walther,
Thomas

Proc. 7th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent
Systems (HIS 2007), pages 314-319, 2007

Thieke, Christian; Küfer, Harl-Heinz; Monz,
Michael; Scherrer, Alexander; Alonso, Fernando;
Oelfke, Uwe; Huber, Peter; Debus, Jürgen;
Bortfeld, Thomas

A Comparative Study of the Vasicek and the CIR
Model of the Short Rate

A new concept for interactive radiotherapy planning with multicriteria optimization: First clinical
evaluation

Zhang, Aihua; Korn, Ralf; Ewald, Christian

Radiotherapy and Oncology, 85, pp. 292-298, 2007

Thömmes, Guido; Seaid, Mohammed; Banda,
Mapundi

Zeytun,Serkan; Gupta, Ankit

Berichte des Fraunhofer ITWM, 124, 2007

Optimal management and inflation protection
for defined contribution pension plans
Blätter der DGVFM, Volume 28 (2), 239-258, Springer,
2007

Lattice Boltzmann methods for shallow water
flow applications
Intl. J. Num. Meth. Fluids , 55:673-692, 2007

Velasquez, Rafael; Melo, Teresa; Küfer, KarlHeinz
Tactical operating theatre scheduling: efficient
appointment assignment,
Operations Research Proceedings 2007, pp. 303-308

Wagner, Gilles; Keller, Patric; Michel, Frank;
Hering-Bertram, Martin; Ostermayer, Dirk;
Hagen, Hans
Continuous improvement process in virtual reality
Spring Conference on Computer Graphics (SCCG), Budmerice, 158-164 (2007)

Wiegmann, Andreas
Computation of the permeability of porous materials from their microstructure by FFF-Stokes
Bericht des Fraunhofer ITWM, Nr. 129 (2007)

Wiegmann, Andreas; Rief, Stefan; Kehrwald, Dirk
Computational study of pressure drop dependence on pleat shape and filter media
Filtech 2007 Proceedings, Volume I, pp. 79-86.
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Scientific Graduation
Theses

Ducrozet, Martin
Altendorf, Hellen
Konsistente Paare von Nachbarschafts-Systemen
für die 3D-Bildanalyse

A Tabu Search Algorithm for Solving a Dynamic
Facility Relocation Problem
Master thesis, TU Montreal

Elias, Vanja:

Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Strategic Planner - Network Design for Aircraft
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul

Lautensack, Claudia

Diploma thesis, TU Mannheim, Dept. of Mathematics

Anger, Jasmin
Evolutionäre Algorithmen für Dial-a-Ride-Probleme zur Planung von Krankentransporten
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Lang, Holger
The difference of the solutions of the elastic and
elastoplastic boundary values problem and an
approach to multiaxial stress-strain correction

Diploma thesis, School of Economics and Management,
Technical TU Lisboa

Random Laguerre Tessellations
Doctoral thesis, Universität Karlsruhe, Dept. of Mathematics

Ashok Kumar Vaikuntam

End, Thomas

Estimation of surface parameters by level-set
methods

Transient Finite Element Method for a Nonlinear
Planar Flexible Ring Model

Monte Carlo Method for modified ANOVA

Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Master thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Berndt, Thilo

Giertzsch, Marc

Lofink, Konstantin

Implementierung von Middleware-Komponenten zur automatischen Code-Parallelisierung auf
Cell-Prozessoren

Lokal-adaptive Morphologie für Analyse und
Modellierung von Mikrostrukturen

Iterativ Lernende Regelung

Diploma thesis, University of Applied Scienes Berlin,
Dept. of Economics II – Applied Computer Science

Diploma thesis, University of Applied Science Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Electrical Engineering / Information
Technoloy

Bökenheide, Simone

Göttlich, Simone

Solving Coupled Systems of Linear Equations for
the Simulation of Fibre Dynamics

Continuous Models for production networks
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Karlsruhe, Dept. of Mathematics

Grm, Aleksander
Borsche, Raul
Mimetic finite difference method for convection
diffusion equations on Voronoi grids

Mathematical Analysis of Macroscopic Models
for Slow Dense Granular Flow
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Heinrichs, Stephanie
Branzalova, Paulina
A two-phase heuristic for solving on-line pickup
and delivery problems with time windows

Modelle zur Bewertung von (deutschen) Lang
lebigkeitsbonds
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Bachelor thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Jegorovs, Jevgenijs
Caiazzo, Alfonso
Asymptotic Analysis of lattice Boltzmann method
for fluid-structure interaction problems

The Optimal Shape of the Reflex Tube of a Bass
Loudspeaker

Junuzovic, Nermin

Dechant, Johannes

Praktische Berechnung des geometrischen Verdeckungsgrades virtueller Szenen

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Diploma thesis, TU Paderborn, Dept. of Computer Science

Dembovskis, Andis

Kempkes, Swenja

Efficient transient simulation of the acoustic
wave equation in low and medium frequencies
by reducing large FE models

Martingalmaße bei der Optionsbewertung in
unvollständigen Märkten
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Master thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Krause, Michael
Desmettre, Sascha
Four Generations of Asset Pricing Models and
Volatility Dynamics
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics
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Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Malten, Rebekka
Der Jordansche Oberflächensatz und 14-Nachbarschaften
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Man, Tin-Kwai
Neue Aspekte der Portfolio-Optimierung und
der Modellierung von Bondindizes
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Middendorf, Lars
Interaktive Abwicklung triangulierter Flächen
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Computer
Science

Moghiseh, Ali A.
Fast Wavelet Transform by Biorthogonal Locally
Supported Radial Basis Functions on Fixed Spherical Grids
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Doctoral thesis, Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa and TU
Kaiserslautern

Predicting Credit Default with Longitudinal Data

Li, Li

Sensitvity analysis and the choice of modeling
parameters in intensity modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) plan optimization

Muszkieta, Monika
Nonlinear diffusion filtering of images using topological gradient approach for edges detection
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Naumovich, Anna
Efficient numerical methods for the Biot poroelasticity system in multilayered domains
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Petry, Alexander
Design and Implementation of a Xen-Based
Execution Environment
Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Computer
Science

Diploma thesis, Dept. of Mathematics and Computer
Science, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität, Münster
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Participation on Fairs and
Conferences

Pobel, Bernd

14. Arbeitstagung Quantitative Bildanalyse

Schnelle exakte sphärische Granulometrie

Darmstadt, June 2007; Exhibitor, poster & lecture

Diploma thesis, BA Mannheim, Dept. of Information
Technology

ECCOMAS thematic conference on Multibody
Dynamics 2007
Mailand (I), June 2007, Lecture

AMaMeF Mid-Term Conference »Advanced
Mathematical Methods for Finance«

Euromat

Wien (A), September 2007, Poster

Nürnberg, September 2007, Poster

Diploma thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

2nd Annual Meeting of Bulgarian Section of
SIAM

European Banking and Insurance Fair

Velte, Ruth

Sofia, December 2007, Lecture

Design und Entwicklung einer robusten Umgebung für verteilte Oberflächeninspektionssysteme

Arbeitskreis »Örtliche Bewertung von Gewindeverbindungen«

IIS Erlangen, October 2007, Participant & lecture

MPA Darmstadt, October 2007, Lecture

Filtech 2007

Primm, Michael
Das stochastische Volatilitätsmodell nach Heston

Diploma thesis, BA Mannheim, Dept. of Information
Technology

Winterfeld, Anton
Large-scale semi-infinite optimization applied to
industrial gemstone cutting
Doctoral thesis, TU Kaiserslautern, Dept. of Mathematics

Frankfurt, November 2007, Participant

Festveranstaltung »10 Jahre Vision«

Wiesbaden, February 2007, Exhibitor and lecture

CeBIT
Hannover, March 2007, Exhibitor (at IBM stand)

Fonds 07 (Messe)
Zürich, February 2007, Participant

CISM Advanced School: »Simulation Techniques
for Applied Dynamics«
Udine (I), September 2007, Participant

Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und
Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«

Conference on Computational Methods in Applied Mathematics

Braunschweig, July 2007; Exhibitor, lectures &
publications

Minsk (XX), June 2007, Lecture

Control 2007
Sinsheim, May 2007, Exhibitor

D-Grid-CERT Tutorium Sicherheit
Berlin, October 2007, Participant

1. Dagstat-Meeting
Bielefeld, März, Participant & lecture

DASMOD-Meeting
Kaiserslautern, February 2007, Organizer & lectures

DASMOD-Workshop: Klassifikationsverfahren
für die Anwendung in Medizin, Wirtschaft und
Technik
ITWM Kaiserslautern, September 2007, Organizer &
lecture

14. Workshop ‘Stochastic Geometry, Stereology
and Image Analysis’
Neudietendorf, September 2007, Participant & poster

5. Deutscher Investment-Hochschultag
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe-Universität in Frankfurt
am Main, 21. November 2007, Participant

Fraunhofer-Vision-Seminar »Inspektion und
Charakterisierung von Oberflächen mit Bildverarbeitung«
Erlangen, December 2007; Exhibitor, lectures &
publications

GAMM session on »Materials, Motion and
Stability«, ICIAM Conference 2007
Zürich (CH), July 2007, Lecture

GridKa School 2007
Karlsruhe, September 2007, Participant

33. Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungs-Forum:
»Segementierung und Erkennung von Objekten
unter schwierigen Bedingungen«
Mannheim, March 2007, Participant

34. Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungs-Forum:
»Lernende Bildverabreitung«
Mannheim, July 2007, Participant

35. Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungs-Forum
»Farb- und spektroskopische Bildverarbeitung«
Waldbronn, October 2007, Participant

22. Hofer Vliesstofftage
DVM 34. Tagung »Lastannahmen und Betriebsfestigkeit«

Hof, November 2007, Exhibitor & lectures

Wolfsburg, October 2007, Participant & exhibitor

ICMF 2007
Leipzig, July 2007, Lecture

69th EAGE
London, (UK) June 2007, Exhibitor

IEEE Visualization Conference
Sacramento, USA, October 2007, Lecture
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Innovations in Mathematical Finance

Material Innovativ 2007

Loen (NO), June 2007, Participant

Fürth, March 2007, Participant

INTC – International Nonwovens Technical Conference

MathFinance Workshop

56th Session of the ISI (International Statistical
Institute)
Lissabon, August 2007, Lecture

Frankfurt, March 2007, Participant

Atlanta, USA, September 2007, Exhibitor & lectures

17th International conference on field programmable logic and applications

Simpack User Meeting 2007
Bad Godesberg, November 2007, Lecture

NAFEMS Seminar »Reliable Use of Numerical
Methods in Upfront Simulations«

SOES 2007

Wiesbaden, March 2007, Participant

Dagstuhl, November 2007, Participant

Amsterdam (NL), August 2007; Participant

NAMKE-Workshop

Spring Conference on Computer Graphics (SCCG)

7th International Conference on Hybrid Intelligent Systems

Saarbrücken, February 2007, Lectures

Budmerice (SK), April 2007, Lecture

Fraunhofer ITWM, Kaiserslautern, September 2007;
Organizer & lectures

Open Grid Forum 19, 20, 21

SPS / IPC Drives 2007

Chapel Hill, North Carolina (USA), Februar; Manchester
(UK), May; Seattle, Washington (USA), October 2007

Nürnberg, November 2007, Participant

International Nonwovens Technical Conference
Atlanta, September 2007, Exhibitor

RADON Workshop on Financial and Actuarial
Mathematics for Young Researchers

International Supercomputing Conference

Linz (A), May 2007, Participant

STG-Tagung
Berlin, November 2007, Lecture

railtec 2007

Symposium der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft:
»Beschleunigte Innovation mit regionalen und
industrienahen Forschungsclustern«

Dortmund, November 2007, Exhibitor

Berlin, September 2007, Lecture

Isgatec

Recent Developments in Financial and Insurance
Mathematics and the Interplay with the Industry

Tagung des Ausschusses für Ökonometrie des
Vereins für Sozialpolitik

Nürnberg, March 2007, Participant

Oberwolfach, Februar 2007, Organizer & Lecture

Marburg, March 2007, Participant

15. ITG/GI - Fachtagung Kommunikation in
Verteilten Systemen

Reifen-Fahrwerk-Fahrbahn

Tagung: 5 Jahre TeckPro

Hannover, October 2007, Participant

Kaiserslautern, April 2007, Lecture

RICAM-Workshop

TechTextil

Linz (A), June 2007, Lecture

Frankfurt, July 2007, Exhibitor

Dresden, June 2007, Exhibitor

62. Internationale Automobil-Ausstellung (IAA)
Frankfurt, September 2007, Exhibitor

Bern (CH), Febraur 2007, Participant

ITMA – Internationale Textilmaschinenausstellung
München, September 2007, Exhibitor & lectures

SC07
52. IWK – Internationales Wissenschaftliches
Kolloquium

VDI AgEng07

Reno, Nevada, USA, November 2007, Exhibitor

Hannover, November 2007, Lecture

Ilmenau, September 2007, Poster

Scientific Visualization Seminar

Workshop Finanz- und Versicherungsmathematik

Dagstuhl, July 2007, Lecture

Graz, June 2007, Lecture

Scuola Matematica Interuniversitaria (SMI)

Workshop für junge Mathematiker der Deutschen
Aktuar Akademie

IWRMM-Workshop
Karlsruhe, October 2007, Lecture

Perugia (I), August 2007, Participant

Joint International Meeting UMI – DMV
Perugia, June 2007, Lecture

KMU-Seminar des Simulationszentrum Rheinland-Pfalz
IHK Pfalz / Ludwigshafen, February 2007, Organizer &
lectures; IHK Trier, March 2007, Organizer & lectures;
IHK Koblenz, March 2007, Organizer & lectures

KMU-Kongress der WFG Kaiserslautern
Kaiserslautern, February 2007, Exhibitor

3. Landshuter Leichtbau-Cluster
Landshut, February 2007, Exhibitor & lecture

Large Scale Scientific Computation
Sozopol, June 2007, talk and minisymposium
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Günzburg, September 2007, Participant

SEG 2007
San Antonio, Texas, USA, September 2007, Exhibitor

Workshop on Flow and transport in industrial
porous media

Seminar: Lastdaten – Analyse, Bemessung und
Simulation

Utrect (NL), November 2007, Lecture

Kaiserslautern (ITWM), June 2007, Organizer
MesH Engineering, Stuttgart, August 2007, Organizer

Workshop on Solvency

Seminar: Mehrkörpersimulation in der Betriebsfestigkeit

Workshop on Stochastic Geometry, Spatial
S tatistics and their Applications

Kaiserslautern (ITWM), November 2007, Organizer

Seminar: Statistische Methoden in der Betriebsfestigkeit
Kaiserslautern (ITWM), Januar, February and September
2007, Organizer
VW, Wolfsburg, December 2007, Organizer

Zürich, May 2007, Participant

Günzburg, February 2007, Exhibitor & lecture

Workshop »3d image analysis and modelling of
microstructures«
Kaiserslautern, April 2007, Organizer & lectures
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Guests

Vision 2007
Stuttgart, November 2007, Exhibitor

VDI-Wissensforum Bildverarbeitung in der Messund Automatisierungstechnik

Arnold, Martin (Institut für Mathematik, Martin
Luther Universität Halle-Wittenberg)
Modulare Zeitintegration von gekoppelten
Differentialgleichungssystemen

July 2007

March 2007

Leyendecker, Sigrid, (California institute of technology, Pasadena, California, USA)

Becker, Christoph (Frankfurt School of Finance &
Management)

Computational mechanics / Variational integrators and optimal control for constrained multi
body dynamics

Regensburg, November 2007, Lecture

Winter School »Geometric Measure Theory,
Random Sets and Digital Stereology«
Sandbjerg (DK), January 2007, Lecture

Lazarov, Raytcho Texas A&M University
Numerical Methods For PDEs

Stochastische Modelle zur Bewertung von Zins
optionen

June 2007

October – December 2007

World Congress in Computer Science, Computer
Engineering & Applied Computing, PDPTA’07

Margenov, Svetozar (Institut Parallel Processing, Sofia)

Las Vegas, USA, July 2007, Participant

Betsch, Peter (Lehrstuhl für numerische Mechanik, Universität Siegen)

Zulieferer Innovativ 2007

Eine rotationsfreie Formulierung von Mehrkörper
systemen

Ingolstadt, July 2007, Exhibitor

February 2007

Muhle-Karbe, Johannes (TU München)

Bilotta, Giuseppe (Universität Catania)

Portfoliooptimierung in Modellen mit stochastischer Volatilität

Sensitivitätstheorie

September 2007

Multiscale modelling of human bone
April und September 2007

March und October 2007

Pechtl, Andreas (LBBW Stuttgart)
Bongaerts, Dion (Universiteit van Amsterdam,
Niederlande)
Vortrag: Liquidity and Liquidity Risk Premia in the
CDS Market
October 2007

Ciegis, Raimondas (Technical University of Vilnius)

Vortrag: Powered Options
April 2007

Popov, Peter (Texas A&M University)
Multiscale and multiphysics problems related solid and fluid mechanics
May 2007

Flows in porous media and parallelization
April 2007

Rieder, Ulrich (Universität Ulm)

Domenis, Claudio (INFORM/Infracom Italia)

Vortrag: Portfolio Optimierung unter Risiko
beschränkungen

Asset Liability Management

January 2007

January – December 2007

Rybak, Irina (Institute of Mathematics, Minsk)
Ewing, Richard (Texas A&M University)

Numerical upscaling

Multiscale and multiphysics problems related to
porous media flows

October 2006 – September 2007

March 2007

Scheuermann, Gerik (Universität Leipzig)
Strömungsvisualisierung

Fengler, Mathias (Sal. Oppenheim)
Vortrag: A Semiparametric Factor Model for Implied Volatility Surface Dynamics
July 2007

Idelberger, Horst (Institut für Konstruktion – AG
Maschinenelemente und Leichtbaukonstruktion,
Universität Siegen)
Simulationsgestützte Auslegung von Prüfstanden
und neuartige Regelungskonzepte
May 2007

Kalyani, Baba (Bharat Forge, Indien)
May 2007

Kudryavtsev, Alexey (ITAM RAS, RUSSIA)
Parallel grid generation
February 2007

October 2007

Schimek, Michael G. (Med. Uni Graz, Österreich)
Vortrag: Top-k-Ranglisten: Aggregation und Inferenz
September 2007

Serkan Zeytun (METU Ankara, Türkei)
Risikomanagement
August 2006 – July 2007

Shankar, Meera (Indische Botschafterin)
May 2007

Starikovicius, Vadimas (Vilnius Technical University, Lettland
Numerics for CFD and for flow in porous media
April - May 2007
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Collaboration in Boards,
Editorships

Stockie, John, (Humboldt-Stipendiat, Simon
Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia,
Kanada)
Brennstoffzellen und Faserorientierung
May 2007 – January 2008

Ugur, Ömür (METU Ankara, Türkei)

Hanne, Thomas
• GECCO 2006 (Member of committee)

• Deutscher Verein für Versicherungswissenschaft (Boardmember)

• CEC 2006 (Member of committee)

• Senat der TU Kaiserslautern (Member)

• MOPGP 2006 (Member of committee)

• Fachbereich Mathematik der TU Kaiserslautern
(Dean)

• ESM2006 (Member of committee)

Numerische Methoden in der Finanzmathematik
January – September 2007

Xin Guo (UC at Berkeley, USA)
Vortrag: Several mathematical issues in information-based credit risk analysis
June 2007

Iliev, Oleg
• J. Comp. Meth. Appl. Math. (Editor)
• Math. Modelling and Analysis (Editor)
• LNCS, Springer (Appraiser)
• J. Food Engineering (Appraiser)
• Int. J. Num. Meth. PDEs (Appraiser)
Kehrwald, Dirk
• Comput. Math. & Appl. (Appraiser)

• Rheinland-pfälzisches Landesexzellenzcluster
»Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling – DASMOD« (Speaker)
• Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesforschungsschwerpunkt »Mathematik und Praxis«
(Member)
• Graduiertenkolleg »Mathematik und Praxis« der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern
(Member)
• BMBF-Schwerpunktprogramm »Mathematik in
Industrie und Dienstleistungen« (Appraiser)

• Wissenschaftlich-Technischer Rat der
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (Deputy member)

Küfer, Karl-Heinz
• Multicriteria Decision Making and Fuzzy
Systems. Theory, Methods and Applications,
Shaker (Editor)

• XING: Gruppe »Mathematik/Mathematics«
(Moderator)

• Mathematics of Operations Research
(Appraiser)

• J. Food Eng. (Appraiser)

• Medical Physics (Appraiser)
Klar, Axel
• ECMI-Council (Member)
• Graduiertenkolleg »Mathematik und Praxis«
der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern
(Member)
• Rheinland-pfälzisches Landesexzellenzcluster
»Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling – DASMOD« (Member)
• Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesforschungsschwerpunkt »Mathematik und Praxis«
(Speaker)
• SFB 568 »Strömung und Verbrennung in
zukünftigen Gasturbinenbrennkammern«,
TU Darmstadt (Member)
• SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis
(Associate Editor)
• Journal of Applied Numerical Analysis and
Computational Mathematics (Associate Editor)
• Annales de la Faculte des Sciences de Toulouse
(Associate Editor)
Korn, Ralf
• Mathematical Finance (Associate Editor)
• Mathematical Methods of Operations Research
(Associate Editor)
• Deutsche Gesellschaft für Versicherungs- und
Finanzmathematik DGVFM (Boardmember)
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• Zentralblatt für Mathematik (Appraiser)
• Mathematical Programming (Appraiser)
Lavrov, Alexander
• Arbeitsgruppe »Praxis der Mathematischen
Optimierung« der GOR (Deputy chairmanship)
• VDI-Fachausschuss »Modellbildungsprozesse«
(Member)
Melo, Teresa
• Arbeitsgruppe »Health Care Management« der
GOR (Deputy chairmanship)
• Computers & Operations Research
(Associate Editor)
Müller, Marlene
• Computational Statistics (Associate Editor)
Neunzert, Helmut
• European Journal of Applied Mathematics
(Associate Editor)
• Monte Carlo Methods and Application
(Editorial Board)
• ITWM Series an Mathematical Modeling
(Senior Editor)
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Patents

• Springer Series on »Mathematics in Industry«
(Editor)
• Technologiebotschafter der Stadt und des
Landkreises Kaiserslautern
• Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for
Industrial Mathematics FCC (Boardmember)
• Corresponding Fellow der Royal Society of Edingburgh

• Rheinland-pfälzisches Landesexzellenzcluster
»Dependable Adaptive Systems and Mathematical Modeling – DASMOD« (Member)
• ECMI-Council (Member)

• Fraunhofer-Chalmers Research Centre for
Industrial Mathematics FCC (Boardmember)
Rösch, Ronald
• Fraunhofer-Allianz Vision (Member)

• Honorary Member der Österreichischen Mathematischen Gesellschaft

• Heidelberger Bildverarbeitungsforum (Advisory oard)

• Honorary Member of ECMI

• Arbeitskreis »Bildanalyse und Mustererkennung Kaiserslautern« (Member)

Nickel, Stefan
• European Journal of Operational Research (Appraiser)

Deutsches Patent Nr. 102005057697.4/53

• MACSI-net (Executive Committee)

• Honorary Member of Nepal Mathematical
Society

• Ehrendoktor (Dr. h. c. tech.) der JohannesKepler-Universität Linz

Merten, Dirk; Klein, Peter
Verfahren zur computergestützten Simulation
technischer Prozesse

• FIT Leichtbau (Member)
• Master-Studiengang »Computer Vision and
Computational Intelligence«, FH Südwestfalen
(Appraiser)
• Nutzfahrzeugcluster CVC (Member)

• OR Spectrum (Appraiser)
• Mathematical Programming (Appraiser)
• Zentralblatt für Mathematik (Appraiser)

Schladitz, Katja
• Leichtbau-Cluster (Member)

• Mathematical Reviews (Appraiser)

• Journal of Microscopy (Appraiser)

• IEEE Transactions (Appraiser)

• Image Analysis & Stereology (Appraiser)

• Annals of OR (Appraiser)

• Advances of Applied Probability (Appraiser)

• Omega (Appraiser)
• Networks (Appraiser)

Schulz, Volker
• Journal of Applied Physics (Appraiser)

• Operations Research Letters (Associate Editor)
• Computers & Operations Research
(Editor in Chief)
• Arbeitsgruppe »Health Care Management« in
der GOR (Director)
Prätzel-Wolters, Dieter
• Wissenschaftlich-technischer Rat und Hauptkommission der Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
(Chairman)
• Präsidium und Senat der
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft (Member)

Wenzel, Jörg
• Zentralblatt für Mathematik (Appraiser)
Wiegmann, Andreas
• Journal of Computational Physics (Appraiser)
• SIAM Journal on Numerical Mathematics
(Appraiser)
• Applied Numerical Mathematics (Appraiser)
• SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing
(Appraiser)

• GAMM-Fachausschuss »Dynamik und
Regelungstheorie (Member)
• Graduiertenkolleg »Mathematik und Praxis« der Technischen Universität Kaiserslautern
(Member)
• Rheinland-pfälzischer Landesforschungsschwerpunkt »Mathematik und Praxis«
(Member)
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